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Abstract
DATA-DRIVEN SYNTHESIS OF ANIMATIONS OF SPATIALLY INFLECTED
AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE VERBS USING HUMAN DATA
by
PENGFEI LU

Advisor: Professor Matt Huenerfauth

Techniques for producing realistic and understandable animations of American Sign
Language (ASL) have accessibility benefits for signers with lower levels of written language
literacy. Previous research in sign language animation didn’t address the specific linguistic issue
of space use and verb inflection, due to a lack of sufficiently detailed and linguistically annotated
ASL corpora, which is necessary for modern data-driven approaches. In this dissertation, a highquality ASL motion capture corpus with ASL-specific linguistic structures is collected,
annotated, and evaluated using carefully designed protocols and well-calibrated motion capture
equipment. In addition, ASL animations are modeled, synthesized, and evaluated based on
samples of ASL signs collected from native-signer animators or from signers recorded using
motion capture equipment.
Part I of this dissertation focuses on how an ASL corpus is collected, including unscripted
ASL passages and ASL inflecting verbs, signs in which the location and orientation of the hands
is influenced by the arrangement of locations in 3D space that represent entities under
discussion. Native signers are recorded in a studio with motion capture equipment: cyber-gloves,
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body suit, head tracker, hand tracker, and eye tracker. Part II describes how ASL animation is
synthesized using our corpus of ASL inflecting verbs. Specifically, mathematical models of
hand movement are trained on animation data of signs produced by a native signer.
This dissertation work demonstrates that mathematical models can be trained and built
using movement data collected from humans. The evaluation studies with deaf native signer
participants show that the verb animations synthesized from our models have similar
understandability in subjective-rating and comprehension-question scores to animations
produced by a human animator, or to animations driven by a human’s motion capture data. The
modeling techniques in this dissertation are applicable to other types of ASL signs and to other
sign languages used internationally. These models’ parameterization of sign animations can
increase the repertoire of generation systems and can automate the work of humans using sign
language scripting systems.
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Chapter 1 Introduction and Overview
American Sign Language (ASL) is a primary means of communication for over 500,000
people in the U.S. (Mitchell et al., 2006). As a natural language that is not merely an encoding
of English, ASL has a distinct syntax, word order, and lexicon. Someone can be fluent in ASL
yet have significant difficulty reading English; in fact, most deaf adults have low levels of writtenlanguage literacy because of a lack of exposure to accessible language input during the critical

language acquisition years of childhood. The majority of deaf high school graduates (typically
age 18-21) in the U.S. have a fourth-grade (age 10) English reading level or lower (Traxler,
2000). This leads to accessibility challenges for deaf adults when faced with English text on
computers, video captions, or other sources.
Unfortunately, most technology used by people who are deaf, like television closed
captioning or teletype telephones, does not address the issue of lower levels of written-language
literacy. Our research focuses on technologies for improving accessibility of information for
people who are deaf – many of whom have lower-than-average levels of literacy in written
language. Specifically, our work has focused on users who are fluent in ASL, which is in use
throughout the U.S. and Canada.
While it is also possible to post videos of actual human signers on websites or in
computer software, animated avatars are more advantageous in several contexts. Much of the
text on the web is not “static.” Instead, it is dynamically produced in response to a search query
or synthesized based on the contents of a changing database. In such contexts, it is not possible
to pre-record a fixed message in the form of a video of a human signer. If the information is
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frequently updated, it may be prohibitively expensive to continually re-film a human performing
ASL for the new information. Computer synthesized animations allow for frequent updating,
automatic production of messages (via natural language generation or machine translation
techniques), and wiki-style applications in which multiple authors script a message in ASL
collaboratively. Further, animations allow scripting of messages by a single human author for
presentation in an anonymous fashion (that does not reveal the face of the human author, as
would happen in a video of them performing ASL). Assembling video clips of individual signs
together to synthesize ASL messages does not allow for sufficient control, blending, and
modulation to produce smooth transitions between signs, subtle motion variations in sign
performances, or proper combinations of facial expressions with signs.

1.1 Focus of This Dissertation
Our research is focused on the design of sign language animations for accessibility
applications. The animations must be linguistically accurate so they will be easy to understand.
Therefore, linguistic aspects of ASL accurately must be produced in the synthesized animations.
We are especially interested in how ASL signers use the space around their bodies during an
ASL performance. Human ASL signers will typically associate entities under discussion with
3D locations around their body. Participants in a conversation are expected to remember these
locations in space; after signers have associated a person or thing with some location, they may
not repeat that entity’s name again. Instead, they will point to the appropriate location in space
to refer to this entity. Producing animations with such use of space is a goal of this thesis.
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In this dissertation, a data-driven methodology will be used. By collecting multi-sentence
performances of spontaneously performed ASL stories/passages using motion-capture
equipment, we can study where in 3D space signers tend to place these entities under discussion
and can study when during a conversation they make these 3D-associations. By modeling how
native ASL signers use space in this way, we will be able to design higher-quality ASL
animation software that mimics this natural use of space.
The research focus of this dissertation is to model how signers set up locations around
them in space associated with entities or concepts they are discussing and to discover patterns in
the motion paths of inflecting verbs, whose motion path depends on the sentence’s subject and
object’s locations (linguistic details in section 2.1 and section 2.2). There are two parts of the
overall research work described throughout this dissertation. Part I describes the methodology of
collecting and annotating a motion-capture corpus of ASL, including: (a) a sub-corpus of
unscripted multi-sentences passages and (b) a sub-corpus of performances of individual verb
signs. We use this corpus of human motion data and linguistic annotation to train statistical
models for use in ASL animation synthesis technologies; also it is anticipated that this corpus
will be of interest to ASL linguists and other researchers. In Part II of this thesis, mathematical
models of sign language are trained based on data extracted from the corpus described in Part I.
We train models of the movement path of ASL inflecting verbs based on examples of verb
performances for different arrangements of the verb’s subject and object in the signing space;
these models produce high-quality animations (Huenerfauth and Lu, 2010b; Lu and Huenerfauth,
2011a).
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Various sign languages have been the focus of animation and accessibility research,
including Japanese Sign Language (Shionome et al., 2005), British Sign Language (Cox et al.,
2002), Sign Language of the Netherlands (Prillwitz et al., 1989), Greek Sign Language (Fotinea
et al., 2008), Australian Sign Language (Vamplew et al., 1998), Arabic Sign Language (Tolba et
al., 1998), Korean Sign Language (Kim et al., 1996; Lee et al., 1997). While sign languages
used around the world are not mutually intelligible, they do share certain key linguistic aspects –
the use of spatial reference and verb inflection – which section 2.1 and section 2.2 will explain.
All of these phenomena involve the use of the 3D space around the signer (often called the
“signing space”) to represent entities under discussion. The literature survey in Chapter 3 will
analyze the methodologies from selected papers about various sign languages.

While our

research has focused on ASL technologies, the research and evaluation methods described in this
thesis can be applicable to researchers studying other sign languages used internationally.
In our research, ASL signers participate in several ways: as evaluators of our generation
software, as research assistants conducting evaluation studies, and as corpus annotators. This
involvement of native signers allows us to conduct rigorous evaluation studies and add
linguistically accurate annotations to our corpus. Our lab uses a set of screening criteria and
surveys to identify native signers (Huenerfauth, 2008).

1.2 Overview of This Dissertation
To provide the reader the essential background knowledge, Chapter 2 will provide a basic
introduction to key linguistic concepts and explain the importance of spatially inflected verbs for
ASL animations. Chapter 3 will present a literature survey of prior research on sign language
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animation and corpora.

Chapter 4 will discuss our motion capture equipment set-up and

calibration. Chapter 5 will discuss how to prompt and collect our Unscripted Corpus. Chapter 6
will discuss the details about how to annotate the Unscripted Corpus and how we refined our
prompting. Chapter 7 will discuss the details of our Verb Corpus collection and annotation. Part
II will begin by discussing related work on animation synthesis in Chapter 8, and next Chapter 9
will describe our animation system. Then, we will discuss how to synthesize ASL inflecting
verbs using “point-based” modeling of human-animator data (Chapter 10), “point-based”
modeling of motion-capture data (Chapter 11), and “vector-based” modeling of motion-capture
data (Chapter 12). Chapter 13 contains the conclusions, contributions, and future work.
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Chapter 2 Linguistic Background
This chapter will explain two types of linguistic information about ASL, which are
essential to both this thesis work and the literature survey in Chapter 3. Section 2.1 will begin
with an explanation of the use of spatial references in ASL; then section 2.2 will explain spatially
inflected verbs, which are the focus of this thesis. Next, section 2.3 will discuss why it is
important to include these inflecting verbs in ASL animations. At this point, the reader will have
sufficient linguistic background to understand the most important aspects of this thesis. Section
2.4 will provide additional linguistics background (beyond the topics of spatial reference and
inflecting verbs), which are useful for the reader in understanding elements of the literature
survey discussion in Chapter 3. It should be noted that the details in section 2.4 are not essential
for the main research aims of this thesis, but they have been included because this information is
useful for understanding some aspects of the literature survey.

2.1 Use of Space in ASL
ASL signers can associate entities or concepts they are discussing with arbitrary locations
in space (Liddle, 2003; Lillo-Martin, 1991; McBurney, 2002; Meier, 1990). After an entity is
first mentioned, a signer may point to a 3D location in space around his/her body; to refer to this
entity again, the signer (or his/her conversational partner) can point to this location.

For

example, by pointing at a location in the surrounding space at the beginning or at the end of a
noun phrase mentioning a new entity, the human signer associates the entity referred to in the
noun phrase with that location. Signers remember these spatial associations, and the movements
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of later signs in the performance may change based on these locations. When referring to one of
these entities later in the conversation, a signer may use a pronoun sign (which looks like a
pointing gesture) aimed at the appropriate location in the signing space.
Many linguists have studied this pronominal use of space (Klima et al. 1979; Liddell,
2003; McBurney, 2002; Meier, 1990). Some argue that signers tend to pick 3D locations on a
semi-circular arc floating at chest height in front of their torso (McBurney, 2002; Meier, 1990);
others argue that signers pick 3D locations at different heights and distances from their body
(Liddell, 2003). Regardless, there are an infinite number of locations where entities may be
associated for pronominal reference. (In the next section, we shall see that this also means that
there are a potentially infinite number of ways for some verbs to be performed: a finite fixed
lexicon for ASL is not sufficient.) Figure 1 illustrates how our project has conceptualized how
signers select locations on an arc around their bodies for spatial reference, shown from a front
view and a top view. Part II Chapter 9 will discuss these details more.

Figure 1: Front and top view of arc-positions around the signer.
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To perform personal, possessive, or reflexive pronouns that refer to these entities, signers
later point to these locations. Signers may not repeat the identity (i.e., the name or full referring
expression) for these entities again; so, their conversational partner must remember where they
have been placed (so they may understand what entity is associated with the location being
pointed to). From a computational linguistic perspective, this means that an ASL generator must
select which entities should be assigned 3D locations (and where). For example, a signer may
discuss someone named ‘‘Mary.’’ After mentioning Mary the first time, the signer may point to
a location in space where a 3D point is created that represents her. On future occasions in which
the signer wants to refer to Mary, the signer will simply point to this location. For example, in
an ASL sentence “MARY POINT LOVE JOHN. POINT HAPPY.” POINT is a notation for the
pointing sign that is aimed at a location in space where MARY has been set up; the same
location is aimed at in “MARY POINT LOVE JOHN” and in “POINT HAPPY”.
In addition to the pronoun ‘‘pointing signs,’’ this set-up of space also affects other types
of ASL movements. Sometimes the subject/object is not mentioned in the sentence, and the use
of eye-gaze or head-tilt is aimed at these locations during the verb phrase. In such sentences, the
head/eye movement is the only way in which the signer conveys the identity of the
subject/object. On other occasions, a signer may set up one entity on the left side of the signing
space and another on the right; later, when discussing these entities in a contrastive manner, a
signer may twist at the waist, so that his/her torso is aimed at the left or right side when
discussing each of these entities in turn. This “contrastive role shift” emphasizes which entity is
being discussed during the conversation, and it is usually used to emphasize the sense of
contrast.
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Unfortunately, modern sign language software does not automatically handle these
spatial aspects of ASL discussed above. Humans authoring ASL animations using state-of-theart scripting systems must manually add pointing signs to the performance that aim at various
locations around the virtual human signer.
(Huenerfauth and Lu, 2012) described experimental studies with native ASL signers
evaluating animations of ASL that were designed to measure how much the lack of the space use
and the pointing pronouns affects the usability of current ASL animation technologies. The
study demonstrated that there are significant benefits (i.e., higher comprehension scores) to ASL
animations in which the virtual human character associates entities under discussion with 3D
points in the signing space. If future sign language animation research included better modeling
of how the space around a signer is used for spatial references, we would expect better
comprehension and user-satisfaction scores. More details of this study appear in section 2.3.

2.2 Inflected Verbs in ASL
While ASL verbs have a standard citation form, many can be inflected to indicate the 3D
location in space at which their subject and/or object have been associated (Liddell, 2003; Meier,
1990; Neidle et al., 2000; Padden, 1988). Linguists refer to such verbs as “inflecting” (Padden,
1988), “indicating” (Liddell, 2003), or “agreeing” verbs (Cormier, 2002). We use the term
“inflecting verbs” in this thesis. When they appear in a sentence, their standard motion path may
be modified such that the movement or orientation goes from the 3D location of their subject and
toward the 3D location of their object (or more complex spatial changes may result, if the verb
has a more complex movement). The resulting performance is a synthesis of the verb’s standard
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lexical motion path and the 3D locations associated with the subject and the object. Similar to
the example mentioned above with head-tilt and eye-gaze used during verb phrases, when a verb
sign is “inflected” to indicate its subject and/or object, the names of the subject and object may
not be otherwise expressed in the sentence. If the signer chooses to include noun phrases in the
sentence referring to the subject and object, then it is possible to use the citation-form
(uninflected) version of the verb, but the resulting sentences tend to appear less natural/fluent.
Figure 2, Figure 3, Figure 4, and Figure 5 show the ASL verbs BLAME and EMAIL,
which inflect for their subject and object locations. Figure 2 and 3 illustrate two inflected
versions of ASL verb BLAME with the subject referent associated with: the left side and the
object referent on the right (Figure 2), or with subject on right and object on left (Figure 3).
Figure 4 and 5 illustrate two inflected versions of ASL verb EMAIL with: subject referent
associated with the left side and the object referent on the right (Figure 4), or with subject on
right and object on left (Figure 5). While the two example verbs shown in these figures inflect
for both their subject and object locations, other ASL verbs behave differently. There are many
ASL verbs that do not inflect for subject nor object location, and there are some ASL verbs that
inflect for their object’s location only (Liddell, 2003; Padden, 1988).
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Figure 2: ASL inflected verb BLAME with subject on the left side and the object referent on
the right.

Figure 3: ASL inflected verb BLAME with subject on the right side and the object referent on
the left.

Figure 4: ASL inflected verb EMAIL with subject on the left side and the object referent on
the right.
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Figure 5: ASL inflected verb EMAIL with subject on the right side and the object referent on
the left.
In order to clarify the scope of this thesis, it is important to note that there are other
categories of ASL verbs (e.g., “depicting,” “locative,” or “classifier” verbs) (Liddell, 2003;
Slobin and Hoiting, 1994; Gee and Kegl, 1982), whose movements convey complex spatial
information and other forms of verb inflection (e.g., for temporal aspect) (Emmorey et al., 1995).
These complex verbs are not the focus of this thesis. The only category of verb inflection being
addressed in this thesis is the inflection of verbs for subject/object locations.

2.3 Why Are Spatially Inflected Verbs Important for Animators?
ASL signers can establish infinitely many arrangements of entities in 3D locations in
space, and an inflected verb is a combination of the citation-form movement of the verb and the
arrangement of space. Thus, it is not possible to include all possible performances of such verbs
in the dictionary of ASL scripting or generation systems. Most ASL generation systems merely
store a single uninflected version of each verb in their dictionary; so, the quality of the ASL
animations they produce is limited. To measure how much this limitation impacts the ease-ofcomprehension of ASL animations, we conducted a study, which was reported in (Huenerfauth
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and Lu, 2012). In that study, 8 native ASL signers were asked to evaluate ASL animations of
two versions: (a) a version that included association of entities with locations in space and
spatially inflected verbs (carefully produced by a human animator) and (b) a version without the
spatial-associations or inflected verbs.

The use of spatially inflected ASL verbs led to a

significant improvement in user performance on comprehension questions about the animations
(the scores doubled) (Huenerfauth and Lu, 2012). If ASL animation technology could produce
spatially inflected verb forms, there would be significant benefits for deaf users. When the
animations included spatial reference and spatially inflected verbs, then the animations were
more easily understood, and thus, the animations are more useful for people who are deaf.

2.4 Other Linguistics1
This section will explain three other linguistic aspects of ASL, which will be referred to
as: Timing, Coarticulation, and Non-Manuals. The research work conducted for this thesis does
not focus on the linguistic topics presented in this section, but this information is useful for the
reader in understanding the literature survey discussed in Chapter 3.
The linguistic differences between signed and spoken languages (including the topics of
“space use” and “inflected verbs” discussed above) make it difficult to apply Natural Language
Processing (NLP) techniques originally designed for written languages to signed languages.
Since ASL lacks a commonly used written form, simple string-based representations for sign
languages tend to be insufficient at capturing the information necessary to produce actual

1

The information presented in section 2.4 first appeared in a manuscript in submission of this author
during her doctoral studies: (Lu and Huenerfauth, 2012c).
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animation output (Huenerfauth, 2006).

Producing a fluent and understandable animation

requires researchers to address several challenging issues, each of which is discussed in
subsections below.
2.4.1 Timing
An ASL performance’s speed consists of: the speed of individual sign performances, the
transitional time between signs, and the insertion of pauses during signing – all of which are
based on linguistic factors such as syntactic boundaries, repetition of signs in a discourse, and the
part-of-speech of signs (Grosjean et al., 1979). ASL signing conveys information at the same
rate as spoken English (Bellugi and Fischer, 1972). Researchers have identified a range of
values for“normal” signing speed: from 1.5 to 2.37 signs per second (Bellugi and Fischer, 1972;
Grosjean et al., 1979). When ASL videos are played faster than 2.5 times normal, viewers’
comprehension of the video drops significantly (Fischer et al., 1999).
In an experimental study with native ASL signers evaluating the quality of ASL
animations and responding to comprehension questions about their content, it was found that
ASL animations whose speed and pausing are even slightly incorrect are significantly less
understandable to ASL signers (Huenerfauth, 2009b). Unfortunately, most prior work on ASL
animation (discussed in section 1.1) has not focused on the timing of sign language animations.
For example, eSIGN (a tool discussed later in section 3.1) scripts individual signs while
observing the timing of human signers in video or use motion-capture technology to record
individual signs from humans directly (Elliott et al., 2008), but this addresses the timing of
isolated signs (not sentences). Also, some sign language animation systems (Vcom3D, 2012)
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give the viewer the ability to adjust the speed of the performance; however, the speed of an ASL
performance is more complex than a single speed value (Grosjean et al., 1979). Thus, if future
sign language animation research included more sophisticated treatment of speed and timing
issues, we could expect improved comprehension and user-satisfaction with the animations.
2.4.2 Coarticulation
As in speech production, where the surrounding phonological segments can affect the
performance of a phoneme in a specific context, in sign language, the surrounding signs in a
sentence affect finger, hand, and body movements. This coarticulation occurs in fluent signing
when the location or shape of the hand for one sign is altered relative to the location or shape of a
subsequent sign. The non-manual features of sign language also exhibit coarticulation effects;
for example, a facial expression indicating a question might be combined with a facial
expression indicating negation during a sentence. Figure 6 illustrates coarticulation effects
during an ASL fingerspelled word; the figure is from (Keane et al., 2011). While the pinky
finger is generally not extended during the ASL fingerspelled “R,” when the pinky finger is
extended as part of the subsequent handshape, as it is during the “I” in the word “C-H-R-I-S,”
then we see some pinky extension caused by coarticulation during the “R” as well, as shown in
the left image in Figure 6. In other contexts, we see a more traditional ASL fingerspelled “R”
handshape without such pinky extension from the word “D-I-N-O-S-A-U-R”, as in the right
image in Figure 6.
ASL animation systems that use overly simple interpolation rules between signs produce
unnatural and non-fluent ASL animation output because they do not model such coarticulation
effects.

While we are unaware of a specific experimental study that demonstrates that
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animations of sign language are more understandable with good coarticulation models, there has
been significant research (including experimental evaluations) on the sub-problem of generating
accurate animations of sign language fingerspelling (Davidson et al. 2000; Davidson et al. 2001)
with proper coarticulation. These systems have focused on adjusting the speed of the animation
to be legible and on designing transition rules governing motion in-between letters and words.

Figure 6: Example of ASL fingerspelled word “R” with and without coarticulation effects.
2.4.3 Non-Manuals
The movement of the hands is not the only important aspect of a sign language sentence.
For example, the signer’s head-tilt and eye-gaze indicate the 3D location of a verb’s subject and
object (or other information), and the signer’s facial expressions also indicate negation,
questions, topicalization, and other essential syntactic phenomena not conveyed by the hands
(Neidle et al., 2000). The linguistically significant facial expressions include such things as:
raised or lowered eyebrows, head tilts/shakes/nods, eye aperture opening, pursed lips, and nose
wrinkling. These facial expressions are used lexically to differentiate signs (e.g., the ASL signs
meaning ‘late’ and ‘not yet’ are similar in terms of hand movement but differ in their nonmanuals).

They can also provide adverbial information (e.g., about manner) and provide
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essential information about the grammatical status of phrases or entire sentences, marking, e.g.,
negation, topics, relative clauses, conditional clauses, and questions of different kinds.
While these non-manual aspects of sign language are important, they are often not the
focus of animation researchers; most prior sign language animation systems have only minor
implementation of facial expression. For example, in a scripting system such as Vcom3D Sign
Smith Studio (Vcom3D, 2012), the user is typically able to select one facial expression from a
list, specify that it occur during a portion of the sentence, and assemble the sentence with facial
expressions on a parallel track of the timeline of the signs. The Vcom3D system’s repertoire of
linguistic facial expressions only includes 11 grammatical expressions and 10 facial expressions
that function as adverbial modifiers. In that software, one facial expression cannot be overlaid
onto another simultaneously, and when two are performed sequentially, the character interpolates
the facial pose from one to the next. Currently, no systems are able to automatically determine
where to insert linguistically appropriate facial expressions into an animation nor how to
temporally align such facial expressions to the manual signs in the sentence.
ASL animations without proper facial expressions (and proper timing relative to manual
signs) cannot convey the proper meaning of ASL sentences in a fluent and understandable
manner. An experimental study with native ASL signers measured the understandability and
naturalness of animations with/without linguistically significant facial expressions (Huenerfauth
et al., 2011). We found that various types of facial expressions (yes/no-question, wh-question,
negative face (with left-right headshaking), topicalization, emphasis, emotion, continuing) affect
the understandability and quality of ASL animations.

Thus, if future sign language animation

researchers focused on how to incorporate more realistic and grammatically accurate use of
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facial expressions into their animations, then we could expect improvements in users’ perception
and comprehension of the resulting animations.
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Part I: Collecting and Evaluating an ASL Motion Capture Corpus
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Part I: Prologue
As discussed above, while there is great potential for sign language animation generation
software to improve the accessibility of information for deaf individuals with low writtenlanguage literacy, the understandability of current sign language animation systems is limited. As
discussed in Chapter 3 in this part of the thesis, data-driven methodologies using annotated sign
language corpora encoding detailed human movement have enabled some researchers to address
several key linguistic challenges in ASL generation. This part of the thesis motivates and
describes our ongoing research on collecting and annotating a motion-capture corpus of ASL,
which consists of two sub-corpora: the “Unscripted Corpus” and the “Verb Corpus”.
After a review of prior work of data-driven sign language animation systems, Part I of
this dissertation will discuss the efforts to collect, prompt, annotate, and evaluate a corpus of
ASL – containing 3D movement data and linguistic annotations – to support our research on
ASL animation synthesis technologies. Part I of this dissertation will also describe how we have
conducted two rounds of evaluation studies with native ASL signers, as an evaluation of our
motion-capture configuration, calibration, and recording protocol, and we have made use of our
collected data to synthesize novel animations of ASL, which have also been evaluated in
experimental studies with native signers (discussed in Part II). There are several unique aspects
of our research in Part I:
• A novel combination of hand, body, head, and eye motion-tracking technologies and
simultaneous video recordings is used (details in section 4.1).
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• We have conducted evaluations to determine whether our motion-capture equipment
configuration is sufficiently sensitive and well calibrated, such that we can record key
movement details of the human performance (details in Chapter 4).
• We annotate novel linguistic information relevant to the use of space around the signer’s
body to represent entities under discussion (details in Chapter 6).
• Multi-sentence single-signer ASL discourse are collected through various elicitation
techniques designed to elicit desired linguistic phenomena (details in Chapter 6).
• ASL signers are involved in the research: as evaluators of our generation software, as
research assistants conducting evaluation studies, and as corpus annotators.

This

involvement of native signers allows us to conduct rigorous evaluation studies and add
linguistically accurate annotations to our corpus (details in Chapter 4, Chapter 5, Chapter
6, and Chapter 7.)
• This part of the thesis will examine the following research questions (RQ), with each
chapter focusing on a particular question:
RQ1: Is our motion-capture equipment configuration sufficiently sensitive and well
calibrated – such that we can record key movement details of a human ASL performance?
(Chapter 4 will examine RQ1.)
RQ2: When collecting unscripted ASL performances, is our motion-capture corpus
collection process able to capture data that human signers judge to be natural and understandable?
(Chapter 5 will examine RQ2.)
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RQ3: Did the prompting strategies used in our corpus-collection process elicit the desired
linguistic phenomena during the unscripted, multi-sentence, single-signer ASL discourse that
was recorded? (Chapter 6 will examine RQ3.)
RQ4: Did our colored-target “Verb Corpus” data-collection process enable us to collect
many instances of inflecting verbs for different combinations of arrangements of subject and
object locations in the signing space? (Chapter 7 will examine RQ4.)
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Chapter 3 Literature Survey on Sign Language Animation and
Corpora2
This chapter will give an overview of state-of-art techniques used in sign language
computer animation research. First, we will discuss the two major categories of current sign
language computer animations systems: scripting systems and generation/translation systems.
Then, we discuss how challenges in sign language animation generation can be addressed in a
data-driven manner, and we compare and critique the current studies on generating sign language
animations.

This chapter continues on to introduce and compare several data driven sign

language animation systems in terms of their methodologies for building corpora by collecting
human movement data, annotating the data in the corpora, modeling the sign language
animation, evaluating the animation’s quality, and other factors. At the end, we will discuss how
the reason why most prior ASL generation research has not been data-driven is that sufficiently
detailed and annotated sign language corpora are in short supply and are time-consuming to
construct, and we survey prior sign language corpora resources. Thus, this chapter provides
motivation for our corpus collection in Part I of this thesis.
Section 3.1 surveys prior work on ASL animation technologies and explains how the
majority of research in the field does not make use of data recorded from human signers (i.e.,
they are not “data-driven,” unlike most modern research in the field of NLP). Section 3.2
explains how there is a critical lack of corpora resources for ASL – in particular, corpora
containing 3D movement data recorded from humans – to support research on ASL animations.
2

The information presented in Chapter 3 first appeared in the author’s second exam survey presented at
CUNY Graduate Center in November 2011.
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3.1 Inflecting Verbs in Scripting and Generation Systems
There are two major types of prior work on sign language computer animation research:
scripting software (Elliott et al., 2008; Traxler, 2000) or generation software (e.g., Fotinea et al.,
2008; Huenerfauth, 2006; Marshall and Safar, 2001; Vcom3D, 2012) as surveyed previously by
(Huenerfauth and Hanson, 2009). Scripting systems allow someone who knows sign language to
“word process” an animation by assembling a sequence of signs from a lexicon and adding facial
expressions. For example, the eSIGN project created tools for content developers to build sign
databases and assemble scripts of signing for web pages (Kennaway et al., 2007). Sign Smith
Studio (Vcom3D, 2012) is a commercial tool for scripting ASL (discussed in section 2.4.1 and
2.4.3). Both of these scripting systems enable a user to select signs from a pre-built dictionary
and to arrange them on a timeline to construct complete sentences; often the user can also add
facial expressions or other movements to produce more fluent animations. While these systems
do require significant work from an ASL-knowledgeable user to produce animations, when
compared to the alternative method of producing sign language animations (by carefully posing
all of the joint angles of a human figure using some general-purpose 3D animation software), it
is clear that the scripting systems make the process of producing sign language animations more
efficient and easier. Unfortunately, current generation and scripting systems for sign language
animations typically do not make extensive use of spatial locations to represent entities under
discussion; the output of these systems looks much like the animations without space use and
without verb inflection that we evaluated in (Huenerfauth and Lu, 2012), which received low
comprehension scores from native signers.
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Given how the association of entities with locations in space affects how signs are
performed (discussed in section 2.2), it is not possible to pre-store all possible combinations of
all the signs the system may need. For pointing signs, inflecting verbs, and other space-affected
signs, successful ASL systems must synthesize a specific instance of the sign as needed. Many
modulations to how a sign is produced are grammatically governed and essential to
understanding an ASL sentence. Experiments have shown that merely concatenating a list of
animations of individual signs together to form a sentence will not produce a fluent and
understandable result for deaf users (Huenerfauth, 2009a).
3.1.1 Scripting Systems and Inflected Verbs
If an ASL scripting system were to restrict the user to selecting only signs in its
dictionary, then the user who wants to build a sentence that uses a specific inflected version of a
verb may become frustrated when it is not in the dictionary. Thus, many scripting systems
permit the user to create “custom” signs. For example, as a commercially available ASL
animation scripting system, Vcom3D Sign Smith Studio (Vcom3D, 2012) (discussed in sections
2.4.1, 2.4.3, and 3.1) allows user to insert a sign into a sentence that does not appear in the
standard dictionary; the “custom” sign is created using accompanying software, called “Gesture
Builder,” to animate a detailed movement of a virtual human character’s body. The user uses a
GUI to drag and orient the hands of the character to produce a set of animation keyframes3 that
specify a movement of the body for a single sign. This new sign can be saved as an XML file
and imported into Vcom3D Sign Smith Studio. This is a somewhat time-consuming process, but

3

In this thesis, “keyframe” is used to refer to the important frames for the movement of a sign of an
animation sample.
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it does enable the user to add a wide variety of signs (that weren’t included in the software’s
original dictionary) into sentences. Of course, animating all instances of spatially inflected verbs
in this way would be impractically time-consuming, therefore users of ASL scripting systems
tend to use uninflected versions of verbs. Another challenge is that some artistic 3D animation
skill is needed in order to produce realistic and understandable signs in this way. Users of
scripting software are already required to know ASL grammar (in order to produce correct ASL
sentences), but if they are also trying to add “custom” signs, then they also need some skills in
animating the 3D movements of the virtual character.
Researchers studying British Sign Language, developed a tool that can produce
animations of that can associate entities under discussion with a finite number (i.e., six) of
locations in space (Marshall and Safar, 2001). Its repertoire also included a few verbs whose
subject and object were positioned at these locations. However, most of the verbs handled by
their system involved relatively simple motion paths for the hands from subject to object
locations, and the system did not allow for the arrangement of pronominal reference points at
arbitrary locations in space.
There are some sign language animation researchers who have used modeling techniques
applied to human motion data. Duarte et al. collected data via motion capture in their SignCom
project for French Sign Language (Duarte and Gibet, 2011), and they reassembled elements of
the recordings to synthesize novel animations in their scripting tool. They recorded several
inflecting verbs with a few combinations of subject/object, e.g., “I invite-you” and “you-invite-I”,
and they used several “channels” to represent their recorded signs, e.g., channels of eye, head,
spine, and arms. These researchers mostly extracted individual signs from the motion-capture
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recordings, and concatenated them together. For some specific examples of a small number of
verb signs, these researchers played the recording of the verb in reverse (from the original
recording) to produce a version of the verb with the subject and object in opposite locations.
However, these researchers did not explore any more sophisticated manipulations of the motioncapture data for generating new animations.
There are many other scripting projects for sign language animation, which have not been
data-driven in their methodology (Angus and Smith, 1999; Bangham and Cox, 2000; Stein,
Bungeroth, and Ney, 2006). They have been based on the work of animators who make a
dictionary of signs, and some programmers may design some rules for blending adjacent signs
together. Unfortunately, following their methodology, it is very difficult to capture the subtlety
of inflecting verbs, and extensive work is required for each new sign language that a researcher
would like to build an animation system for.
3.1.2 Generation Sign Language Animation Systems
The other major category of research in the field of sign language animation are
“generation” systems, in which the process of producing a sign language animation is automated
to a greater degree than in the scripting systems discussed above. While there has been much
work in this area, as surveyed in (Huenerfauth, 2006; Huenerfauth and Hanson, 2009), much of it
has been non-data-driven approaches, in which large dictionaries are constructed of animations
of individual signs and rules are defined for how they can be combined.
To overcome some of the linguistic challenges discussed above, modern sign language
generation researchers have begun to turn to data-driven methodologies, in which samples of
movements from humans are studied and analyzed to produce models that can be incorporated
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into animation software. Based on annotated corpora of sufficient size, statistical modeling and
machine learning techniques, the dominant approach of modern NLP research, can be applied to
sign language animation generation research. In fact, we have identified a recent trend in the
literature in which sign language animation researchers are incorporating more data-driven
techniques, with greater success at addressing the linguistic challenges outlined in Chapter 2.
We will discuss five notable papers below that adopt data-driven methodologies in which
samples of human movement are collected, annotated, and analyzed and in which animations of
sign language are synthesized or generated.
Bungeroth et al. (2006) implemented a German Sign Language (GSL) corpus based on
the “Phoenix” German television station’s weather reports. They collected a corpus with an
annotation of video data and a parallel text-based sentence corpus (GSL glosses and German
sentences). The corpus was annotated with tiers including glosses with starting and ending time
marked, GSL sentence boundary, German sentence boundary mapping to the GSL boundary tier,
and part-of-speech tags of GSL glosses; this annotation could enable future researchers to study
the generation of sign language animation – including the appropriate timing of such animations.
A statistical machine translation system for weather reporting could also be trained on this
corpus; however, because of its relatively small size, this corpus would be difficult to use for
building the Machine Translation component for a general domain. If this corpus were enlarged
and if annotation of non-manual information were added, then it would be easier to address the
Timing, Non-Manuals, and other linguistic issues we discussed in Chapter 2, and it would be
possible to use this method to produce understandable animations in more diverse domains.
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Cox et al. (2002) designed a sign language animation system named TESSA for
producing animations in a post office setting; this system would translate a post office clerk’s
speech to British Sign Language (BSL) animations displayed by a signing avatar. The
researchers selected a small set of 115 BSL signs to include in the system based on transcripts of
post office transactions. Next, they used motion-capture equipment (18-sensor cybergloves,
magnetic body sensors, helmet-mounted infrared camera for facial expression recording) to
record the performances of these signs (and template-like phrases such as “I want a __ pence
stamp”). These phrases could later be recombined to produce full sentences. Their focus was on
recording a single citation form of each sign or collecting short recordings of single-sentence
phrases. Since they did not record full sentences of BSL in multi-sentence discourse nor add any
linguistic annotations, their recordings would not enable researchers to examine the Spatial
Reference, Inflected Verbs, Timing, Coarticulation, or Non-Manuals issues (sections 2.1, 2.2,
and 2.4), which operate over multiple signs or sentences in an ASL discourse. Of course, when
producing animations of the specific template-like phrases that they recorded, they would have
good timing and facial expression – from the original human’s movements. So, in this small
way, it does address the Timing and Non-Manuals issues. Unfortunately, the template-based
approach is inflexible and would require extensive work to port the system to a new domain.
Morrissey and Way (2005) examined how statistical Machine Translation techniques (in
particular, an example-based architecture) could be used to translate from a written language to a
sign language. These authors used a corpus of Dutch Sign Language with high-quality
annotation, including a time-aligned translation in Dutch and English, sign glosses for both
hands, and non-manual features (e.g., facial expressions). The “corpora” used in their research
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(and the output of their prototype MT system) consisted of the transcriptions of the sequence of
signs performed with some symbolic annotation of the non-manual features to be performed.
Thus, the authors addressed the Non-Manuals issue (section 2.4.3) to some degree. However,
the transcription did not encode the speed of the signing performance, subtleties in the hands’ 3D
movements, nor continuous aspects of the facial expressions (e.g., the extent of head-shaking or
degree of eyebrow lifting). Such information is needed in order to address the use of Spatial
Reference, Inflected Verbs, Timing, Coarticulation, or Non-Manuals issues. Further, since their
system did not provide animation output (which would be a necessary final step before it could
benefit deaf users), it is difficult to accurately evaluate the merits of their approach.
Segouat and Braffort’s French Sign Language animation system (2009) focused on
Coarticulation (the linguistic phenomena discussed in section 2.4.2); their goal was to set up a
public information display system with a signing animation character performing French Sign
Language (FSL) in railway stations (e.g., to provide information of delay of a train, warnings,
etc.). The system used parameterized utterances (e.g., the departure time or destination would be
filled into a template sentence when needed). Segouat and Braffort built the FSL corpus of
individual signs and multi-sign utterances from videos recorded, and they annotated the hand
locations in the videos of signing using annotation software. They annotated not only the manual
features but also the non-manual features for their corpus. Based on the annotation, Segouat and
Braffort were seeking a model that would synthesize novel sign movements based on the 3D
position of the hands before/after a sign. They obtained 3D movement data from their videos via
a semi-automated “rotoscoping” technique, in which a 3D-graphics artist duplicated the
keyframes from videos to create 3D animations of signs and utterances.

Using this 3D
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movement data of human performances of FSL, they studied the Coarticulation phenomenon
(i.e., how hand/finger positions of surrounding signs affect the current sign); they compared
signs performed in utterances and in isolation. Unfortunately, despite gathering a small corpus
of LSF, they did not also annotate nor analyze their data to study the use of Spatial Reference,
Inflected Verbs (sections 2.1 and 2.2).
Researchers at DePaul University (Toro, 2005) implemented an ASL animation system
and designed animation algorithms for producing some ASL inflecting verbs (as described in
section 2.2); including associating the subject and object with locations and modeling the verb’s
motion paths.

They collected video samples and implemented animation algorithms for

producing some ASL inflecting verbs. As discussed in section 2.2, currently, very few sign
language systems automatically modify the motion path of verb signs based on the 3D locations
in space at which the subject and object of the verb has been established. A limitation of this
work is that asking humans to look for hand locations in a video and to write down angles and
coordinates is inexact; further, a human looked for patterns in the data – machine learning
approaches were not used. In this system, the motion paths of the inflecting verbs were
parameterized using a planning algorithm for the hands, and the signing space in front of a
signer’s body was divided into three areas: 1st-person (pointing to or aiming at the signer
himself), 2nd-person (pointing to or aiming at the audience), or 3rd-person (pointing or aiming
elsewhere – to the right or left) areas. Further, the 3rd -person area was discretized into four subareas on the left and right sides of the signer. Based on the researchers’ manual analysis of the
videos, they invented animation code for synthesizing the motion path of several ASL verbs.
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3.1.3 Summary of Literature Survey on Scripting and Generation Systems
In summary, most prior sign language animation scripting and generation research
systems have had limited coverage; often merely concatenate signs; and do not fully address the
linguistic phenomena of Spatial Reference, Inflected Verbs, Timing, Coarticulation, or NonManuals issues (sections 2.1, 2.2, and 2.4). Because sign languages contain such complex
linguistic phenomena and interactions of various factors affect how a sign is performed in a
particular context, it can be difficult to write accurate, broad-coverage systems – the limitations
of the various sign language animation systems discussed in sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 illustrate
this.
In reviewing the research over the past ten years, we can see that the future of sign
language animation research lies in the creative use of data sources to address the specific
linguistic issues of sign languages and build computational linguistic software.

An ideal

approach for data-driven sign language generation should make use of correct linguistic
knowledge to address the specific aspects of sign languages. In addition, large sign language
corpora with reliable and full annotations with both manual and non-manual features are needed
for sign language animation research. With appropriate corpora, it is possible to model various
linguistic aspects of sign languages, including those identified as “challenges” in section 3.1.1
and 3.1.2. It is also important to take advantage of the participation of native signers, through:
collecting human movement data from native signers, recruiting native signers as researchers and
elicitors when collecting the data, and asking native signers to watch and give feedback about the
synthesized sign language animations. Finally, evaluation is essential to the improvement of the
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sign language animations, it is very important to conduct experimental studies with
comprehension questions.

3.2 Prior Sign Language Corpora Resources
The ways in which the sign language animation researchers discussed in section 3.1
obtained their “data” for data-driven research have been quite varied: some researchers used
published results in the linguistics literature, some recorded and annotated video-based ASL
corpora, and some used annotations consisting of glosses or additional information. Other
researchers extracted 3D hand location information from videos of signing, asked humans to
produce an “animated corpus” of signing using animation software (via rotoscoping), or used
motion-capture recordings of humans performing sign language. Further, grammaticality and
understandability judgments collected from native signers during experimental evaluation studies
of sign language animations could also be an important data resource for sign language
animation researchers.
As discussed above, most prior ASL generation research has not been data-driven, due to
there being very few sign language corpora with sufficiently annotation. Without a writing
system in common use, it is not possible to harvest some naturally arising source of ASL “text”;
instead, it is necessary to record the performance of a signer (through video or a motion-capture
suit). Human signers must then transcribe and annotate this data by adding time-stamped
linguistic details. For ASL (Neidle et al., 2000) and European sign languages (Bungeroth et al.,
2006; Crasborn et al., 2008; Efthimiou and Fotinea, 2007), signers have been videotaped and
experts marked time spans when events occur – e.g. the right hand is performing the sign
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“MARY” during time index 0-50 milliseconds, and the eyebrows are raised during time index
20-50. Such annotation is time-consuming to add; the largest ASL corpus has a few thousand
sentences.
Even if large video-based corpora of sign language were created and annotated, they may
not actually be sufficient for animation research. In order to learn how to control the movements
of an animated virtual human based on a corpus, we need precise hand locations and joint angles
of the human signer’s body throughout the performance. Asking humans to write down 3D
angles and coordinates during an annotation process is time-consuming and inexact; instead,
some researchers have used computer vision techniques to model the signers’ movements (see
survey in (Loeding et al., 2004)). Unfortunately, the complex shape of the hands and face, the
rapid speed of signing, and frequent occlusion of parts of the body during signing limit the
accuracy of vision-based recognition; it is not yet a reliable way to build a 3D model of a signer
for a corpus. Motion-capture technology is required for this level of detail.
The following table (Table 1) lists all of the sign language corpora resources that were
mentioned in various prior papers we surveyed on sign language animation projects (and from a
survey we conducted of papers in some ASL linguistics venues). As can be seen in the table,
there has been almost no prior research in which a corpus has been collected with motion-capture
data, linguistic annotation, and multi-sentence stories –aside from the small corpus of Dutch Sign
Language mentioned in (Crassborn et al., 2008). Multi-sentence stories are necessary in order to
capture phenomena that occur as a discourse level, including Spatial Reference of items
associated with locations in the signing space. Because there is a lack of sign language corpora
resources for American Sign Language that contain motion-capture recordings, linguistic
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annotations, and multi-sentence discourse, we have begun our corpus-collection work, described
in the later chapters in Part I of this thesis.
Table 1: Corpora resources for sign language projects.
Corpus

Which Sign
Language?

Did they
use motion
capture?

Did they
annotate?

Did they collect stories,
sentences, or signs?

Blanck,Hanke,
et al., 2010

German Sign
Language

No

Yes

Multi-Sentence
Stories

Bungeroth et
al., 2006

German Sign
Language

No

Yes

Individual Sentences

Campr et al.,
2008

Czech Sign
Language

Yes

Yes

Individual
Signs

Cox et al., 2002

British Sign
Language

Yes

Yes

Individual
Signs

Crasborn et al.,
2008

Dutch Sign
Language

Yes

Yes

Multi-Sentence
Stories

Duarte and
Gibet, 2011

French Sign
Language

Yes

Yes

Individual
Signs

Efthimiou and
Fotinea, 2007

Greek Sign
Language

No

Yes

Individual
Sentences

Morrissey and
Way, 2005

Dutch Sign
Language

No

Yes

Individual
Signs

Neidle et al.,
2000

American Sign
Language

No

Yes

Multi-Sentence
Stories

Schembri, 2008

British Sign
Language

No

Yes

Individual Signs and
Individual Sentences

Segouat and
Braffort, 2009

French Sign
Language

No

Yes

Individual
Sentences

Toro, 2005

American Sign
Language

No

Yes

Individual
Sentences

Wang et al.,
2002

Chinese sign
language

No

Yes

Individual
Signs
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Chapter 4 Equipment Set-up and Calibration
As discussed in Chapter 3, there is a lack of sufficiently detailed and linguistically
annotated ASL corpora, and this has held back the progress of modern data-driven
methodologies for the generation/synthesis of sign language animations. To address this issue,
we have begun a multi-year project to collect and annotate a motion-capture corpus of ASL. In
this chapter, we will examine research question RQ1 about whether we collected good-quality
motion capture data using our equipment set-up and calibration.
Our project is the first to record a large corpus of sign language passages while using
motion-capture equipment. Previous researchers have also designed schemes for annotating the
referential use of signing space (Lenseigne et al., 2005) on a timeline, but our project is the first
to analyze the use of spatially inflected verbs in a motion-capture corpus. This corpus will allow
us to create new ASL generation technologies in a data-driven manner by analyzing the
subtleties in the motion data and its relationship to the linguistic structure of these verbs. The
digital 3D data of body movement and handshape we collect from native signers will become a
permanent research resource for study by NLP researchers and ASL linguists.
Our research focus is to discover patterns in the motion paths of inflecting verbs and
model how they relate to layout of space around them when signing. In the corpus collection, we
record multi-sentence single-signer ASL passages including various topics such as personal
introduction, compare people/things, wikipedia passages, etc.

We annotate linguistic

information relevant to the space use and any inflected verbs appearing in the ASL passages.
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After having collected a significant portion of our Unscripted Corpus, we discovered that
we had gathered too few examples of inflected verbs (11 appearances for 7 distinct verbs in the
corpus data we collected in our first year). In order to obtain sufficient examples of each of a
variety of ASL verbs (so that we could train mathematical models of the verb movement), we
decided to also collect a sub-corpus of ASL inflected verbs (we refer to this verb-only subcorpus as our “Verb Corpus,” details in Chapter 7). With this data, we later trained models of
the movement paths of the inflected verb samples that we have collected for different
arrangements of the verb’s subject and object in the signing space (details in Part II). These
models could be used in ASL generation software or could be used to partially automate the
work of humans using ASL-scripting systems. As we gained experience with our motion capture
data collection tools, we decided to use a simpler motion-capture equipment setup for collecting
the samples of inflecting verbs (using the Intersense IS-900 ceiling mounted ultrasonic speaker
array system and two hand trackers and placing paper squares around the signer in the studio).
Further details of the “simpler” equipment setup for the Verb Corpus appear later in Chapter 7.
The current discussion of motion-capture equipment setup in this chapter relates to our large
Unscripted Corpus.
Section 4.1 will discuss our Unscripted Corpus motion-capture project, and it includes
details about how we selected our motion-capture equipment, how we configured the equipment,
how we built our studio for the corpus collection, and how we developed protocols for recording
and combining the data from all our equipment. (The conversion of an empty laboratory room
into a motion-capture recording studio with the equipment described below was part of the work
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completed for this thesis.) Section 4.3 will discuss our calibration protocol for the cybergloves
used in corpus collection.

4.1 Our Motion-Capture Configuration for Unscripted Corpus
This section describes our equipment configuration for recording the Unscripted Corpus.
Readers who are not interested in the equipment may wish to skip this section, but this detailed
information has been included because discovering (and documenting) how to set-up, configure,
and accurately record sign language data with this novel combination of equipment was a
contribution of this research. Further, these details may be useful for future researchers.
The primary goal of our ASL corpus collection project is to accurately and efficiently
record 3D motion-capture data from ASL signers. We use a novel combination of hand, body,
head, and eye motion-tracking technologies and simultaneous video recordings. Assuming an
ASL signer’s pelvis bone is stationary in 3D space (the humans we record are sitting on a stool),
we want to record movement data for the upper body. We are interested in the shapes of each
hand; the 3D location of the hands; the 3D orientation of the palms; joint angles for the wrists,
elbows, shoulders, clavicle, neck, and waist; and a vector representing the eye-gaze aim. We are
using a customized configuration of several commercial motion-capture devices (as shown in
Figure 7, worn by a human signer):
•

A pair of motion-capture gloves

•

An eye tracker helmet

•

A head tracker system

•

A body suit with motion-capture sensors
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Figure 7: Signer wearing motion-capture equipment.
In order to record high quality sign language data, it is important to accurately record the
subtle movements of the signer’s fingers. While there are various technologies available for
digitizing the movements of a human’s fingers, many of these techniques require line-of-sight
between a recording camera and the fingers. The rapid movements of sign language (and the
frequent occlusions caused by one hand blocking another) would make such technologies
inappropriate. For our project, we ask signers to wear a pair of Immersion CyberGloves®
(Figure 7). Each of these flexible and lightweight spandex gloves has 22 flexible sensor strips
sewn into it that record finger joint angles so that we can record the signer’s handshapes. This
enables a human’s comfortable movement and accurate movement collected from the gloves; in
fact, humans viewing someone in the gloves were able to easily discern ASL fingerspelling and
signing after proper calibration (details in section 4.3), suggesting that the signer was able to
move comfortably and accurately.
The signer being recorded also wears an Applied Science Labs H6 eye-tracker (Figure 9).
This is a lightweight head-mounted eye-tracker with a near-eye camera. The camera on the
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headband aims downward, and a small clear plastic panel in front of the cheek reflects the image
of the subject’s eye. When combined with the head tracking information from the IS-900 system
below, the H6 identifies a 3D vector of eye-gaze in a room. In order to calibrate the eye-tracker
system, we have a large clear plastic panel on an easel in front of the signer, with several
numbered dots (with known placements) on the panel. We ask the subject to look at each dot in
sequence during the calibration process. (The use of a clear plastic panel with calibration dots,
instead of an opaque board, was a novel calibration approach developed at our laboratory, to
facilitate our interactions with deaf participants. Thus, it was possible for a researcher to be
located behind the clear panel and communicate in sign language with the person begin recorded,
directing their attention to each of the numbered calibration dots, one at a time, during the
calibration of the eye-tracker.)
Data from an Intersense IS-900 system (Figure 8 and Figure 9) is used to compensate for
head movement when calculating eye-gaze direction with the Applied Science Labs H6 eyetracker. This acoustical/inertial motion-capture system uses a ceiling-mounted ultrasonic speaker
array (Figure 8) and a set of directional microphones on a small sensor (Figure 9) to record the
location and orientation of the signer’s head. A sensor sits atop the helmet, as shown in Figure 7.
Finally, the signer also wears an Animazoo IGS-190 bodysuit (Figure 7); this system
consists of a spandex suit covered with soft Velcro, to which small sensors attach. A sensor
placed on each segment of the human’s body records inertial and magnetic information. A
sensor is also placed atop the Immersion Cyberglove shown in Figure 10. Subjects wearing the
suit stand facing north with their arms down at their sides at the beginning of the recording
session; given this known starting pose and direction, the system calculates joint angles for the
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wrists, elbows, shoulders, clavicle, neck, and waist. We do not record leg/foot information in
our corpus. Prior to recording data, we photograph each subject standing in a cube-shaped rig of
known size; next, we draw a human skeleton model atop this photograph and label the corners of
the cube-shaped rig in the photo. This process allows us to identify bone lengths of the human
subject, which are needed for the IGS-190 system to accurately calculate joint angles from the
sensor data.

Figure 8: Intersense IS-900 ceiling-mounted ultrasonic speaker array.

Figure 9: Intersense IS-900 head-mounted ultrasonic sensor.
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Figure 10: Animazoo IGS-190 sensor on the top of one Immersion CyberGlove.

Figure 11: Applied Science Labs H6 eye-tracker.
All of our motion-capture recording sessions are videotaped to facilitate later linguistic
analysis and annotation. Videotaping the session also facilitates the “clean up” of the motioncapture data in post-processing, during which algorithms are applied to adjust synchronization of
different sensors or remove “jitter” or other noise artifacts from the recording. Three digital
high-speed video cameras film front view, facial close-up, and side views of the signer (Figure
7); a similar camera placement has been used in video-based ASL-corpora-building projects
(Neidle et al., 2000). The front view is similar to Figure 7 but wider. The facial close-up view is
useful when later identifying specific non-manual facial expressions during ASL performances,
which are essential to correctly understanding and annotating the collected data. To facilitate
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synchronizing the three video files during post-processing, a strobe light is flashed once at the
start of the recording session.

Figure 12: Diagram of an overhead view of our motion-capture studio setup.
To facilitate synchronization of the videos and the motion capture data from the
Animazoo IGS-190 body suit and Intersense IS-900 head tracker, we ask the signer in the
motion-capture equipment to perform a very quick head movement (turn the head to one side)
immediately after the strobe light is flashed at the start of the recording, so that we can identify
the moment easily when the signer’s head turns in: the three videos, the data from the body suit,
and the data from head tracker; this allows us to synchronize all of our data streams.
To facilitate synchronization of the videos and the motion capture data from the Applied
Science Labs H6 eye-tracker, we ask the signer in the data collection session to close their eyes
for at least 10 seconds, after he/she opens the eyes, the strobe light flashes (described above), and
he/she performs the quick head movement (described above) for the synchronization of the
videos and the body suit data. We can identify the moment in time when the eyes open in the
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eye-tracker data stream and in the three video recordings – thereby synchronizing these data
streams.
A “blue screen” curtain hangs on the back and side walls of the motion-capture studio
(Figure 12). While the background of the video recording is not particularly important for our
research, future computer-vision researchers who may wish to use this corpus might benefit from
having a solid color background for “chroma key” analysis. Photographic studio lighting with
spectra compatible with the eye-tracking system is used to support high-quality video recording.
During data collection, a native ASL signer (called the “prompter”) sits directly behind
the front-view camera to engage the participant wearing the suit (the “performer”) in natural
conversation (Figure 12). While the corpus we are collecting consists of unscripted single-signer
discourse, prior ASL corpora projects have identified the importance of surrounding signers with
an ASL-centric environment and other signers during data collection. Some ASL linguists
(Neidle et al., 2000) have warned other researchers about the dangers of permitting English
influences in the experimental/recording environment when you want to collect video corpora of
sign language. Such English influences can affect how the signer performs. English influence in
the studio must be minimized to prevent signers from inadvertently code-switching to an
English-like form of signing. Thus, it is important that a native signer acts as the prompter, who
conversationally communicates with the deaf participants to elicit the verb, sentence, or story
being recorded for the corpus. Details of what our signers perform and how they are prompted
will appear in section 5.1 and Chapter 6.
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4.2 Quality Verification of Unscripted Corpus
Since the particular combination of motion-capture equipment we are using is novel and
because there have not been prior motion-capture-based ASL corpora projects, we had to
evaluate whether the data we collect is of sufficient quality to drive ASL animations of a virtual
human character. We had to examine whether we had successfully configured and calibrated our
motion-capture equipment so that we were recording good-quality data that will be useful for
NLP research. In corpus-creation projects for traditional written/spoken languages, researchers
typically gather text, audio, or (sometimes) video of human performances. The quality of the
gathered recordings is typically easier to verify and evaluate; for motion-capture data collected
with a complex configuration of equipment (described in section 4.1), a more complex
experimental design is necessary. We want to measure how well we have compensated for
several possible sources of error in our collected recordings:
•

Data gaps could occur if the connection between a sensor and the recording computer
is temporarily lost. Equipment that does not require line-of-sight connections has
been selected for our project and we tried to arrange the studio to avoid frequent
dropping of any wireless connections. However, we still had to determine if data
gaps were a problem.

•

As discussed in section 4.1, subjects are asked to perform a quick head movement and
distinctive eye blink pattern at the beginning of the recording session to facilitate our
“synchronization” of the various motion-capture data streams during post-processing.
If this synchronization point is not identified accurately in all of the streams, then a
timing error is introduced into the data.
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•

Electronic and physical properties of motion-capture sensors can sometimes lead to
small random errors (called “noise”) in the data, while we can attempt to remove
some of this noise with smoothing algorithms applied to the data afterward, it is better
if our data has little of this “noise” a priori.

•

Differences between the bone lengths and other body proportions between the human
and the “virtual skeleton” of the animated character being recorded could lead to
“retargeting” errors; these errors manifest as body poses of the human that do not
match the body poses of the recorded virtual human character. We must be careful in
the measurement of the bone lengths of the human participant and in the design of the
virtual animation skeleton. If we make errors when we measure bone lengths, then we
would record poor data.

•

The most delicate pieces of equipment used for the data collection are the motioncapture gloves, which record the wearer’s handshape. Unfortunately, they require a
time-consuming and inexact calibration process each time they are worn. Motioncapture equipment sits differently on people with different body sizes (hands come in
a variety of sizes and proportions) or on the same person on different occasions (each
time the gloves are worn, the sensors sit on the hands somewhat differently). To
compensate for this, we have therefore developed a calibration protocol for the
motion capture gloves we use (details in section 4.3).

We also conducted two evaluation studies (details and results in sections 4.4 and 5.2) of
our recording technique to evaluate whether the motion-capture data we have collected is of
sufficient quality for future linguistic and animation research. In both studies, native ASL
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signers performed a set of sign language stories while wearing our motion-capture equipment.
Based on the recorded data, animations of a virtual human character were produced and then
shown to native ASL signers participating in the evaluation studies. The participants answered a
series of comprehension questions after watching each animation to determine the
understandability of the recorded data.
Instruction manuals, calibration protocols, video recordings, data processing code and
other archived files are left behind on a server at the lab. Table 2 shows the estimated time taken
of each task during this corpus collection and processing. More details in this table are followed
in this part of the thesis.
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Table 2: Estimated time needed to create the Unscripted Corpus.
Name of work

Who did it?

How much time?

Equipment Setup and Configuration
in Lab

Author and Advisor

3 months

Glove Calibration Protocol Design

Author and Advisor

3 months

Designing Prompts for Recording
Session

Native ASL Signers in
consultation with Author and
Advisor

5 hours for each signer
recorded (11 signers in
total in the corpus)

Recording Session

Author, Native ASL Signers
conducting prompting

3 hours for each signer
recorded

Virtual Human Character Proportion
Adjustments After Data Recording

Author

3 hours for each signer
recorded

Video Synchronization, Slicing of
Individual Stories, and Other
Processing

Author, with Native ASL
Signers identifying start/end
of each story in the video

9 hours for each signer
recorded

Linguistic Annotation of ASL Sign
Glosses, with timing information

Native ASL Signers who had
received training on the
glossing conventions and
annotation tools at the
laboratory

4 hours per story, over
240 stories in total in
corpus (a story is a 1-to4-minute passage on
some topic)

Identifying Spatial Referent Points
Established

Native ASL Signers who had
received annotation training

1 hour per story

Cross-Checking of Annotation
Accuracy by Additional Annotators

Native ASL Signers who had
received annotation training,
Advisor

2 hours per story

Writing English Translations

Native ASL Signer who is a
Professional ASL Interpreter

1 hour per story

Design of Software to Process
Motion-capture Data

Author

100 Hours

Data File Management and
Archiving of Corpus Data,
Preparation of Files/Folders

Author and Advisor

100 hours

Evaluation Studies to Measure
Motion-Capture Data Quality

Author, Advisor, Native ASL 3 months
Signers
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4.3 Our Glove Calibration Protocol4
This section describes research conducted to design and evaluate a new protocol for
accurately and efficiently calibrating the gloves worn by participants during the recording
process. Prior protocols were too slow and were not tailored to sign language research with deaf
participants, and for this reason, significant time was invested in inventing and evaluating a new
approach to set-up the gloves and ensure they were recording high-quality data. Readers who are
not interested in these equipment details (nor the evaluation of the accuracy achieved using our
new calibration protocol) may wish to skip this section, but this detailed information has been
included because this glove calibration protocol is a contribution of this dissertation research.
Further, these details may be useful for future researchers.
To compensate for differences in how motion-capture equipment sits on the body on
different occasions or on different humans, we must set “calibration” values at the beginning of
each recording session to adjust the sensor’s sensitivity and offsets; therefore, we designed a
novel protocol for efficiently and accurately calibrating gloves for ASL signers as discussed in
this section (Lu and Huenerfauth, 2009).
To calibrate the motion capture cybergloves, the researcher must adjust a gain
(sensitivity) and offset value for each sensor. Performing this calibration is a challenge for
motion-capture gloves because they contain a large number of sensors. This process is inexact,
time-consuming, and has particular challenges for deaf participants (see the end of section 4.3.3).
This chapter describes the design and evaluation of a new calibration protocol for motion-capture

4

The information in section 4.3 first appeared in a prior publication at ASSETS 2009 conference of this
author during her doctoral studies: (Lu and Huenerfauth, 2009).
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gloves, which is designed to make the process more efficient and to be accessible for participants
who are deaf and use ASL in our motion capture corpus collection and future researchers. Our
protocol is designed to be accessible for participants who are deaf, and we have evaluated its
calibration accuracy (section 4.3.7).
4.3.1 The Immersion Cyberglove®
In the studies presented in this thesis, the glove used was the CyberGlove® version 2007,
produced by Immersion Corporation (Immersion, 2007). This 22-sensor data glove has three
flexion sensors on the four fingers (outer joint, middle joint, inner joint) and three sensors on the
thumb (outer joint, inner joint, thumb roll), four abduction sensors (between each finger), a palmarch sensor, and sensors to measure wrist flexion and abduction as shown in Figure 13.
(Photographs of the glove appear in Figure 15 and Figure 16.) The gloves are lightweight and
flexible – constructed from a stretch fabric with some mesh fabric areas for ventilation. The
gloves weigh 70g (470g with their interface unit and cable) (Immersion, 2006). The interface
unit contains amplification and digitization circuitry, and the typical sampling rate is 90Hz
(Immersion, 2006).
The sensors are thin, flexible, and sewn into the lightweight elastic glove fabric
(Cyberglove Systems, 2009). As each strip is bent, its electrical properties change; this data is
used to calculate the angle of that joint (Kramer, 1991). The manufacturer lists the sensor
resolution as approximately 1° (Immersion, 2006). However, in experiments to measure the
accuracy of CyberGloves®, Chao (2001) reported mean measurement errors of 1.7° (standard
deviation of 1.5°) across nine participants. Other researchers have recorded measurement errors
as high as 6° for some participants (Kessler et al., 1995). For some joints, accuracy remains
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limited due to cross-coupling effects of sensors (Kahlesz et al., 2004).

For instance, the

movement of a finger laterally affects the sensor readings on the two abduction joints to the left
and the right of that finger. Compensating for this coupling is a challenge for modern gloves.

Figure 13: The 22 CyberGlove® sensor strips on the hand.
The 22-sensor CyberGlove® is the state-of-the-art tool for motion-capture recording of
the hand. Other glove technologies with mechanical sensors reduce freedom of movement, and
technologies relying on cameras or line-of-sight face occlusion problems when one hand blocks
the other during certain ASL signs. The 22-sensor gloves provide detail that gloves with fewer
sensors cannot.

Earlier CyberGloves® (Virtual Technologies, 1992) had only 18 sensors:

lacking those at the outer joints of the four fingers. For recording handshapes in which a
fingertip makes contact with the thumb (which is common in ASL), fingertip data is important.
Other popular gloves have only five sensors (one long sensor strip per finger), but gloves with
fewer sensors are less able to record subtleties like the difference between bent or hooked
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fingers, the abduction (spread) of fingers, the roll and position of the thumb, and details of
fingertip-thumb contact – all these details are needed for ASL.
While the large number of sensors make CyberGloves® well-suited to sign language
research (as discussed above), having so many sensors also makes it difficult and timeconsuming to calibrate. We must adjust two settings for each hand joint: gain and offset. As
electrical values are measured from the sensor strips, the glove’s interface software converts this
digital value into an angle using equation (1) below (Virtual Technologies, 1992). The gain and
offset values represent the slope and y-intercept of a linear equation. Because of the relationship
between these pair of values, a key requirement of calibrating the gloves is that at least two
angles must be observed for each joint in order to accurately calibrate these settings (to fit the
linear slope and intercept).
Angle = Gain * (DigitalValue – Offset).

(1)

Before introducing our new glove-calibration protocol in section 4.3.4, section 4.3.2 will
first introduce the automatic calibration software tool that accompanies the gloves. Section 4.3.3
will discuss how researchers can manually set the calibration values for the glove; section 4.3.4
will describe our protocol on calibrating the motion capture gloves; sections 4.3.5, 4.3.6, and
4.3.7 will present the design, data analysis, and results of our evaluation study.
4.3.2 Automatic Calibration Tool
The gloves come with an “automatic calibration” software tool that automatically adjusts
the glove settings based on two handshapes performed by the user. The handshapes (“F” and
“Flat B”) are shown in Figure 14. The user wears the gloves, performs “F,” and clicks a button.
The software records the sensor values at that moment. Next, the user performs “Flat B” and
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clicks the button again. The software measures the electrical sensor values again. Using this
data, the software modifies the gain and offset values of each sensor strip so that its internal
model of the hand matches the “F” and “Flat B” handshapes known to have been performed by
the user.
While this calibration technique is fast and requires little expertise from the user, the
quality of the calibration is quite poor. The problem is that too few handshapes are considered
when the settings are adjusted, and therefore only a subset of the joints can be considered. This
automatic calibration adjusts the settings to ensure that the tip of the thumb touches the tip of the
index finger (as in the “F” handshape), but it has little useful data for the other three fingers.
Both “F” and “Flat B” also keep the abduction joints between the fingers closed (the fingers do
not spread apart). So, the automatic calibration cannot accurately set the abduction joints (since
as discussed above at least two different angles must be considered for each joint to fit the slope
and intercept values).

Finally, an insufficient variety of thumb movements are recorded;

between “F” and “Flat B,” the thumb moves only within a single plane. Considering the
interacting set of joints that control the thumb’s location (thumb abduction, thumb roll, thumb
inner joint, thumb outer joint), there are not enough data considered to accurately set the gain and
offset values for each of these joints.

Figure 14: Handshapes for automatic calibration (F & Flat B).
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4.3.3 Manual “Advanced” Calibration Process
The glove also comes with a software tool called the “advanced calibration” for those
users who are interested in a more accurate calibration of the sensors. The software displays a
user-interface with a set of 44 slider bars for the gain and offset values of the 22 sensors, it also
displays a 3D model of the user’s hand onscreen (based on the real-time glove data and the
current gain and offset settings).

The person wearing the gloves can perform different

handshapes, and the gain and offset values can be set manually until the user is happy with the
model’s accuracy. When the on-screen hand animation matches the real human’s hand in a wide
variety of handshapes, then a good calibration has been achieved.
While this calibration process gives the user a lot of control, it can be overwhelming and
difficult to set the 44 numerical values. Static handshapes are not sufficient for calibrating each
joint (i.e. two points needed to define a line); so, the glove-wearing participant must perform
pairs of handshapes in which some joints are bent and unbent. Stepping through every joint in an
organized way to visually set slope/offset values is challenging – especially since early in the
calibration process, none of the joints is calibrated correctly and so the onscreen hand appears
distorted.
Another challenge during manual calibration is that a calibration error in one joint can
often mask a complimentary error in another joint. For example, if the participant performs “F”
(Figure 14), the on-screen 3D model of the hand may appear correct (with the fingertips
touching) despite erroneous (but complimentary) settings for the thumb and index finger. The
net result is that the hand may appear to be in the proper handshape even though dramatic
calibration errors remain; when the participant makes other handshapes, the calibration errors
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may reveal themselves. Thus, during the calibration process, there are times when modifying
one of the settings involves temporarily causing the onscreen hand image to appear worse – until
the researcher is able to also fix the complimentary calibration error in another joint.
To avoid going in circles or becoming confused, researchers need an organized protocol
for stepping through this process: focusing on one joint at a time, specifying which handshapes
the participant should perform, specifying which setting the researcher should modify, etc. The
documentation for the Advanced Calibration software lacks such details. Through our lab’s
experiences with the gloves (and through communication with users of these gloves working in
the computer animation industry), it is reasonable to estimate that a researcher without an
organized protocol for stepping through the calibration could require 75-90 minutes to calibrate
one glove accurately.
Deaf participants face additional challenges. Because calibration is a hands-busy activity
in which the participant must hold various handshapes, communication in sign language is
awkward. It can be difficult for participants who are deaf to ask clarification questions about
how to hold their hand during the process, and if the participant does not hold their hand in
appropriate angles, then the calibration may be inaccurate. The researcher is watching the
onscreen animated hand, watching the participant’s current handshape, reading the steps of the
calibration protocol, using the mouse to move numerical sliders for calibration values, and
watching the participant if signing. These hands-busy and eyes-busy aspects make the alreadyawkward calibration process even more challenging (and likely more time-consuming) when
working with deaf research participants. It is unreasonable to expect a research participant to be
wired to a computer for over 2.5 hours during calibration of two gloves (prior to collecting a
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single piece of useful motion-capture data). A more efficient approach that still provides high
quality calibration is needed.
4.3.4 Our New Calibration Protocol
Section 4.3.2 discussed how the automatic calibration yielded too poor a calibration for
our research, and section 4.3.3 discussed how manual calibration was disorganized and
inefficient. Section 4.3.3 explained how there are no automated calibration tools available from
other researchers that: address all of the joints of the hand adequately, do not require additional
special computer vision equipment, and produce a high-quality calibration that does not require
additional human intervention. Thus, we decided to design our own manual calibration protocol
with the following goals in mind:
The protocol should be structured with as few steps as possible so that it is time-efficient.
Explanations for the researcher and participant must be clear.
The protocol should help the researcher avoid the two main pitfalls of manual calibration:
(a) setting the gain value of a sensor while only looking at a joint in one position (it’s better to
consider two values per joint when setting linear slope) and (b) a researcher going in circles
when setting joint values because of complimentary calibration errors on two joints.
•

The protocol should be less awkward for deaf participants.

•

It should address limitations of the automatic calibration.

•

Other researchers should be able to use our protocol without equipment or software
beyond what comes with the gloves.

We created documents and websites to be used during the protocol: (a) a guide to the
calibration process that is meant for the researcher to read and step through during the process
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(Figure 15) and (b) a website with images and videos for the participant wearing the glove to
view (Figure 16). The webpage includes step-by-step instructions in English text (corresponding
to the steps in the researcher’s document) with photographs of handshapes to perform for each
step. The webpage also includes two videos for each step of the process: One video shows an
ASL signer giving directions in ASL about what the participant must do with their hand, and the
other video shows a person wearing a glove demonstrating the hand movements for that step.
Photos, videos, and ASL instructions were included in this webpage to clarify what the
participant is expected to do during the calibration process. The goal is to minimize the number
of clarification questions that a deaf participant needs to ask during the process.

Figure 15: Excerpt of the protocol that the researcher follows.
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Figure 16: Website seen by participants during the protocol.
The protocol we designed guides a researcher and a participant (wearing the gloves)
through the calibration in an organized manner. At each step, the participant is asked to perform
one or more handshapes, and the researcher is instructed to set a specific calibration value. We
designed and rehearsed the protocol over the course of several months: revising aspects of the
protocol many times. Some positive features of our protocol include:
•

Most steps of the protocol focus on one joint across all the fingers to save time. For
example, in the step of the protocol shown in Figure 15 and Figure 16, the researcher
is setting the values for the inner joints of the index, middle, ring, and pinky fingers.

•

For setting the offset values, we ask the participant to make handshapes in which the
joint under consideration is as close as possible to the “zero-position” of its sensor.
When the participant’s joint is at this position, the major determinant of Angle
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(equation 1) is the offset. This allows the researcher to judge the offset correctness
from a static handshape pose.
For setting gain, we include steps in which the participant alternates between two
handshapes that differ by only one kind of joint. For example, in the step shown in Figure 15
and Figure 16, the participant alternates between two handshapes in which the only joints that
change are the inner joints of the four fingers. The other joints of the fingers remain straight. As
the researcher sets the gain value, the goal is for the arc of joint movement of the participant to
match the arc of movement on the screen. We selected handshapes with extreme angles to make
it easier for the researcher to judge the gain values.
When the researcher is focused on a finger joint that is closer to the palm, we select
handshapes in which the more outer joints of the finger are straight. This is true of the example
in Figure 15 and Figure 16. We do this so that it is easier for the researcher to see when the
angle of the person’s hand matches the screen; we wait to use curved-finger handshapes until
later in the protocol after the inner joints have been set.
Similarly, to prevent the researcher from becoming confused by complimentary errors,
the protocol first focuses on an initial subset of joints, and then once the gain and offset is set
properly for those, it moves on to adjust related nearby joints of the hand. Later in the protocol,
handshapes are included in which a finger touches the thumb. The finger will have already been
set correctly; so, the researcher can focus on the thumb.
The on-screen animated hand lacks a joint for palm-arch (despite humans having such a
joint and the glove having a sensor to record such a joint). Palm-arch is used to squeeze the palm
as if you are fitting your hand through a small bracelet or a narrow hole. Because the onscreen
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hand lacks this joint, we leave the gain and offset of this joint at its default settings in our
calibration. Further, our protocol avoids handshapes in which the palm arches, e.g. touching the
pinky to the thumb. If we had included these in the protocol, then the researcher may be tempted
to compensate for the onscreen hand’s lack of palm-arch by over-setting some values for the
pinky or thumb to allow them to touch. Such over-compensation would negatively affect other
handshapes.
4.3.5 Handshape Evaluation Study Design
The protocol was evaluated experimentally; deaf ASL signers wore the gloves, were
calibrated (using the new protocol and using a calibration routine provided by the glove
manufacturer), and were asked to perform sequences of ASL handshapes. Five native ASL
signers rated the correctness and understandability of the collected handshape data. In an
additional evaluation, ASL signers were asked to perform ASL stories while wearing the gloves
and a motion-capture body suit (in some cases our new calibration protocol was used, in other
cases, the standard protocol). Later, twelve native ASL signers watched animations produced
from this motion-capture data and answered comprehension questions about the stories. In both
evaluation studies, the new protocol received significantly higher scores than the standard
calibration. The protocol has been made freely available online, and it includes directions for the
researcher, images and videos of how participants move their hands during the process, and
directions for participants (as ASL videos and English text).

Additional details about the

experiment described in this section appear in (Huenerfauth and Lu, 2010c).
To measure the calibration quality, the participant was shown a chart with a set of 20
ASL handshapes (see Figure 17). The participant was allowed to browse the chart for a several
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minutes to familiarize themselves with the handshapes. Next, the participant was asked to
perform each handshape one at a time (looking at the chart). The 3D hand motion data was
recorded from the glove. A computer animation of the participant’s hand was later produced
from this data. If the calibration was accurate, then the computer animation should resemble the
handshape the participant actually performed. If the calibration was poor, then the animation of
the hand will appear misshapen, distorted, or inaccurate in some way. These handshapes were
recorded so that they could be analyzed after the experiment to measure the success of the
calibration. Twenty handshapes were selected to test the full variety of joints in the hand and
finger poses.
After performing the 20 handshapes (this process took 1-2 minutes), the researcher and
the participant completed the remainder of our new calibration protocol. The researcher viewed
the instruction document (Figure 15) and the participant viewed the instructions webpage (Figure
16) on a 20” LCD screen at a distance of less than one meter. After the protocol, the participant
was again recorded performing the 20 evaluation handshapes. In total, we collected 520
handshape images during this study: (9 participants with right hand + 4 participants with left
hand) × 2 calibration approaches × 20 handshapes.
The time needed to complete the protocol (minus the time spent on the handshape
evaluations) was recorded, and at the end, participants answered Likert-scale survey questions
about their experience. These questions were explained in ASL and presented in the form of
English text.
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4.3.6 Data Analysis Procedure
To evaluate the handshape images collected during the procedure described above, five
native ASL signers were asked to assign 1-to-10 scores to each. These “judges” were presented
with all of the collected handshape images from the 9 subjects (13 hands, including 9 right hands
and 4 left hands) from both the automatic and the manual calibration process (26 images for each
handshape). The judge viewed the original ASL “ideal” handshape photograph for that group
(one of the photos in Figure 17) and assigned 1-to-10 scores to each of the recorded handshapes.
For the purposes of evaluation, the images of the left hand were “flipped” (as a mirror image) so
that they appeared the same as right hands – this was done to avoid possible bias from judges
based on whether they were evaluating a left or right hand. See Figure 18 for a simulation of
what each judge was shown during the evaluation of the handshapes.
Judges were asked to assign a score of 10 to perfect handshapes that matched the ideal
hand image. Judges were asked to assign scores from 6 to 9 to handshapes that included some
shape or bending errors but were understandable, and judges were asked to assign scores of 5
and below to handshapes that would generally be misunderstood or confused with another ASL
handshape. For an example of the kind of scores assigned to the handshapes, please see Figure
17. However, in Figure 17, the handshapes are labeled as “automatic” or “manual” and the mean
of the judges’ scores for each handshape is shown. The sequence of handshapes shown on the
left side of Figure 17 corresponds to the sequence on the right; the corresponding image on each
side was collected from the same participant’s hand.
The evaluation was blind: the judges did not know which subject performed each
handshape or which were recorded after automatic or manual calibration. It is important that the
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judges were native ASL signers: Some aspects of handshape are not as important from an ASL
perspective, while minor errors for certain joints could be very important because it could lead to
confusion with another ASL handshape. Thus, our evaluation is linguistic in nature, and it is
specifically tailored to ASL research.
Statistical tests to be performed were planned prior to data collection. To look for
significant differences between judge’s scores for hand images from each calibration, a MannWhitney U-test was selected.

Non-parametric tests were selected because the Likert-scale

response data was not known to be normally distributed.
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Figure 17: The images that judges evaluated for the “K” handshape.
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After Automatic Calibration

After Manual Calibration

(Mean of Judges’ Scores)

(Mean of Judges’ Scores)
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3.6

3.0
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8.2
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2.3

6.8

2.6
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7.4

3.2

2.8

5.3

Figure 18: Images after automatic calibrantion and manual calibration and the mean of the
judges’ scores for the “K” handshape.
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4.3.7 Results of the Handshape Evaluation Study
Figure 18 shows the mean judges scores for automatic vs. manual calibration protocols.
In the graphs appearing in this article, significant differences between values are marked with an
asterisk, and error bars indicate the standard error of the mean for each value. The mean of the
judges’ scores was 4.52 for the automatic calibration and 5.98 for our protocol. This difference
was statistically significant (p<0.05).

Because the judges assigned scores from 1 to 5 to

handshapes that would likely be misunderstood, we counted how many scores were above and
below this threshold. The judges gave scores from 6 to 10 to 41.26% of the handshapes from the
automatic calibration, and they gave scores from 6 to 10 to 61.43% of the handshapes from the
manual calibration. These results suggest that using our new protocol enables us to collect more
accurate sign language data than when using the standard automatic calibration tool.
Table 3 contains results for each of the 20 evaluation handshapes used in the study. One
limitation we noticed was that the gloves had difficulty measuring when signers crossed their
fingers (as in the ASL “R” handshape). (Handshape photos appear in Figure 19)

Figure 19: The image of the “R” handshape.
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Table 3: Average judge’s scores for each handshape.
Hand

Automatic Our New Hand Automatic Our New

Shape

Tool

Protocol Shape

Tool

Protocol

1

5.21

7.39

E

4.67

5.18

5

6.55

8.54

K

3.80

6.25

7

5.23

6.93

Mitten

6.64

7.69

8

5.89

7.08

N

3.79

5.44

A

4.25

4.52

O

3.50

4.68

B

5.90

7.18

R

3.02

4.13

Baby C

4.08

4.75

S

5.49

5.79

Bent B

2.88

5.25

T

2.80

5.67

C

3.69

4.64

U

4.95

6.70

D

3.33

5.44

V

4.57

6.48

Table 4: Left-hand vs. right-hand data for four subjects recorded bimanually.

Manual Calibration
Automatic Calibration

Left Hand
6.46

Right Hand
5.94

4.53

4.01

The median time required for our new protocol was 32.3 minutes. Because this includes
time required for the participant to watch approximately 9 minutes of ASL and demonstration
videos, we believe that this time could easily drop to approximately 25 minutes if a participant
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had used the gloves before (and already understood the directions for each step without watching
the videos again). As we continued to practice calibrating the gloves, we also became faster at
modifying the gain and offset values. We believe that researcher practice has the potential to
reduce a few more minutes from this time. While slower than the 1-2 minutes needed for the
automatic calibration, the quality level of our resulting calibration is more suitable for our ASL
research.
•

In our evaluation, we collected four left hands and nine right hands (five subjects
were only recorded on their right hand, and four subjects were recorded on both
hands). When analyzing the data from the four subjects from which bimanual
calibration data was collected, we observed only small differences in the judges’
scores of the calibration between the left and right hands. (See

.) The speed of the calibration was also very similar. For these four subjects, using the
new manual calibration protocol, the left hand required 21.25 minutes to calibrate on average,
and right hand, 22.5 minutes.
The participants expressed positive opinions about their experience suggesting its
accessibility. The average Likert-scale responses (from 1 negative to 10 positive) are shown
below in parentheses.
•

Did you understand the directions? (9.89)

•

Did you understand how to put on and take off the glove? (9.89)

•

Did you understand what handshapes you needed to make? (10)

•

Did you understand when you had to make each handshape? (9.89)

•

Did you feel comfortable during the process? (9.22)
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•

Were the pictures or videos helpful? (9.89)

•

Did the process feel organized? (9.78)

4.4 Corpus Evaluation Study I5
As we were able to obtain good-quality data from the cybergloves after applying our
calibration protocol, we also wanted to know whether we could record accurately and efficiently
3D motion-capture data from ASL signers using our motion capture configuration, including all
the equipment. In our first evaluation study (Lu and Huenerfauth, 2010), which we refer to in
this document as “Corpus Evaluation Study I,” we wanted to be able to compare the animations
produced from the recording session to a set of sign language animations produced using
scripting software, as described in (Huenerfauth, 2009b).

To produce the motion-capture

animations, a native ASL signer (22-year-old male who learned ASL prior to age 2) performed a
set of 10 ASL stories based on a script we provided; he wore the full set of motion-capture
equipment, and he underwent the same calibration process and protocols used when recording
ASL passages for our corpus described in sections 4.1 and 4.3.

Figure 20 illustrates the

transcript of one example story used in the experiment of sequence of ASL signs and its English
translation of a story we used in this experiment. The signer rehearsed and memorized each
story; “cue cards” were also available when recording.

5

The information in this experimental study in section 4.4 first appeared in a prior publication of this
author during her doctoral study:(Lu and Huenerfauth, 2010).
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(a)

(b)

LAST FALL, MY AUNT #SALLY SHE Last fall, my Aunt Sally planned a garage
PLAN #GARAGE #SALE.

KNOW++? sale. Do you know what that is? You set

SET-UP TABLE OUTSIDE HOUSE. up a table outside the house, and then you
OLD THINGS DON’T-WANT, SELL. can sell old things that you don’t want
SOMETIMES,

ADVERTISE

NEWSPAPER.

IN anymore. Sometimes, you can advertise it

IF ARRIVE EARLY, in the newspaper. If you arrive early at one,

CAN FIND GOOD THINGS, GOOD you can often find good stuff at good
PRICES. CHEAP. TEND SELL: (list- prices. Stuff is cheap. People tend to sell
of-5)

(1st) OLD BOOKS

MAGAZINES

(3rd) TOYS

(5th) CLOTHING.

(2nd) old books, magazines, toys, art, clothing,
(4th) ART etc. There were a bunch of old dressed that

OLD DRESSES, my aunt used to wear back in the 1950s; she

SHE WEAR PAST 1950s, SHE SELL sold a bunch of them. Also, there were
MANY.
MOST $1.

ALSO, MUSIC RECORDS, records for sale, most for $1. I helped my
I HELP AUNT SET-UP. aunt set everything up.

Unfortunately,

FINISH. WRONG! NONE SHOW-UP. when we were done, there was a bad
surprise: no one showed up!

Figure 20: (a) a transcript of the sequence of ASL signs in the story and (b) its English
translation.
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Figure 21: (a) animation produced from motion-capture data, (b) animation produced using
Vcom3D Sign Smith Studio.
Autodesk MotionBuilder software was used to produce a virtual human whose
movements were driven by the motion-capture data collected (see Figure 21(a)). The virtual
human character has no facial movements (nor facial details) because our motion-capture
configuration does not capture facial expression. To produce a baseline that our motion capture
data could be compared to, Vcom3D Sign Smith Studio software was used to produce an
animation character (Figure 21(b)) that performed the same stories as the virtual human
performed in the Autodesk MotionBuilder software. The Vcom3D Sign Smith Studio software
has a predefined dictionary of ASL signs, and users choose signs from the dictionary and place
the signs on the timeline in its GUI; this Sign Smith Studio and its accompanying Gesture
Builder software were described in section 3.1.1.
We recruited 12 participants to evaluate the ASL animations. A native ASL signer
conducted the studies, in which participants viewed an animation and were then asked two types
of questions after each:
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•

1-10 Likert-scale questions about the ASL animation’s grammatical correctness,
understandability, and naturalness of movement;

•

Multiple-choice comprehension questions about basic facts from the story.

The comprehension questions were presented in the form of animations synthesized in
Vcom3D Sign Smith Studio, and answer choices were presented in the form of clip-art images
(so that strong English literacy was not necessary). Identical questions were used to evaluate the
motion-capture animations and the scripted animations. Examples of the questions are shown in
Figure 22 (Huenerfauth, 2009b).

WHAT BENEFITS fs-SIMON HE(x) GET FREE?
DOCTOR. DENTIST. RADIO. TV. RETIREMENT MONEY. COMPANY CAR.

HOW-MANY YEAR fs-JEFF HE(y) WORK TV FACTORY?
5. 10. 15. 20.

WHICH COUSIN MEAN BOSS?
fs-SIMON HE(x). fs-JEFF HE(y).

WHEN fs-JEFF HE(y) WORK?
MORNING. AFTERNOON. EVENING. NIGHT.
Figure 22: Example of comprehension questions in corpus comparison study I.
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Figure 23 displays results of the Likert-scale subjective questions and comprehensionquestion success scores for the two types of animations evaluated in this study. Since the
scripted animations include linguistic facial expressions, we had expected them to receive higher
understandability scores than our motion-capture animations. An interesting aspect in the results
is the scripted animations produced using the Vcom3D Sign Smith Studio (“Scripted2010”) and
the motion-capture animations (“Mocap2010”) had similar comprehension scores, but the
motion-capture animations had higher naturalness scores.

All of the other scores for the

animations were quite similar. Statistically significant differences are marked with an asterisk
(p<0.05). The Likert-scale data was analyzed using Mann-Whitney pairwise comparisons with
Bonferroni-corrected p-values; non-parameteric tests were selected because the Likert-scale
responses were not normally distributed. The comprehension question data was analyzed using
an ANOVA; no significant differences found in the comprehension question data. All error bars
used in the figures in this dissertation show the standard error of the mean.
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Figure 23: Comprehension scores and subjective evaluation scores from first evaluation study
in 2010.
Our results in this study suggest that the motion-capture data that we are collecting is of
good quality because it produced sign language animations with similar scores to state-of-the-art
scripted animations. This result was especially notable, given that the motion-capture animations
had no facial details or facial expressions. Therefore these results presented above have allowed
us to evaluate research question RQ1 and make the following conclusion:
RQ1: Our motion-capture equipment configuration is sufficiently sensitive and well
calibrated – such that we can record key movement details of a human ASL performance.
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Chapter 5 Collecting an Unscripted Corpus
Since we were able to collect ASL motion capture data of good quality using this
recording technique, we began motion-capture data collection in the summer of 2009 and have
collected ASL passages from 8 unique signers (212 minutes of annotated ASL motion-capture
data). We would prefer to collect multi-sentence passages with a varied number of entities under
discussion, and we linguistically annotate the videos with: sign glosses; part-of-speech; syntactic
bracketing of NPs, VPs, clauses, and sentences; and non-manual marking of role shift, negation,
questions, topicalization, conditionals, and rhetorical questions. Details of the specific linguistic
annotation are in section 6.1. We would prefer to record passages that avoid topics relating to
complex spatial descriptions, especially passages that contain a large number of classifier
predicates (a type of linguistic phenomenon that are not the focus of our research, fuller
descriptions in section 6.1), because they use the space around the signer in a more complex
manner, which is beyond the scope of this thesis work.
To achieve those goals, we have been using strategies to prompt signers during our
corpus collection. Since we want natural signing, we do not want to give the signers a script.
This chapter will discuss the details of our prompting strategies that were used at the beginning
of our project: the genre of discourse we record, our target linguistic phenomena to capture
(details in section 6.1), the types of linguistic annotation added to the corpus, and the
effectiveness of different “prompts” used to elicit the desired type of spontaneous discourse. In
Chapter 6, we will discuss how we refined our prompting strategies in our second year of the
project, based on the results we discovered after linguistic annotation was performed on the data
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collected during Year 1. Section 5.2 will discuss another corpus evaluation study we conducted,
which we refer to as “Corpus Evaluation Study II” in this document. While “Study I” evaluating
scripted stories, in “Study II,” we evaluated animations of stories we had actually collected from
signers for our Unscripted Corpus.

5.1 Prompting the Unscripted Corpus6
We have adopted some of our prompting strategies from previous research projects that
recorded sign language videos using prompts (Neidle et al., 2000; Bungeroth et al., 2006;
Efthimiou et al, 2007; Nishio et al., 2010), and we have invented new strategies. We did not
want to use a script because we wanted the signers being recorded to produce fluent and natural
signing. We also have other linguistic goals for the ASL stories being recorded, but we will
discuss those goals in greater detail in Chapter 6.
During the first year of our project, we recorded and annotated 58 ASL passages from 6
signers (approximately 40 minutes of data). Table 5 lists different prompting strategies we tried
and how many recordings we collected using each. The totals for each vary because the
recording session was intentionally kept relaxed/conversational to promote more natural signing:
the prompter used different strategies to elicit signing from the performer. Sometimes the
performer was verbose in their response to a prompt, but other times, he/she could think of little
or nothing to say. Further, since performers were recorded for only 1 hour (after the motioncapture equipment was set-up and calibrated), we rarely had sufficient time to try all of the

6

The information in section 5.1 first appeared in a prior publication at LREC 2010 of this author during
her doctoral studies: (Huenerfauth and Lu, 2010a).
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different prompt-types during each performer’s recording session. For this data collection, the
prompter behind the camera used 9 different prompting strategies to elicit ASL passages (listed
below). Table 5 lists the number of stories that were collected using each prompt category in
Year 1. Figure 24 illustrates an example of transcript prompted using “Personal Intro/Info” we
collected in Year 1. Table 6 explains the notation we used in the transcript in Table 5, we will
explain more notations we used in our annotation process in section 6.3.
Type

N

Type

N

Type

N

5

Hypothetical
Scenario

4

Repeat
Conversation

6

Compare
(not people)

9

Personal
Intro/Info

15

Compare
(people)

7

Recount
Movie/Book

7

Children’s
Book

Tell a Story
(3 Wishes)
Wikipedia
Article

2
3

Table 5: The number of stories of each type of prompts collected (N) in Year 1.
IX-1-s:S fs-HOBBIES IX-1-s:S LIKE 2 IX-1-s:S LIKE NATURE
fs-NATURE LIKE HIKING AND WATER ACTIVITIES NEXT
SECOND ALSO IX-1-s:S LIKE READING++ WATCH MOVIES
WHAT ELSE IX-1-s:S LIKE FOOD "SHRUG" LIKE FOOD fs-IS
fs-HOBBY FOR IX-1-s:S "SHRUG" AND TRAVEL+ fs-HOBBY
TOO "SHRUG" READING BOOKS+++ ANYTHING READ
ALMOST EVERYTHING WHAT EASY

fs-MYSTERIES "UMM"

REAL fs-BIOGRAPHIES "UMM" HISTORY "UMM" fs-THRILLERS
"UMM" fs-NOVELS LONG-LIST CL"give book to me" FRONT
IX-1-s:S WILL READ fs-IT
Figure 24: Examples of the story transcript recorded from Year 1.
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Type of notation	
  

Explanation of this notation	
  

fs-X

Fingerspelled word

X+

Repeat the sign X once

X++

Repeat the sign X twice

X+++

Repeat the sign X for three times

CL-X

Classifier Predicate X (description in section 6.3)

IX-1-s:S

“I”/“ME”: Index sign (pointing), handshape-#1,
singular, signer/self.
Table 6: The notations of transcript.

The descriptions for each of the 9 prompting strategies (listed in Table 5) we tried in our
first year are listed below. Please note that whenever prompts were used that required the
participant to view English text, then there was a delay of at least 30 minutes before they were
recorded signing. The participant generally chatted informally in ASL with native ASL signers
at the lab, during this 30 minutes delay, to mitigate potential English influence.
•

Children’s book: Read this short children’s book, and then explain the story as you
remember it.

•

Compare (not people): Compare two things: e.g. Mac vs. PC, Democrats vs.
Republicans, high school vs. college, Gallaudet University vs. NTID, travelling by
plane vs. travelling by car, etc.

•

Compare (people): Compare two people you know: your parents, some friends,
family members, etc.

•

Hypothetical Scenario: What would you do if: You were raising a deaf child? You
could have dinner with any two famous or historical figures?
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•

Personal Intro/Info: Introduce yourself, and describe some of your background,
hobbies, family, education, etc.

•

Recount Movie/Book: Tell me about your favorite movie or your favorite book.

•

Repeat Conversation: Watch this 3-minute video of an ASL conversation or of a
captioned English conversation, and then explain what you saw.

•

Tell a story: Invent a story using this topic: “If I had a genie that could grant three
wishes, I’d…”

•

Wikipedia Article: Read this 300-word Wikipedia article on “The History of Racial
Segregation in the United States,” and now explain/recount the article. We illustrate a
screenshot of another example of Wikipedia article we used in Figure 25. This short
passage discusses the life of O. J. Simpson.

Figure 25: An Example of Wikipedia Article we used as one of the prompts7.

7

This Wikipedia article was retrieved from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/O._J._Simpson, September 2013.
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5.2 Corpus Evaluation Study II8
The results of Corpus Evaluation Study I, discussed in section 4.4, was promising. In that
experiment, we observed that the evaluation scores for the motion-capture animations were
similar to those of animations produced using state-of-the-art ASL animation scripting software.
This result was particularly striking because the motion-capture animations lacked any facial
expressions (or any facial details whatsoever, with the appearance of an unpainted mannequin).
The results from Study I suggested that the data we are collecting is of good quality.
However, a limitation of Study I was that we had used pre-scripted ASL passages; we were not
using actual recordings with natural signing. When people are signing naturally, without a
script, they might use very complex linguistic structures or they might use slang or a less formal
register/tone that has more casual signing movements that are less distinct/precise.

It is

reasonable to think that a scripted story might be “too simple” and the results from Study I might
not be something we should trust. Therefore, we conducted another round of experiments to
compare and evaluate the corpus we collected in our Unscripted Corpus.
This study (called “Corpus Evaluation Study II”) uses a larger number of sign language
animation stimuli than Study I. Further, Study II uses sign language recordings drawn from our
actual corpus (see a screen capture from this study in Figure 27). Specifically, we used 12
stories from 3 different native signers (all male, average age 27). The average length of each
story was 97.7 signs, and the topics of the stories shown in Study II included: personal
background information, recollection of news stories, explanation of encyclopedia articles, and

8

The information in section 5.2 first appeared in a prior manuscript submitted for publication of this
author during her doctoral studies: (Lu &Huenerfauth, 2012c).
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short narratives. Each of the signers wore the full set of motion-capture equipment (as described
in section 4.1), and we followed our full calibration process and recording protocols when
collecting this data (section 4.3). Autodesk MotionBuilder software was used to produce a
virtual human based on the recorded data (see a screen capture from this study in Figure 27(b)).
Another difference between Study I and Study II was the “comparison baseline” that was
shown. In Study I, we compared the virtual human produced from recorded data to a “baseline”
virtual human signer produced using scripting software. In Study II, we compared the recordingbased virtual human (Figure 26) to an actual video recording of a human wearing the motioncapture body suit during the data collection process (Figure 27). Since the video of the human
has a much more detailed and natural appearance than our virtual human signer, we would
expect higher naturalness and understandability scores for the video. Further, our motioncapture equipment does not record facial expressions (and so our virtual human has no facial
details), thus we would also expect higher naturalness and understandability scores for the video
of the human signer, since this additional facial information is included in that version of each
story.
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Figure 26: The recording-based virtual human shown in this Study II.

Figure 27: An actual video recording of a human wearing the motion-capture body suit during
the data collection process shown in this Study II).
We recruited 12 participants to evaluate these ASL animations and video recordings
using questions that we had designed to screen for native ASL signers (developed in
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Huenerfauth, 2008). A native ASL signer conducted the studies, in which participants viewed an
animation and were then asked two types of questions after each:
•

1-10 Likert-scale questions about the ASL animation’s grammatical correctness,
understandability, and naturalness of movement.

•

Multiple-choice comprehension questions about basic facts from the story.

The comprehension questions were presented in the form of videos in which a native
signer presented the questions in ASL, and answer choices were presented in the form of clip-art
images (so that strong English literacy was not necessary). Identical questions were used to
evaluate the motion-capture animations and the scripted animations.

Examples of the clip-art

answer choices are included in Figure 28. The question for this set of choices was “Who wins
the game?”

Figure 28: Example of the answer choices in the form of clip-art images.
Figure 29 displays results of the Likert-scale subjective questions and comprehensionquestion success scores for the video recordings of a human and the recording-based motion
capture virtual human evaluated in this study. The videos (marked as “Video2012”) have higher
comprehension scores and higher naturalness scores rather than the motion-capture animations
(marked as “Mocap2012”). Statistically significant differences are marked with an asterisk
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(p<0.05).

Likert-scale data was analyzed using Mann-Whitney pairwise comparisons with

Bonferroni-corrected p-values, and comprehension question success rate data was analyzed using
an ANOVA.

Figure 29: Evaluation results for the video recordings of a human and the recording-based
motion capture virtual human.
From the graphs of the results, the comprehension question scores in this study are very
similar to the results from the results in the Study I in section 4.4 (Figure 23). The Mocap2010
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in Figure 23 and the Mocap2012 in Figure 29 both had comprehension question success scores
near 33%. This is a promising result – in Study II, the data being used to produce the motioncapture animations was drawn from our actual collected corpus of unscripted sign language
passages.

This result indicates that the animations synthesized from this data are as

understandable as those produced when we are recording a signer performing a scripted
utterance. Finally, as expected, the comprehension scores for the video of an actual human signer
were much higher than the scores for Mocap2012; an explanation for this result is that the video
included greater visual detail and facial expression information not present in the motion-capture
animations.
Based on the experimental results presented above, we see the data we collected for our
Unscripted Corpus was of good quality, which allowed us to evaluate research question RQ2,
proposed in the Part I: Prologue I, and make the following conclusion:
RQ2: When collecting unscripted ASL performances, our motion-capture corpus
collection process is able to capture data that human signers judge to be natural and
understandable.
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Chapter 6 Annotating the Corpus and Refining the Prompts
After we record human signers performing multi-sentence passages in ASL, then our
team of ASL linguistics experts watches each recording and creates a timeline of the signs
performed. The experts also analyze the performance to note various linguistic constructions and
other details about the performance, and this information is also added to the timeline for each
story. This linguistic annotation of each story facilitates our later analysis and use of the data in
the corpus.
Research projects collecting video recordings of sign language for linguistic study have
used scripts or various prompting strategies to encourage signers to perform stories or sentences
that contain specific linguistic phenomena of interest to the researchers (Bungeroth et al., 2006;
Efthimiou et al, 2007; Neidle et al., 2000; Nishio et al., 2010). Because we want to record natural
ASL performances to use as a basis for the future research, we do not pre-script the passages to
be performed; however, it is necessary to give the performer prompts to encourage them to sign
about a particular topic for some period of time. As discussed in this chapter, we also want to
encourage the performer to use particular linguistic constructions (and not others) in their ASL
signing (without giving them a specific script to perform). Therefore, we have experimented
with various forms of prompting to elicit ASL passages that are optimally suited to our research
needs. Identifying a set of such prompts is the focus of this chapter.
We did look for other corpus projects on sign language to see if there were published
studies about how to prompt people to produce sign language performances that included
association of entities with locations in space and inflected verb signs, but we couldn’t find any.
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We also communicated with researchers who had run major sign language corpus-collection
projects (Carol Neidle at Boston University and Adam Schembri, at the Centre for Deaf Studies
at the University of Bristol) to ask if they knew of any prior research on how to best prompt for
sign language performances containing spatial reference and verb inflection, but they did not
know of prior work in this area.

6.1 Annotating the Unscripted Corpus9
As discussed previously in Chapter 2, signers associate people, things, and concepts
under discussion with 3D locations around them in space. In this chapter, we explain the term
“spatial reference point (SRP),” which will be used within this thesis to refer to the point in space
that has been associated with an entity under discussion. The term SRP is not a standard term
used widely in the sign language linguistics literature; it is used for convenience in this
document. Various ASL constructions can be used to establish an SRP for some entity:
•

Pre-nominal determiners and some post-noun-phrase adverbs consist of a pointing
sign, in which the entity in that noun phrase is assigned a 3D SRP location.

•

Fingerspelling or some nouns may also be signed outside their standard location to
establish an SRP.

As shown an example in section 2.1, the typical way in which a signer establishes an SRP
is by pointing to a location around them in space immediately before or after mentioning
someone or something for the first time. Signers may set up several of these SRPs around them

9

The information in section 6.1 first appeared in a prior publication at LREC 2012 workshop of this
author during her doctoral studies: (Lu &Huenerfauth, 2012a).
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in space during a conversation. After being established, these points are later used by the signer
in the following ways:
•

The signer will point at the location to refer to the person or thing.

•

Some signs change how they are performed to aim at these SRPs (e.g., the motion
path of some verb signs goes from their subject toward their object).

•

Signers may aim their eyes or head at these SRPs for linguistic reasons.

SRPs are frequently used and are essential to human ASL performances, and they are also
important for producing good quality ASL animations. Huenerfauth (2009b) found that native
signers’ comprehension of ASL animations improved when the animations included association
of entities with locations in the space and the use of verbs whose motion paths were modified
based on these locations. Our research focuses on adding these capabilities to ASL animation
synthesis technologies; we believe that mathematical functions of verbs’ motion paths can be
induced from 3D motion data we are collecting from human signers performing those verbs. We
also analyze the ASL passages we collected to learn when to associate entities with 3D locations,
where to place them, and how these locations affect sign movements. The models of ASL spatial
use we learn could be embedded into ASL animation software to produce more natural looking
and understandable animations. Therefore, it is desirable that the stories and passages we collect
in our corpus contain many examples of signers setting up SRPs and using them in a story or
passage.
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Figure 30: Example of a timeline from a story from our Unscripted Corpus that contains an
SRP.
Figure 30 shows an example of a timeline from a passage (only part of the annotations for
the corpus) from our corpus that contains an SRP; it is a timeline of an ASL passage discussing
when Osama bin Laden was captured. In the example, the first time that the signer points to a
location in 3D space around his body (glossed as “IX-1-s:1”), he establishes an SRP at that
location to represent “Osama bin Laden.” This SRP is referred to again later in the passage when
the signer performs another “IX-1-s:1” sign. A loose translation of the passage in Figure 30
would be: “Osama bin Laden was America’s No. 1 most wanted man; finally, the US captured
him…”
Figure 30 shows the following rows of information:
•

Row 1: Sign Performed: This row shows the sequence of glosses. While there is
internal consistency in gloss labels used within our project, we have not employed a
comprehensive system of “ID-glosses” like those of (Johnston, 2009).

•

Row 2: SRP#1 Establishment: This row indicates when the first spatial reference
point (“SRP #1”) is established by the signer somewhere in the signing space. When
an SRP is established, then an annotation is added to this line with start- and endtimes that align to the sign or phrase that established the existence of this SRP. The
label of the annotation is meant to be a brief gloss of the entity referenced by this
SRP. If there is a second SRP established in the signing space, then a new annotation
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row is added to the file for that additional SRP. Note that the integer after the colon
at the end of the gloss “IX-1-s:1” indicates that the pointing sign is referring to SRP
#1. A pointing sign directed at SRP #2 (if one were established) would appear as
“IX-1-s:2”. In this manner, each SRP is assigned an index number, and the gloss of
each pronominal or verb-inflection reference to an SRP is marked with this index
number (following a colon at the end of a gloss in the transcription).
•

Row 3: SRP#1 References: This row indicates whenever a gloss or phrase in the
passage references an SRP that has already been established in the signing space.
Specifically, this row corresponds to SRP#1. On the first reference to a location for
an SRP, this row receives an annotation with a label “e” (for “establishment”), and
subsequent references to this SRP during the passage are indicated with an annotation
added to this row with a label “r” (for “reference”).

Classifier predicates (CPs) are a linguistic construction in ASL that also uses the space
around the signer’s body – but in a different way than SRPs. CPs are complex signs in which the
signer creates movement for the hands (or sometimes the body) to indicate the spatial
arrangement, size, shape, or movement of people/objects in a 3D scene being described (Supalla,
1978). During CPs, entities under discussion are associated with locations in space around the
signer, but unlike SRPs, during CPs, the arrangement reflects a real-world 3D configuration or
arrangement of objects. CPs are not our current research focus, and because they lead signers to
use space around their bodies in a different way than SRPs, we don’t want to record stories that
contain a lot of CPs in our corpus. Building this corpus (recording people performing ASL and
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then linguistically analyzing the recordings) is very time-consuming, and therefore we want to
optimize the stories that we collect so that they contain primarily SRPs and not CPs.
Besides SRPs and CPs, we annotate sign glosses; part-of-speech; syntactic bracketing of
NPs, VPs, clauses, and sentences; and non-manual marking of role shift, negation, questions,
topicalization, conditionals, and rhetorical questions.
Our annotators are a group of deaf researchers, undergraduate students, high school
students who are native signers, and undergraduate students with linguistic expertise and ASL
fluency. Each summer, three to five students from local deaf schools or mainstream programs in
the greater New York City area participant in three-month research experiences at our lab and
assist with our annotation process. In addition, we have also hosted three deaf undergraduate
students visiting from Gallaudet University, one deaf undergraduate students visiting from RIT,
and another undergraduate student majoring in linguistics with excellent fluency in ASL for
summer research experiences at the lab. Further, several graduate-level deaf research assistants
also coordinate the corpus collection and annotation process at the lab throughout the year.
Our annotation team has been using SignStream as the annotation tool. SignStream
enables the transcription and analysis of video-based sign language data, and it was developed by
researchers at Boston University. Figure 31 illustrates the interface of SignStream we use to
annotate our Unscripted Corpus.

In our annotation process, we use multiple rows to add

linguistic information. The rows include glosses (an English word that is a loose translation of
the sign, and gloss’s start and end time, for both the main and non-dominant hand), English
translation (in sentences), non-manuals movements (eyebrows, eye gaze, shoulders, with
start/end time), phrasal grammatical information conveyed by non-manuals (role shift, negative,
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wh-question, topic/focus, yes-no question, rhetorical question, conditional/when, each with
start/end time), and SRP information (including timing and establishment/reference).
Based on Boston University's official instructions10 for SignStream, our lab customized a
manual for the annotators to facilitate this annotation process during the summers of 2009, 2010,
and 2011. Different annotators have different interpretations about the movements of a signer in
the video; so, it is natural that different annotators may label the corpus data differently. The
goal of our annotation manual was to help promote a consistent style of annotation in order to
minimize the differences between different annotators.

To promote consistency in our

annotation process, we used a multiple-draft-annotation, adjudication-meeting, and single-finalannotator process. First, two annotators examined each recording to produce a draft annotation;
next, they met to discuss their annotations in order to reach a consensus about the best annotation
of the glosses and non-manual movements, with a third annotator (who was more senior, with an
undergraduate degree in ASL linguistics and more than 6 months experience on the project)
providing a tie-breaking decision, as necessary. Finally, the senior annotator performed the
actual annotation of the file, based on the draft annotations of the other annotators. Given that
our annotations required timing (at a 1/30 second level of granularity) with gloss labels drawn
from an open vocabulary, and given that we are not directly making use of the majority of the
linguistic annotations in the research work presented in Part II of this thesis, detailed studies of
inter-annotator agreement and other analysis are left for future (post-thesis) work by other
researchers at the laboratory. The deeper levels of linguistic annotation of the corpus (beyond

10

This official instructions10 for SignStream is retrieved from http://www.bu.edu/asllrp/SignStream/
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the labeling of glosses and SRPs, with appropriate timing) are on-going work that is beyond the
scope of this thesis.

Figure 31: SignStream interface screenshot11.

6.2 Statistics about the Collected Corpus Data
As mentioned in Chapter 5, 212 minutes of annotated ASL motion-capture data have
been collected in the summer of 2009, 2010, and 2011, from 242 ASL passages from 8 unique
signers. We labeled those signers as A to H, and labeled the recording sessions as 1 to 11.
11

This
image
was
retrieved
from
the
http://www.bu.edu/asllrp/SignStream/ in September 2013.

official

instructions

for

SignStream
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Advertisements posted on Deaf community website in New York City asked whether potential
participants had grown up using ASL at home or whether they attended an ASL-based school as
a young child. Of the 8 participants we have recorded for the corpus: 7 grew up with parents
who used ASL at home, 2 was married to someone deaf/Deaf, 7 used ASL as the primary
language in their home, 8 used ASL at work, and 8 had attended a college where instruction was
primarily in ASL. The signers were 8 men of ages 21-34 (mean age 27.9).
The data in the unscripted corpus includes Autodesk Motion Builder files of the motioncapture recording, BVH files (another commonly used file format for motion-capture data), highresolution video recordings, and annotations for each passage. The annotations are in the form of
SignStream™ files (Neidle et al., 2000) and plaintext files. Table 7 listed the properties of the
unscripted corpus, that contain the number of glosses in total, the total length of video (in
second), the average number of glosses per passage, and the average video length of the passages
collected. Figure 32 illustrates the average number of SRP establishments (i.e., the number of
unique SRPs established per passage) and the average number of SRP references per passage for
each recording session. The data of this corpus is still under checking by the researchers at our
lab. The statistics presented in this section may be updated in future publications.
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Recording
session No.

Signer

Story
Num

#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7
#8
#9
#10
#11

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
H
A
B

13
9
11
13
8
25
34
7
43
39
40

Glosses Length of
in total video in total
(seconds)
730
364
434
236
1291
571
1512
665
735
310
4516
2048
3467
1786
983
633
5125
3474
2634
1425
2165
1178

Average number
of glosses per
passage
56.2
48.2
117.4
116.3
91.9
180.6
102.0
140.4
119.2
67.5
54.1

Average video
length of the
passages
28.0
26.2
51.9
51.2
38.8
81.9
52.6
90.4
80.8
36.5
29.4

Table 7: The properties of our unscripted corpus.

Average*Number*of*SRPs*established*and*SRP*
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Figure 32: Average number of SRPs established/referenced per passage for each recording
session in the unscripted corpus.
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6.3 Evaluating the Success of Prompts from Year 112
Section 5.1 discussed the prompting we used in our first year; we wanted to examine
whether those prompting strategies were successful. Readers who are not interested in the
linguistic prompting strategies used in this project may wish to skip this section of the
dissertation. This detailed analysis has been included here because the development of prompts
was a major contribution of this thesis, and there has been no prior published work on how to
effectively engineer linguistic prompts for ASL corpus collection with a goal of promoting the
use of specific linguistic constructions.

As discussed in section 6.1, we want to collect many

SRPs and inflecting verbs, and we wanted to collect as few Classifier Predicates as possible.
Therefore, an ideal ASL passage to be collected in our Unscripted Corpus, would:
•

Be long enough to allow for establishment of SRPs. If a story is too short, then the
signer might not set up many SRPs or refer to them in the story. So, we will count the
length of the stories we collect – as measured in seconds of time or in the total
number of signs performed. By measuring the length of the stories collected using
each of our prompting strategy (details in section 5.1), we will be able to determine
which prompting strategy is most effective.

•

Contain several SRPs established by the signer. Collecting stories in which signers
establish large numbers of SRPs around them in space can sometimes be difficult; so,
we will count the number of SRPs established during each story we collect to measure
the effectiveness of our different prompting strategies.

12

The information in section 6.3 first appeared in a prior publication at LREC 2010 SLTAT workshop of
this author during her doctoral studies: (Huenerfauth & Lu, 2010a).
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•

Contain many pointing signs or verbs that refer to SRPs. With many examples of
these spatial references (SRs), we will be able to study diverse forms of spatial use
and reference in ASL signing.

•

Contain as few CPs as possible. So, we will count the number of CPs that occur
during the stories we collect; unlike the other items we are talking above, we would
prefer to see a small number of CPs in the stories collected in the corpus.

During Year 1, we analyzed the characteristics of the stories that signers performed in
response to each of the different types of prompts. Figure 33 displays the average length of the
stories collected using each prompting strategy – as measured in seconds of time or in the total
number of manual signs (count of annotated glosses). Error bars indicate the standard error of
the mean for each value. The longest stories arose from prompts in which the performer
recounted an article, book, movie, or conversation they saw recently or had seen in the past.
As listed in criterion ‘b,’ we’d like to collect some stories in which signers establish
larger numbers of SRPs. For example, if a signer sets up three different points in space around
their body to represent three entities under discussion in a passage, then we would say that such a
story would have 3 SRPs established. If the signer continues to refer to these entities multiple
times throughout the story (i.e., pointing to these locations in space again and again during the
story), then the number of spatial references in the story would be much higher. Figure 34
displays the number of SRPs established in each story (entities assigned 3D locations for
pronominal use). The longer stories generally contained more SRPs. (N.B. If the performer
referred to the prompter during the story, then the count of SRPs for that story was increased by
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1. In such cases, the addressee was used as a 2nd-person referent, and thus, we counted the
addressee as an SRP.)
Criteria ‘c’ and ‘d’ explain how we want to maximize the number of SRs in each story
and minimize the number of CPs. Figure 35 displays the average frequency of SRs and CPs (as
measured per second) in stories of each prompt-type; the values are displayed on the same graph
to enable comparison of their ratio. The SRPs in Figure 34 include 3rd-person and 2nd-person
references, but not 1st-person (e.g. signs like “me”/“my” or inflecting verbs in which the
subject/object is the signer) because these do not involve pointing to a location in the
surrounding signing space. The SRs in Figure 35 include 3rd-person and 2nd-person references,
but not 1st-person (e.g. signs like “me”/“my” or inflecting verbs in which the subject/object is the
signer) because these do not involve pointing to a location in the surrounding signing space.
While we are not particularly interested in maximizing or minimizing the frequency of 1st-person
references, we present their frequency in Figure 36 – for the sake of completeness.
Unsurprisingly, the “personal intro/info,” “tell a story,” and “hypothetical scenario” prompts led
to many 1st-person references. In some of the “compare (people)” stories, signers compared
themselves to someone else.
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Figure 33: Length of the ASL stories collected in Year 1.

Figure 34: SRPs established in Year 1.
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Figure 35: Number of CPs and SRPs per second in each type of ASL story in Year 1.

Figure 36: First-person references in the ASL stories in Year 1.
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Our results from analyzing the stories collected during Year 1 are summarized here: The
“tell a story,” “children’s book,” and “repeat conversation” prompts elicited ASL stories with
high CP/SR ratios (undesirable). These prompts that related to spatially/visually descriptive
topics led to many CPs performed by signers. The “Wikipedia article” and “recount movie/book”
prompts yielded long story lengths, high number of SRPs established, and modest CP/SR ratios
(desirable).

While they elicited shorter passages, the “compare” and “personal intro/info”

prompts also yielded stories with low CP/SR ratios (desirable).

6.4 Refining the Prompts for Year 2 of Our Project13
As was done in Year 1 of the project, we used a set of prompts to elicit unscripted multisentential single-signer passages in Year 2. The analysis of the different prompting strategies in
Year 1 of our project (discussed in section 6.3) guided our data collection procedure in Year 2.
This section describes which types of prompts were used during Year 2 of the project, and it
discusses our analysis of the effectiveness of this revised set of prompts. Specifically, we
stopped using the “tell a story,” “children’s book,” and “repeat conversation” prompts from Year
1, and we continued to use the “Wikipedia article,” “recount movie/book,” “compare (people),”
“compare (not people),” and “personal intro/info.” Each of these types of prompts was described
in section 5.1. In an effort to encourage signers to tell even longer stories, use more SRPs, and
use fewer CPs, we tried several new prompting strategies during Year 2; these new categories

13

The information in sections 6.4 and 6.5 first appeared in a prior publication at UAHCI 2011 of this
author during her doctoral studies: (Lu & Huenerfauth, 2011c).
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were called: news story, opinion/explain topic, photo page, and personal narrative (the
descriptions are listed below).
•

News Story: Please read this brief news article (about a funny or memorable
occurrence) and recount the article.

•

Opinion/Explain Topic: Please explain your opinion on this topic (given) or explain
the concept as if you were teaching it to someone.

•

Photo Page: Look at this page of photos (of people who are in the news recently) and
then explain what is going on with them.

•

Personal Narrative: Please tell a story about an experience that you had personally.
Table 8: The number of stories of each type of prompts collected (N) in Year 2.
Type

N

Type

N

Type

N

News Story

2

Recount
Movie/Book

9

Compare (people)

2

Opinion /
Explain Topic

5

Photo Page

5

Personal
Intro/Info

8

Wikipedia
Article

3

Compare (not
people)

19

Personal
Narrative

3

In the second year of our study, we recorded and annotated 66 ASL passages from 3
signers (approximately 75 minutes of data). As we gained additional experience at recording
signers using motion-capture equipment and analyzing stories, we were able to collect a larger
set of stories in this second year of the project. The number of stories collecting using each type
of prompt is also listed in Table 8. One of the new prompting approaches (“photo page”)
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involved showing a page of images to a participant to encourage him to tell a story; examples of
a page of images similar to those used in our study are shown in Figure 37. Typically, the
photographs included popular celebrities, athletes, or politicians who were currently in the news
at the time of data collection.

Figure 37: Examples of what the page of photos looked like for the “photo page” prompts.
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6.5 Evaluating the Success of Prompts from Year 2
As was done in Year 1 of the project, our team of ASL linguistics experts analyzed the
stores collected to produce a timeline of each performance that includes the sequence of signs,
the establishment of SRPs, the references to SRPs, the use of CPs, and other linguistic
phenomena of interest to our research. In order to evaluate the set of prompts used during Year 2
of our project, we calculated the average passage length (measured in number of signs performed
or the number of seconds) for each prompting strategy; the results are shown in Figure 38; Figure
39 illustrates the results calculated for the average number of spatial references established per
story for each prompt-type; Figure 40 illustrates the number CPs and SR (excluding first person)
per second for each prompt; Figure 41 indicates the number of first person references per second
for each type of the prompts. Detailed explanations of these various metrics may be found in
section 6.2.
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Figure 38: Length of the ASL stories collected in Year 2.
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Figure 39: Number of SRPs established in each story in Year 2.
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Figure 40: Number of SRPs established in each story in Year 2.
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Figure 41: Number of first-person references in each ASL story in Year 2.
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Figure 41 displays the average number of 1st-person references per second in the stories
collected using each prompting strategy. As discussed in 6.3, we present the results for firstperson references separately because some ASL linguists would consider this a form of spatial
reference and some would not. We would say that a first-person reference occurs whenever the
signer is pointing to himself. The “personal narrative” and “personal” prompts led to a high
number of 1st-person references; this is not surprising since these prompts led signers to discuss
themselves.
From the results from analyzing the stories collected during Year 2, we found that the
average length of each story prompted in Year 2 is longer than the stories collected in Year 1.
We were pleased with the results of the “opinion/explanation topic,” “compare people,” “news
story,” and “recount movie/book” prompts, which led to good story lengths and high SR/CP
ratios. The “opinion/explanation topic” and “news story” prompts led to large numbers of SRPs
established in the signing space.

6.6 Refining the Prompts for Year 3 of Our Project
Since we were satisfied with the evaluation results of the prompts we used in Year 2,
during our data collection in Year 3 of the project, we continued to use the same prompts as the
ones used in Year 2. During the third year of our project, we recorded and annotated 118 ASL
passages from 3 signers (approximately 97 minutes of data). Table 9 lists different prompting
strategies we tried and how many recordings we collected using each in Year 3.
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Table 9: The number of stories of each type of prompts collected (N) in Year 3.
Type
News Story

N
18

Type
Recount
Movie/Book

N
7

Type
Compare
(people)

N
2

Opinion /
Explain Topic
Wikipedia
Article

13

Photo Page

4

3

11

Compare
(not people)

34

Personal
Intro/Info
Personal
Narrative

26

6.7 Evaluating the Success of Prompts from Year 3.
The SignStream annotations of the stories collected in Year 3 were initially annotated by
student researchers in summer 2011. Several ASL linguistic consultants for our project have
been checking the quality of the annotations to produce a timeline of each performance with start
and end times for the sequence of signs, English translation of each ASL sentences, the
establishment of each SRP, the references to SRPs, the CPs, and other linguistic phenomena of
interest to our research, as was done in Year 1 and Year 2 of the project. Figure 42, Figure 43,
Figure 44, and Figure 45 present a counting/analysis of the success of the prompts from Year 3
for the 118 stories from 3 signers, after the annotators conducted an additional round of qualitychecking on the annotations in the corpus in 2013. We calculated the average passage length
(measured in number of signs performed or the number of seconds) for each prompting strategy;
the results are shown in Figure 42; Figure 43 illustrates the results calculated for the average
number of spatial references established per story for each prompt-type; Figure 44 illustrates the
number CPs and SR (excluding first person) per second for each prompt; Figure 45 indicates the
number of first person references per second for each type of the prompts. Detailed explanations
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of these various metrics may be found in section 6.2. From the results from Year 3, we found
that the prompts used in Year 2 were still effective in allowing us to collect ASL performances
with the linguistic properties we desired: From the results from analyzing the stories collected
during Year 3, we found that the average length of each story prompted in Year 3 is similar to
the stories collected in Year 2. There are more Spatial Reference established and higher SR/CP
ratios collected in Year 3 than Year 2. The results of the “opinion/explanation topic,” “compare
people,” “Wikipedia Article,” and “recount movie/book” prompts continued to lead to good story
lengths in Year 3. The results of the “opinion/explanation topic,” “compare people,” “news
story,” and “recount movie/book” prompts continued to lead more Spatial Reference established
and higher SR/CP ratios than Year 2. The “opinion/explanation topic” and “news story” prompts
continued to lead to large numbers of SRPs established in the signing space.
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Figure 42: Length of the ASL stories collected in Year 3.
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Figure 44: Number of SRPs established in each story in Year 3.
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6.8 Summary of This Chapter
This chapter described the process of how we annotate the Unscripted Corpus and how
we evaluated and improved our prompting process for eliciting ASL performances with desired
linguistic phenomena. As we refined our prompting strategies in the past three years, we
continued to use those strategies that led to longer performances with more SRPs and fewer CPs,
and we stopped using the strategies that led to large numbers of CPs. Based on our evaluation
results, we were able to evaluate research question RQ3, which we raised during the Part I:
Prologue, and to draw the following conclusion:
RQ3: The prompting strategies used in our corpus-collection process did elicit the desired
linguistic phenomena during the unscripted, multi-sentence, single-signer ASL discourse that
was recorded.
We are not aware of other systematic analysis of the benefits of various forms of
linguistic prompting used in a sign language data collection study. While the results of our study
have immediate benefits for our own research project, other linguistics and computer science
researchers who are conducting sign language data collection will benefit from our comparison
of various forms of prompting. This research therefore has benefits for sign language animation
synthesis and sign language recognition research, which has accessibility benefits for people who
are deaf.
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Chapter 7 Collecting a Verb Corpus
As discussed in Chapter 1, this thesis has an overall goal of demonstrating that datadriven research on ASL animation synthesis is possible and can successfully address limitations
of prior work. Part I of the thesis has been focused on demonstrating that it is possible to collect
a corpus of ASL that consists of motion-data and linguistic annotations. To understand this
current chapter, it is necessary to explain to the reader what will be done in Part II of this thesis.
In Part II, this thesis will present a “case study” of how data-driven techniques can advance the
state of the art for ASL animation, for a specific linguistic aspect of the animations. In Part II,
we propose to model and synthesize animations of ASL inflected verb signs – the performance
of such verbs are affected by the 3D locations in the signing space assigned to their subject and
object (see section 2.2).
To build mathematical models of the movements of ASL signer’s hands during the
production of inflected verbs, we require many examples of each verb, for many possible
arrangements of the subject and object in the surrounding signing space. As the linguistic
annotation of our ASL corpus proceeded during years 1, 2, and 3, we realized that it would not
be possible to extract sufficient verb examples from our Unscripted Corpus because it is small in
size. After the first year of collection of our Unscripted Corpus, we counted the number of
inflecting verbs we collected: there were only 11 appearances for 7 distinct verbs in our first
year’s data for 5 signer’s recordings, an average number 2.2/per signer. In addition, there were
relatively few spatial references in the data collected in the first year, as we reported the statistics
in chapter 6.3. These statistics indicated that the Unscripted Corpus contained an insufficient
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diversity of locations for the subject and object SRPs for the verbs, and the number of inflected
verbs. It became clear that merely extracting all of the verbs from our Unscripted Corpus would
be insufficient for the mathematical modeling techniques we wanted to attempt (as discussed in
Part II), which required up to 42 examples (all non-reflexive combinations of 7 possible subject
locations and object locations) of each verb sign for some of our experiments. For these reasons,
we decided to collect a special corpus of ASL verb movements, which we refer to as our “Verb
Corpus.” We consider both the Unscripted Corpus (Chapter 5) and the Verb Corpus (this
chapter) to be two halves of our CUNY ASL Motion-Capture Corpus project.
Our Verb Corpus itself consists of two types of motion-data:
•

Animations of inflected verbs that were produced by a human animator;

•

Motion-capture recordings of human ASL signers performing inflected verbs.

To collect the animation examples, we asked native signers with animation software
experience to manually produce ASL inflecting-verb animation samples using the Vcom3D
“Gesture Builder” tool (mentioned briefly in section 3.1.1). We used this animation data as
training data for fitting polynomial models of the position and orientation of the hands during the
performance of each verb – parameterized on the location in the signing space for the subject and
the object (details in Chapter 10). After the evaluation of our mathematical model trained using
those Vcom3D animation samples, we believed that our approach was able to model goodquality examples of each verb for all possible arrangements of subject and object in the signing
space. With this confirmation, we began to collect the motion-capture portion of our Verb
Corpus.

Using the simpler motion-capture configuration, we asked native ASL signers to

perform instances of inflecting verbs for different arrangements of subject and object locations in
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the signing space. This collected motion-capture data was also used as training data for fitting
polynomial models of the position and orientation of the hands (details in Chapter 11) and vector
models of the position of the ending of hand of the verbs (details in Chapter 12) during the
performance of each verb – parameterized on the location in the signing space for the subject and
the object. The resulting model (trained on our collected motion-capture data) can be used to
synthesize infinitely many versions of an inflected verb – based on the various possible locations
around the signer’s body where the subject and object can be located.

7.1 Inflected Verbs We Collected
We began our verb modeling research by focusing on five ASL verbs (listed and
described in Table 10), which were selected because they represent a variety of inflection
patterns and variety in how many hands are used in their production14. Some inflect based on
their subject and object location (shown as “Subj+Obj” in Table 10), and some inflect based on
their object location only. The verbs represent a mixture of one-handed and two-handed signs
(we use “1h” or “2h” to indicate that). Further, the verb ASK1h was selected because we knew
that it would pose some special challenges. The irregular nature of the verb ASK1h is that for a
right-handed signer, for counterclockwise arrangements of the subject and object, the orientation
of the inside palm of the hand seems to align with the vector from the subject to the object
location. Whereas for clockwise arrangements, the inside palm of the hand generally does not
align with this vector – instead it aims away from the signer’s body. Animation examples of the

14

Later, we collect three more inflected verbs with more complicated movement (discussed in section
7.4).
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verbs listed in the table may be seen on the following page of our laboratory website:
http://latlab.cs.qc.cuny.edu/taccess2011/.
Table 10: Five ASL inflected verbs we first collected.
Verb
ASK1h

Inflection
Type
Subj+Obj

1- or 2handed
1

GIVE2h

Subj+Obj

2

MEET

Subj+Obj

2

SCOLD

Obj only

1

TELL

Obj only

1

Description of Movement
‘ask a question’: a bending index finger moves
from Subj (‘asker’) to Obj (‘askee’)
‘give to someone’: hands move as a pair from
the Subj (‘giver’) to Obj (‘recipient’)
‘two people meet’: hands move from Subj and
Obj toward each other, and meet somewhere
between the two hands.
‘scold/reprimand’: extended index finger wags
at the Obj (‘person being scolded’)
‘tell someone’: index finger moves from
signer’s mouth to Obj (‘person being told’)

7.2 Collecting Samples of Inflected Verbs from a Native Signer Animator15
Before we spent time collecting actual motion-capture samples of these verbs, which was
a time-consuming process, we wanted to initially experiment with our models using movement
data from a signing animation character. (We will explain more about how we were using
animation samples as training data for our models in Chapter 10.) We also wanted to use
animations synthesized from these animation-samples-as-training-data as a baseline for our later
work on training models using the motion capture data (as discussed in Chapter 11 and Chapter
12).
15

The information in section 7.2 first appeared in a prior publication at ASSETS 2011 of this author
during her doctoral studies: (Huenerfauth & Lu, 2010b).
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To collect the animation-samples of ASL verbs for our corpus, we asked a native ASL
signer who was a research assistant in our lab, to use Vcom3D Gesture Builder, which enables
the creation of new signs (to add to the Vcom3D dictionary). Figure 46 shows two screenshots
that demonstrate how the hands look like “before” and “after” the user grabs and reorients the
hand joint of a virtual human character (by clicking and dragging the mouse) to produce static
keyframes on a timeline using Gesture Builder. The direction of the hand joint being moved is
indicated as an arrow in Figure 46.
The user can press a button to “play” the animation they have produced to see what the
sign would look like as it is performed. After first practicing with the software (to produce a few
dozen “practice” signs), a native ASL signer was asked to produce instances of verbs – for given
locations of subject and object on the arc around the signer. A clear plastic sheet was overlaid on
the computer monitor with a scale drawing of an arc with angles on the arc labeled similar to
Figure 47 (already shown in Figure 1). As discussed in section 2.2, when ASL inflecting verbs
appear in a sentence, their standard motion path may be modified such that the movement or
orientation goes from the 3D location of their subject and toward the 3D location of their object
(or more complex effects). Through this process, we are collecting a full “inflected” verb
performance, which is a combination of the verb’s standard lexical motion path and the 3D
locations associated with the subject and the object, which lead to spatial deformations of the
motion-path and hand orientation of the verb sign.
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Figure 46: Screenshots that demonstrate how to grab and reorient the hand in Gesture Builder.

Figure 47: Front view and top view of arc-positions around the signer.
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The signer was given a list of verbs to produce, e.g., GIVE2h with the subject at arcposition 0.3 and the object at arc-position 0.9. The signer was also told how many keyframes to
use for each verb (and time index for each keyframe); e.g., all of the collected instances of the
verb GIVE2h for different subject and object locations would use the same number of keyframes
(with the hands at different locations/orientations for each instance). For each instance of a verb
we collected, we needed to record:
Location of the subject of this instance of the verb represented as a real-number
specifying a location on the “arc”,
•

Location of the object of this instance of the verb,

•

For each keyframe, for this instance, of the verb:

•

Location of the hand represented as (x, y, z) coordinates,

•

Orientation of the hand represented as an axis angle (ax, ay, az, θ).

The XML file produced by Gesture Builder stores keyframes with hand locations and
orientations; so, it was easy to extract this information above for each instance of a verb we
collected. To collect a variety of instances of each verb, we divided the “arc” around the signer
into seven discrete locations (Figure 47). For verbs that inflect for object location only, we
collected seven instances (one for the object at each of these locations). For verbs that inflect for
both subject and object location, we collected 42 instances for each non-reflexive combination of
subject/object locations on the arc. (ASL signers tend to express reflexive verbs such as “John
asks himself” with an uninflected form of a verb.) We will discuss the mathematical models
based on those collected Vcom3D animation data in Chapter 10 after we discuss the motionbased verbs corpus collection in this chapter.
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A practical lesson that was learned during this data collection process was that it is
important to carefully select and train the native signers who are producing verb examples to be
used as training data for the models. In our research team, which has included half a dozen
native ASL signers, some have been very proficient at using the animation software to position
the hands of the animated character to produce clear and realistic ASL signs. Other members of
the team have been less successful at using the animation tool. It is important to give the
linguistic contributors training and practice with the animation software and to evaluate whether
they are producing good quality ASL verb signs. Otherwise, if low-quality animation examples
of ASL verbs are used as training data for the models, it is likely that the resulting verb
animations synthesized from the model will be correspondingly poor. For our Verb Corpus, we
have only included examples of the verb from the most experienced and most successful member
of our research team, who is a native ASL signer.

7.3 Collecting Inflected Verbs from Movement Data from Native Signers16
As the goal of our motion capture corpus project, we plan to explore the use of motioncapture equipment to collect training data for our models. Thus far, we have been using the
Gesture Builder software to collect examples of ASL verbs (described in section 7.2). While this
process has been less time-consuming than the collection of motion-capture data (and therefore
was useful during initial modeling research and as a simple baseline for comparison), there are
drawbacks to collecting examples of signing using the animation tool. It can be difficult for

16

The information in section 7.3 first appeared in a prior publication at ASSETS 2010 SLTAT workshop
of this author during her doctoral studies: (Lu & Huenerfauth, 2010).
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some native ASL signers to produce accurate and realistic signs using an animation tool. For
some signers, the way they think they move is different than the way they actually move when
signing. If the collected training data is not natural, then the resulting model will be lower
quality.
While we knew that collecting animation-samples was not a perfect methodology, we still
decided to do so for this project (as was discussed in section 7.2 above) because it would serve as
a useful pilot test of our mathematical modeling approaches, and it would serve as a useful
baseline for comparison in future experiments. However, we anticipated that using real motioncapture data from human signers would be a better source of training data.

This section

describes the process by which we collected the motion-capture recordings for our Verb Corpus.
In order to collect motion-capture recordings of verbs, we had to overcome some challenges:
identifying keyframes in the performance, cleaning up “noise” in the motion data, extracting
appropriate location and orientation parameters, and other issues that will be discussed below.
Thus far, for the motion-capture samples for our Verb Corpus, we have recorded motioncapture data from three human signers performing each inflected form of five ASL verbs
(ASK1h, GIVE2h, MEET, TELL, and SCOLD) listed in Table 10. During a videotaped 90minute recording session, each native ASL signer wore a set of motion-capture sensors while
performing a set of ASL verb signs, for various given arrangements of the subject and object in
the signing space.
During our multi-year Unscripted Corpus collection project (Chapter 5), we gained
experience in the use of motion capture equipment; this gave us the confidence that we could
collect sufficient-quality motion data for our planned verb experiments while using a
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simpler/lighter motion capture setup – than what had been used during the collection of our
Unscripted Corpus. Specifically, we only used our Intersense IS-900 motion capture system for
the Verb Corpus. The IS-900 consists of an overhead ultrasonic speaker array, and we used the
hand, head, and torso mounted sensors.

The sensors contain directional microphones and

gyroscopes to record location (x, y, z) and orientation (roll, pitch, yaw) data for the hands, torso,
and head of the signer during the study. Figure 48 shows a close-up view of the hand-mounted
sensor used in the data collection; this sensor is also an Intersense sensor similar to the headmounted one shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9.

Figure 48: A close-up view of the hand-mounted sensor used in the data collection.
In order to help the human signer visualize where the subject and object of each verb
example should be located, we placed colored targets around the perimeter of the laboratory at
precise angles, relative to where the signer was seated, corresponding to the points on the arc in
Figure 47. Figure 49 shows how we set up the laboratory during the data collection with 10cm
colored paper squares attached to the walls. In this photograph, the signer is facing a video
camera (off-screen to the right); sitting behind the video camera is another signer conversing
with him. The two colored squares visible in Figure 49 correspond to arc positions 0.9 and 0.6 in
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Figure 47. These squares served as “targets” for the signer to use as “subject” and “object” when
performing various inflected verb forms.

Figure 49: Three-quarter view illustrating the layout of the laboratory during the motion
capture data collection.
Another native ASL signer (who is a professional interpreter) sitting behind the video
camera prompted the performer to produce each inflected verb form by pointing to the colored
squares for the subject and the object for each of the 42 samples we wanted to record for each
verb.
Figure 50 shows the overhead view of how we set up our recording in the studio. At the
beginning of the session, the signer was asked to make several large arm movements and hand
claps (Figure 51) to facilitate the later synchronization of the recorded video and the motion
capture stream; these arm movements also helped us scale the data from the recorded human to
match the body size of the Vcom3D avatar. Occasionally during the recording session (and
whenever the signer made a mistake and needed to repeat a sign), the signer was asked to sign
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the sequence number of the verb example being recorded (Figure 52); this facilitated later
analysis of the video.

Figure 50: The overhead view of set up in the studio when we record the motion of the verb
samples.

Figure 51: Arm movements to facilitate calibration of the data collection.
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Figure 52: The signer signed the number that corresponded to each verb example being
performed.
After the recording session, we needed to identify the time codes in the motion capture
data stream that correspond to the beginning and ending keyframes of each verb recorded. We
asked a native ASL signer to view the video after the recording session to identify the time index
(video frame number) that corresponded to the start and end movement of each verb sign that we
recorded. (If we had modeled signs with more complex motion paths, we might have needed
more than two keyframes.) These time codes were used to extract hand location (x, y, z) data
from the motion capture stream, for each hand, for each keyframe, for each verb example that
was recorded.

7.4 Three Additional Complex Verbs We Collected
In the discussion above, we focused on five verbs (listed in Table 10), but we intend for
our methodology to be generalizable to other ASL inflecting verbs. To test the effectiveness of
our modeling techniques, we continued to collect samples of a new set of ASL inflecting verbs,
and additional recordings of the five original verbs from additional signers.

This section

describes what additional verbs we collected, the reasons why we selected those three additional
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verbs, and the description of these three verb signs. The next section will focus on why we
wanted to collect verb samples from more signers.
Because we already collected three one-handed verbs and two two-handed verbs, in
which the two hands don’t move very close to each other (the understandability of the verbs
MEET and GIVE2h are not very sensitive to the distance between the two hand), and we
successful modeled them using the motion capture samples (discussed in Part II), we wanted to
collect and model some more challenging verbs. These new verbs include some verbs with more
complex movements of the hands and some verbs in which the hands move in close proximity to
each other.

We selected three inflecting verbs EMAIL, SEND2h, and COPY, based on

discussion and consultation with the team of native ASL signers, who serve as linguistic research
consultants for our project.
These three verbs represent more complicated movement patterns than the five verbs we
have been working on – specifically, these verbs can cause comfort difficulties for signers for
certain arrangements of the subject and object in the signing space. Section 7.1 previously
mentioned some irregularities of the verb ASK1h, in which the signer’s palm may face inward or
outward (for some signers) when they are performing the verb for clockwise or counterclockwise
arrangements of the subject/object.

Similarly, there are some clockwise/counterclockwise

comfort issues with these three new verbs: COPY, SEND2h, and EMAIL. As shown in Figure
70 and Figure 71, there are comfort issues for many signers when they perform the verb COPY
for counterclockwise arrangements of subject and object (more details in section 12.3). The verb
SEND2h has similar comfort issues for clockwise arrangements of subject and object. Some
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ASL signers have reported to us that the verb EMAIL can be difficult to inflect for clockwise
comfort issue.
Table 11 lists and describes the three additional ASL inflected verbs we collect/model,
and these three verbs are illustrated with photographs (EMAIL in Figure 4 and Figure 5,
SEND2h in Figure 53 and Figure 54, and COPY in Figure 70 and Figure 71. The three verbs are
all two-handed signs. Further all three verbs inflect based on both their subject and object
location (shown as “Subj+Obj” in Table 11); such verbs are more challenging for our modeling
than are verbs that only inflect for their object location.
Table 11: Three additional complex ASL inflecting verbs we collected
Verb
COPY

Inflection
Type
Subj+Obj

1- or 2handed
2

EMAIL

Subj+Obj

2

SEND2h

Subj+Obj

2

Description of Movement
‘copy something from someone’: one hand from
Subj (‘someone’) with all fingertips together
moves to Obj (‘someone’) as a flat “B”
handshape.
‘email to someone’: one hand as a “mitten”
makes a pass through the cavity of the other “c”
hand from the Subj to Obj.
‘send to someone’: a “B” hand with fingertips’
quick sliding on the other hand’s palm moves
from Subj and Obj.

Further, COPY, EMAIL, and SEND2h involve a movement in which the two hands come
into close proximity and interact in a specific spatial orientation. This is difficult for our
modeling technique because small errors in the modeling may become more apparent with such
verbs. Some ASL signers have reported to us that the verb EMAIL can be difficult to inflect for
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clockwise arrangements of subject and object when the subject is at an arc-position less than 0.3,
as shown in Figure 1.

7.5 Collecting Verb Examples from Multiple Signers
When constructing a large-scale sign language animation system, it may be necessary to
build verb models based on data from multiple signers or produce a dictionary with data for
some verbs from one signer and data from other verbs from another signer; it may not be
possible to gather all of the needed training examples for all of the verbs for a large lexicon from
a single signer. For instance, if you wish to learn performances of a verb from examples of the
inflected form of that verb that happen to appear in a corpus, then you would likely need to mix
data recorded from multiple signers to produce your training data set for learning the inflected
verb animation model. Therefore, we want to collect movement data from multiple signers to
better understand how our methodologies would scale to a real ASL animation project.
The challenge of using data from multiple signers is that an ASL verb performance
consists of:
•

Non-meaningful/idiosyncratic variation in how different people perform a verb (or
how one person performs a verb on different occasions);

•

Meaningful/essential aspects of how a verb should be performed (that should be
rather invariant across different signers or different occasions).

We prefer a model that captures the essential nature of the verb but not the signer-specific
elements; models attuned too much to the specifics of a single human’s performance may overfit to that one individual’s version of the verb (or that one occasion when the signer performed).
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Further, while motion-capture data recorded from humans with different body proportions can be
somewhat re-scaled to fit the animated character’s body size to be used by the sign language
animation system, no “retargeting” algorithm is perfect. If signer-specific idiosyncrasies are
captured in the verb animation model, then the variation in data sources used when building a
large-scale sign language animation project may be apparent in its output.
Table 12: Verb samples collected.
VERB

Data from how many animators
has been collected for each verb?

ASK1h
GIVE2h
MEET
SCOLD
TELL
COPY
SEND2h
EMAIL

1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0

Motion-capture data from how
many different signers has been
collected?
4
4
4
4
4
2
2
2

Table 12 describes our work for verb collection. The table also summarizes the number of
samples we collected during the dissertation work. We began our verb sample collection in
Spring 2010. The animation-tool data (the first column) was only used as initial testing data for
our modeling techniques, and working with such data is not a focus for the work discussed in
Part II.

7.6 Summary of This Chapter
This chapter has discussed how we collected the animation-samples and the motioncapture samples of ASL verbs for the Verb Corpus. We examined whether we were able to
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successfully collect large numbers of examples of inflected ASL verb signs for a corpus using
various prompting techniques (i.e., the clear plastic overlay for animator’s data and the colored
squares and the studio set-up for motion capture data). The animator using the Gesture Builder
program with the clear overlay plastic with an arc drawing did not report any problems with this
setup, and the humans being recorded performing the verb signs quickly acclimated to the
colored paper squared around the room as targets for their verb signs. Given our success at
collecting verb animations and recordings, this chapter has been able to evaluate research
question RQ4, which was raised in the Part I: Prologue, and allows us to draw the following
conclusion:
RQ4: Our colored-target “Verb Corpus” data-collection process did enable us to collect
many instances of inflecting verbs for different combinations of arrangements of subject and
object locations in the signing space.
Of course, a real evaluation of the quality of the data that we recorded using these
techniques will be our ability to use the data for our mathematical modeling work (which will be
discussed in Chapter 10, Chapter 11, and Chapter 12).
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Epilogue to Part I
To address the lack of sufficiently detailed and linguistically annotated ASL corpora, we
began a multi-year project to collect and annotate this motion-capture corpus of ASL. In this part
of the thesis, we described how we built, linguistically annotated, and experimentally evaluated a
corpus of ASL motion-capture data collected from native signers (using a body suit, a pair of
cybergloves, etc.). The digital 3D body movement and handshape data we collected from native
signers will become a permanent and major research resource for study by NLP researchers,
ASL linguists, and sign language animation translation/generation researchers. This corpus will
allow researchers to create new ASL generation technologies in a data-driven manner by
analyzing the subtleties in the motion data and its relationship to the linguistic structure.
Our research focus is to discover patterns in the motion paths of inflecting verbs and
model how they relate to layout of spatial references points. These models could be used in ASL
generation software or could be used to partially automate the work of humans using ASLscripting systems. To collect verb samples for the training of an ASL verb inflection model, we
collected animator’s data (in section 7.2) and motion capture samples of verbs from native
signers using a simper set of equipment configuration (in section 7.3). Based on the Verb
Corpus, which contains several hundred instances of ASL inflected verbs described in Part I, we
model the movement of the signer’s hands for the performance of each verb, given the location
in the signing space where the subject and object were positioned (details in Part II).
The work in Part I allowed us to answer “Yes” to each of the research questions that we
had proposed in the Part I: Prologue:
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RQ1: Is our motion-capture equipment configuration sufficiently sensitive and well
calibrated – such that we can record key movement details of a human ASL performance?
(Examined in Chapter 4)
RQ2: When collecting unscripted ASL performances, is our motion-capture corpus
collection process able to capture data that human signers judge to be natural and understandable?
(Examined in Chapter 5)
RQ3: Did the prompting strategies used in our corpus-collection process elicit the desired
linguistic phenomena during the unscripted, multi-sentence, single-signer ASL discourse that
was recorded? (Examined in Chapter 6)
RQ4: Did our colored-target “Verb Corpus” data-collection process enable us to collect
many instances of inflecting verbs for different combinations of arrangements of subject and
object locations in the signing space? (Examined in Chapter 7)
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Part II: Data-Driven ASL Synthesis Research on Inflecting Verbs as
a Case Study
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Part II: Prologue
As discussed in Part I, important aspects of ASL are not yet modeled by modern
linguistic software. For example, ASL signers associate entities under discussion with 3D
locations around their bodies. Modeling these locations is important for correctly generating
animations of ASL verbs signs, whose movements are modified based on these locations. ASL
animation technologies currently do not use space around the signer in this linguistic manner.
Incorporating an inflecting-verb model into sign language animation synthesis software would be
advancement to the state of the art: prior ASL animation systems have generally included only a
single uninflected version of each verb (see section 3.1).
Based on the sub-corpus of several hundred instances of eight ASL inflected verbs
(ASK1h, GIVE2h, MEET, SCOLD, TELL, EMAIL, COPY, and SEND2h) as described in
Chapter 7, we propose to model the location/orientation of the signer’s hands for the
performance of each verb, given the location in the signing space where the subject and object
were positioned. This first use of our corpus to tackle a challenging problem in sign language
generation is meant to be a “test case” for the benefits of our data-driven research paradigm –
and further evidence that the quality of the motion-capture data we collected is sufficient for
supporting computational linguistic research on ASL.
The primary goal of this part of the thesis is to construct computational models of ASL
verbs that could be used to partially automate the work of human authors using scripting
software or to underlie generation/translation systems. A human using a scripting tool could
merely select a desired verb and indicate the locations in the signing space (on the arc), where
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the subject and object are located. Our model could predict the movement of the hands for this
verb. (This would be faster than requiring the user of a scripting system to use a tool like
Gesture Builder to carefully produce a movement of the hands for a particular verb sign.) In a
generation/translation system, the software could select the proper verb lexical item to use in a
sentence, and it would identify the subject/object of this verb. With this information, our model
could synthesize the specific hand movements necessary to produce this inflected verb form.
We have collected human data of ASL inflected verbs with variety of subject/object
location combinations from native signers, model ASL verbs whose paths and orientations
depend on the locations in 3D space where their subject/object have been established, and
evaluate the animations of inflected verbs samples using both mathematical metrics and user
study of native ASL signers. We will produce a lexicon (a dictionary used for assembling
sentences) of ASL verbs. Each entry in the lexicon should be parameterized, i.e., given a 3D
location of where in the signing space the subject and the object of the verb is placed, the lexicon
should return the appropriate instance of the verb that has been properly inflected. Since there
are an infinite number of arrangements of subject and object locations in space, this is not a mere
lookup in a finite list. Instead, a verb instance must be synthesized such that its motion-path has
been modified to reflect the subject and object locations in 3D space.
It is a goal of this thesis to demonstrate the benefits of designing ASL animation
technologies in a data-driven manner, based on samples of sign language movements collected
from human signers. Thus, we would like to train our ASL verb models on instances of ASL
verbs collected from native signers. Because it is not possible to collect infinitely many signs
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(for all possible subject/object locations), our mathematical model must be able to synthesize
previously unseen instances of a verb for novel arrangement of subject/object locations.
Based on these samples of verb performances collected from a native signer, we will
build mathematical models of the location and orientation of the hand during the keyframes of
the performance of ASL inflecting verbs. Our model will be parameterized on the location of the
subject and/or object of the verb – each specified by a real number that represents the position on
an arc around the signer. Location of the hand will be encoded as (x, y, z) coordinates and the
3D orientation of the hand will be encoded as axis angle (ax, ay, az, θ), as formularized with
details in section 10.1. The animations produced for the research described in this thesis were
created using software for calculating positions of the hands for ASL verb performances and
using the Vcom3D animation system (as described in section 3.1.1) for producing animations of
a virtual human character performing the sentences.
We will explore each of these following three research questions in Part II of this thesis:
RQ5: Is it possible to create mathematical models of ASL inflected verbs, under a set of
assumptions and simplifications, which can be used to synthesize animations that are
understandable to native signers? (Chapter 10 will examine RQ5.)
RQ6: Is it possible to build a mathematical model for ASL animations of inflected verbs
by using a data-driven methodology based on the collection of sign language motion-capture
data from humans? (Chapter 11 will examine RQ6.)
RQ7: Would a model based on a motion vector representation capture the essential
aspects of verb motion paths? (Chapter 12 will examine RQ7.)
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Chapter 8 Related Work on Animation Synthesis
For modeling complex aspects of sign language performance, compiling dictionaries of
all the possible examples of a sign performance or producing an exhaustive set of handcrafted
rules to cover all possible phenomena may be an impossible task. As discussed in the literature
survey in Chapter 3, data-driven animation methodologies may be more appropriate, in which
samples of movements from humans are studied and analyzed to produce models that can be
incorporated into animation software. We have argued for this approach to sign language
research in (Lu and Huenerfauth, 2010) and this is the research paradigm used our research
methodology described in Part II.
This brief chapter contains a short recap of the essential literature survey details that are
most relevant to the research presented in later chapters in Part II. Section 8.1 will present some
previous work on data-driven sign language animation synthesis and articulate the distinctions
between our work and some of this prior work by other researchers. Section 8.2 will conclude
by discussing additional literature outside of sign language research, which is relevant to our
modeling techniques.

8.1 Comparison to Other Data-Driven Sign Language Synthesis Research
As discussed in Chapter 3, sign language animation researchers have successfully used
data-driven approaches to explore various research issues. In fact, some researchers have also
previously made use of motion-capture recordings of sign language performances, which were
then recombined and modified to produce new animation performances. For example, Cox et al.
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(2002) used motion-capture equipment to record performances of individual signs that were
recombined to produce full sentences.
In Cox et al. (2002), and most prior work, animators build a dictionary of signs
(sometimes using some motion-capture recordings of signs), and then programmers design rules
for blending adjacent signs together to build sentences. By concatenating fixed animations of
individual signs, it is very difficult to capture the subtlety of inflecting verbs. Further, if
significant animator time is needed to build a dictionary, then extensive work is required for each
new sign language that a researcher would like to build an animation system for. Thus, while
some prior sign language animation research used motion-capture data, their methodology was to
record a single citation form of each sign or to collect short recordings of single-sentence
phrases. In contrast, this thesis is focused on a more complex linguistic aspect of sign languages,
verb inflection. While some prior researchers have used manually written rules for changing the
movement of a sign based on contextual effects, we automatically learn how the hand
movements are affected by the locations of subject/object when an inflected verb is signed in a
sentence/passage. Since Cox et al. (2002) did not record multi-sentence discourse nor add any
linguistic annotations, their recordings would not enable researchers to examine inflected verbs,
which operate over multiple signs or sentences in an ASL discourse.
Awad et al. (2009) discuss techniques for creating a motion-capture database that can be
used for synthesizing sign language animations. These researchers recorded multi-sentence
discourse, such as weather reports, for their corpus, and annotated the signing sequences by
watching a recorded video stream. Their goal was to provide a dictionary of individual signs,
with simple concatenation rules between signs, for users who wanted to synthesize animations of
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sign language, by entering queries to their system. They developed their concatenation rules for
the timing between two adjacent signs by calculating the mean and distribution of the timing
between signs and the duration of signs in their small database, and they embedded those time
values into their system. While the methodology of Awad et al. (2009) has some similarities to
that of this thesis (in that motion-capture recordings of signers were used as training data to learn
useful parameters for synthesizing novel signing), the concatenation rules they developed and the
specific timing phenomena they were addressing was relatively simpler than the verb inflection
and spatial reference phenomena, which are the focus of this thesis.
Using 3D movement data of human performances of French Sign Language, Segout and
Braffort (2009) studied coarticulation (how hand/finger positions of surrounding signs affect the
current sign). They were attempting to build a model that would allow them to synthesize novel
sign movements based on the 3D position of the hands before/after a sign. The similarity to our
research is that they wanted to represent the movement of a sign in a parameterized manner, such
that a novel form can be synthesized as needed for an animation. However, in our research, it is
the arrangement of subject/object in the surrounding signing space that affects how a verb is
produced (not the body positions for the previous/subsequent signs).
Duarte and Gibet (2011) collected data via motion capture in their SignCom project for
French Sign Language, and they reassembled elements of the recordings to synthesize novel
animations in their scripting tool. They used several “channels“ to represent their recorded signs,
e.g., channels of eye, head, spine, and arms, and they mixed information from the channels of
different recordings to produce new animations.

For some specific examples, of a small

number of verb signs, these researchers played the recording of the verb in reverse (from the
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original recording) to produce a version of the verb with the subject and object in opposite
locations. For example, they recorded several inflecting verbs with a few combinations of
subject/object, e.g., “I invite-you“ and “you-invite-I.” However, they did not try to build a
model of how to synthesize novel inflections for verbs, and they did not recorded sufficient
samples of inflected verbs, with sufficient subject/object locations for the verbs, to enable
researchers to build such models using their corpus. In addition, these researchers did not record
full sentences of sign language in multi-sentence discourse. They mostly extracted individual
signs from the motion-capture recordings, and concatenated them together.

8.2 Related Work on Parameterized Models of Complex Movement
Outside the field of sign language research, various animation researchers have also
studied techniques for synthesizing novel human animations from sample animations produced
by humans or from data collected via motion-capture (not studying sign language) (Park et al.,
2002; Rose et al., 1998; Sloan et al., 2001). Sloan et al. (2001) presents a methodology for
interpolation to change shapes in human animations. Their approach uses linear approximation
and radial basis weights to produce continuous joint rotation model with skins. Park et al. (2002)
synthesized novel human animations from sample animations produced by humans (or from data
collected via motion-capture), by blending the root segment, its orientation, and the joint angles
from a set of pre-recorded example motions. They provide novel techniques of incrementalapproach time warping and orientation filtering for blending their recordings.
The most related work to the verb modeling methodologies used in this thesis is that of
Rose et al. (1998), who generated novel animations of human movements from a small number
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of recorded motion-capture examples of an action; e.g., for “reaching” actions parameterized on
the 3D location of the target object being reached for. Their motion-capture data had to be preprocessed by humans to: (a) mark the 3D location of the target object and (b) identify key time
points in the movement that correspond across examples of the action. (This has similarities to
how the data in our Verb Corpus indicates the arc-positions of the subject/object of the verb and
how we identify the time codes for the important keyframes of the verb.) Next, they performed
B-spline approximation of all of the human body’s joint angles over time and interpolated their
data using low-order polynomials and radial basis functions. In our work, we also approximate
individual parameters of the animation over time using low-order polynomials; however, as
discussed in the next chapter, because our software uses inverse-kinematics techniques, we are
able to model the target locations for the hand, instead of modeling the individual joint
parameters of the body.
We want to apply a similar methodology as (Rose et al., 1998) to ASL animations, and
there were several modifications we need to make to those previous techniques to take advantage
of linguistic regularities of ASL. Besides, while those research approaches are applicable to
animations of general human motion, our thesis work was focused on sign language animations;
the human movement we want to capture and synthesize is mostly the upper body movement
including hands, arm, etc., so we want to apply a methodology efficient for arm and hand
movement animation. We will explain our animation system and methodologies in more detail in
Chapter 9.
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Chapter 9 Our Animation System17
Because of the linguistic regularity of ASL sign movements and the capabilities of
modern virtual human animation software, we propose to adapt and simplify techniques designed
by prior researchers (discussed in section 8.2) for our animation synthesis methodology. This
chapter describes some of the technical assumptions of our animation approach used in this
thesis, and it explains several simplifying design choices in our software. (Readers who are
already familiar with inverse-kinematics-based keyframe animation of virtual humans may wish
to browse this chapter.)

9.1 Motion Interpolation through Keyframes
There are various major approaches through which software can synthesize an animation
of a virtual human character performing realistic movements – like those of a sign language
performance. These techniques can be grouped loosely as follows:
•

Some systems use pre-recorded information for the angles of each of the body joints
over time – for each frame of the animation. These joint angles may be recorded
using some form of motion-capture equipment or they may have been specified and
saved by a human animator using 3D animation software.

•

Other systems may use a set of time-parameterized equations to “procedurally”
calculate the values of the joints of the body for each frame of an animation.

17

The information in Chapter 9 first appeared in a prior publication in TACCESS journal of this author
during her doctoral studies: (Lu and Huenerfauth, 2011).
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•

A third approach – the one we use in our animation system – is to specify a set of
“keyframes” for an animation: locations/orientations for the parts of the body at
specific moments on a timeline. The animation system considers each of these
keyframes a “goal” that must be achieved a specific moment of time during an
animation, and the software interpolates the values of the body joints during the
intermediate time frames of the animation. Using this approach, a complex sign
movement can be reduced into a list of static keyframes. This simplifies the work of
our animation software because it does not need to calculate body position for each
timeframe of an animation – only for a set of keyframes – and interpolation is used to
calculate the intermediate body positions on the timeline.

A previously mentioned work in section 8.2 (Rose et al., 1998) used a similar
simplification; the motion-capture data they used to build their models of an action had to be preprocessed by a human to identify its basic keyframes. Several ASL animation systems (e.g.
(Huenerfauth et al., 2008; Vcom3D, 2012)) use a keyframe-based approach, with good-quality,
understandable results (Huenerfauth et al., 2008). For each verb we have been modeling in this
thesis, we have defined a list of keyframes, which generally correspond to the apexes of
movement curves. For example, we can represent the verb SEND in Figure 53 and Figure 54
with two keyframes: one for the beginning and one for the end of the main movement of the verb
– the hands’ path in-between is calculated via interpolation.
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Figure 53: ASL verb SEND with subject on left and object on right.

Figure 54: ASL verb SEND with subject on right and object on left.
The output of our verb model will be a list of the locations (x, y, z) and orientations (as
axis angles, details in section 11.2) for each keyframe of an instance of a verb (for a given
subject and object location). For each keyframe, we know its time index on a timeline for that
verb and the handshape. (These values are assumed to be constant across all instances of a verb;
this assumption may be relaxed in future, post-thesis work.) This information is sufficient to
produce an XML file representing the sign, which can be imported into Vcom3D Sign Smith
Studio. This software allows the user to script sentences of ASL and allows “custom” signs
(e.g., inflected verbs produced by our models or by a human animator) to be imported into the
sentence. Given the XML file, the software handles the keyframe interpolation and inverse
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kinematics to synthesize an animation of a human character. Figure 55 and Figure 56 show the
keyframes of the verbs ASK1h and GIVE2h.

Figure 55: Animation keyframes 1 and 2 of ASK1h produced by our model.

Figure 56: Animation keyframes 1 and 2 of GIVE2h produced by our model.

9.2 Solving Body Joint Angles through Inverse Kinematics
There are other modern 3D animation techniques that can be used to reduce the number
of parameters that must be specified in order to produce a good-quality animation. One of these
approaches – which we use in this thesis – is to make use of “inverse kinematics” calculations.
In an inverse kinematics calculation, a chain of body segments is formally specified with joints
between them; for example, the torso, upper arm, lower arm, and hand have the following joints
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between them: shoulder, elbow, and wrist. Next, a “goal” location is selected where the end of
this chain must reach; for example, we would specify that the goal be for the hand to be located
at a specific set of 3D coordinates. The inverse kinematics calculation would then identify a set
of joint angles for all of the intermediate joints on the chain such that the end of the chain (e.g.,
the hand) reaches its “goal” location in 3D space.
While (Rose et al., 1998) interpolated angles for all the joints of the body over time, we
believe it is not necessary to specify all these joints of a sign. ASL signs are linguistic and can
be represented by a smaller number of parameters: handshape, hand location, and hand
orientation (Liddell and Johnson, 1989). Thus, if we can build a model that predicts hand
location and orientation, we can synthesize an animation of most ASL signs. Specifically,
inverse kinematics can be used to successfully calculate shoulder, elbow, and wrist angles that
will get the hand to a desired location/orientation. In prior research, native signers judged ASL
animations produced by a system using inverse kinematics to be understandable (Huenerfauth et
al., 2008).
In our animation software, we will represent the location of the hand as an ordered triple
(x, y, z), with the origin of the coordinate system centered in front of the signer’s torso. The xaxis is left to right, the y-axis is up to down, and the z-axis is forward to backward.

The

orientation of each of the hands is represented using an axis angle, which is an ordered quadruple
of four real numbers. The values of these four numbers are based on a unit vector indicating the
direction of a directed axis in 3D space and an angle of rotation on the axis represented by this
vector. The axis-angle representation is commonly used when dealing with rigid body dynamics.
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9.3 Linguistic Assumptions and Simplifications
The goal in Part II of this thesis is to identify how to synthesize a movement for a virtual
human’s body such that it produces an ASL verb sign that is appropriately inflected for a specific
location of the subject and object in the signing space. Thus, it is our assumption that the
movements of the body during the sign are therefore parameterized on the location of the subject
and object in 3D space. There are several simplifying assumptions we have made about the
details of ASL linguistics explained in this section. These assumptions have allowed us to make
several simplifications in the implementation of our ASL animation system, which are described
below.
9.3.1 Handshapes Not Affected by Subject/Object Position
An important question for our work is: how many joints of the body must we calculate in
order to produce a verb sign that is appropriately inflected? Once again, it is valuable to identify
any opportunities for simplifying our modeling work – while still producing a good-quality
animation. We observe that the handshape of an inflecting ASL verb generally does not change
based on how the subject/object are positioned in the signing space (Liddell, 2003). Thus, we
can hard-code a single handshape for each keyframe of the ASL verb. This approach allows us
to model a verb whose handshape changes during its performance (i.e., keyframes can have
different handshapes), but the handshape itself is not affected by the subject/object location.
While this simplification is generally a correct assumption to make, there are some ASL verbs in
which there may be a small degree of handshape change based on how the subject and the object
are arranged in space. In particular, there are some ASL verbs in which a finger “points” to a
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location of a subject or object, and small amounts of finger joint bending may be required to aim
the finger at a specific point in space (i.e., all of the movement isn’t in the wrists). Thus, in
future (post-thesis) work, we may lift this assumption: we may also begin to model the
handshape (the joint angles of all the fingers) as parameterized on subject and object location in
the signing space.
9.3.2 Subject and Object Positions on an Arc
As we discussed above in section 1.1, linguists who study ASL disagree as to whether
human signers restrict the locations in the signing space where they associated entities under
discussion. Some researchers believe that signers can position these entities at arbitrary locations
around their bodies in space, and other researchers believe that signers tend to place these entities
on an “arc” around their body – as suggested in Figure 57 (first appeared in Figure 1). It is
important to note that in either case there are an infinite number of locations where entities could
be placed: signers are not selecting among a finite set of discrete locations around their body.
For this thesis, we are making the assumption that the locations used for representing
entities under discussion occupy an arc around the signer. While this still leaves open the
possibility of infinitely many locations at which combinations of subjects and objects could be
placed, it does reduce the dimensionality of our verb-modeling task. For example, verbs like
ASK1h whose movement path is affected by both subject and object can be thought of as being
parameterized on two values: the arc-position of the subject and the arc-position of the object.
Figure 57 displays the specific arc location and numbering scheme used in our thesis work. The
keyframes of the verbs ASK1h in Figure 55 and GIVE2h in Figure 56 are for subject at arcposition -0.6 and object at 0.3. In future (post-thesis) work, we may also relax this assumption:
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in that case, the modeling task becomes more complex. Verbs like ASK1h would now be
parameterized on six values: location of both the subject (x, y, z) and the object (x, y, z) in the 3D
signing space.

Figure 57: Front and top view of arc-positions around the signer.

9.4 Summary of Input and Output for our Problem
Thus, after considering the assumptions outlined above, the specific goal of Part II of this
thesis is as follows: based on samples of verb performances collected from a native signer, we
propose to build a mathematical model of the location and orientation of the hand during the
keyframes of the performance of ASL inflecting verbs. This model will be parameterized on the
location of the subject and/or object of the verb – each specified by a real number that represents
the position on an arc around the signer. Location of the hand will be encoded as (x, y, z)
coordinates and the 3D orientation of the hand will be encoded as an axis angle (ax, ay, az, θ),
which is represented using axis angle of four real numbers: the first three numbers represent a
unit vector in 3D space and the fourth number is an angle of rotation represented by this vector.
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Chapter 10 Point-Based Modeling Using Animator’s Data18
This chapter will present the mathematical details of the first approach we used to create
models of ASL inflecting verbs. This model is referred to as our “point-based” model in this
dissertation. It is important to note that the data samples used for this chapter are the animationtool data that was produced by a native signer, with animation software experience, using
Gesture Builder (see section 7.2). We wanted to first use animator’s data for the mathematical
model for the inflected verb predication, as a preliminary test of the model, before we began the
time-consuming process of collecting motion-capture data from human signers performing ASL
verbs for our Verb Corpus.
This chapter is organized as follows: section 10.1 provides some mathematical
formalization of the task; section 10.2 measures the quality of our verb inflection animation
models; section 10.3 evaluates the quality of our verb inflection animation models when trained
on less data; section 10.4 presents a user-based study for the point-based verb inflection
animation model with native signers.

10.1 Formalizing the Modeling Task
To formalize the “input” and “output” of our verb modeling task (as discussed in section
10.4), we can note that for each keyframe of a verb instance, there are 7 values to be fit: 3
parameters of the location (x, y, z) and 4 parameters of the orientation axis angle (ax, ay, az, θ).
During our initial modeling work, we only modeled hand location information. However, as will
18

The information in Chapter 10 first appeared in a prior publication at ASSETS 2010 conference of this
author during her doctoral studies: (Huenerfauth and Lu, 2010b).
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be discussed in section 11.2, we later began to model orientation of the hands. (Details of the
axis-angle representation and its four parameters will be presented in section 11.2.) As a first
approach to modeling the movements of the signer’s body, we decided to fit 3rd-order
polynomial models for each of the independent (x, y, z) location parameters.
For the verbs whose performance is affected by the arc-position of the object only, the
model can be formalized as a function parameterized on one value. Let’s assume that o is the
arc-position of the verb’s object and that m is one of the parameter values for an instance of a
verb: x, y, z. In this case, the function for each parameter has the form:
m=f(o)

(2)

For verbs whose performance is affected by the arc-positions of both the subject and the
object, the model can be formalized as a function parameterized on two values. Assume that s
and o are the arc-positions of the subject and object respectively and that m is one of the
parameters for an instance of a verb: {x, y, z }. In this case, the function for each parameter has
the form:
m = f ( s, o )

(3)

Thus, for a one-handed verb with two keyframes, 6 functions would be required: to
specify all 3 location values of the hand for each keyframe. For a two-handed verb with two
keyframes, 12 functions would be required. (All five of the verbs we collected and modeled had
two keyframes.) For verbs that inflect for object only, these functions were parameterized on
object arc-position only. For verbs that inflect for both subject and object, these functions were
parameterized on both subject and object arc-positions. Because this model is based on the
parameters of individual keyframe, we call this model our “point-based” model.
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To obtain the functions, we used MATLAB code to identify the coefficients for a
polynomial of degree 3 that best fit the training data – in a least-squares sense. (The overall
solution of least-square polynomial fitting minimizes the sum of the squares of the errors
between each value in the training data and the model’s prediction for that value.) We trained our
model on the instances of ASL verbs we collected from native signers (using data from the
animation-tool, as will be described in this chapter, and using data from motion-capture
recordings, as will be described in Chapter 11). Functions parameterized on object arc-position
only, as shown in equation (2), contained terms up to o3. Functions parameterized on both
subject and object arc position, as shown in equation (3), contained terms up to s3 and o3 and all
possible cross-product terms saob where a ≤ 3, b ≤ 3, a+b ≤ 3. Thus, at the end of the training,
we had a function (a 3rd-order polynomial) that predicts the value of each of the 7 verb
parameters for each keyframe, given subject and object arc-positions.
We selected polynomials to model each of our verb parameters as a compromise between
two competing design issues as follows:
•

Our desire to accurately model the verb parameters;

•

Our desire to use a simple modeling approach that would be easy for other sign
language researchers to replicate for their own use.

We selected to use 3rd-order polynomials because fitting to high order polynomials is
numerically sensitive and requires more data. Thus, we first tried to use 1st-order and 2nd-order
models before we eventually decided upon 3rd-order models. To illustrate how lower order
polynomials did not accurately fit some training data, Figure 58 shows 3D plots of the x location
of the right hand in keyframe 1 of “GIVE2h” using animator’s data. In Figure 58, the subject
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axis is the arc-position value of the verb’s subject and the object axis is the arc-position of the
object. The vertical axis (also indicated by color-coding) shows the x coordinate value of the
hand. The “dots” on the plot show the value for the hand’s x-coordinate from the data collected
from the human animator, and the “open-circles” show the hand’s x-coordinate as predicted by
our model. The trend in the dots indicates that the subject arc-position is the major influence on
the hand’s x-coordinate at the beginning of the performance of the verb GIVE2h. In Figure 58,
the 3rd-order model does a better job of fitting the data collected (as indicated by the proximity of
the dots to the open-circles in the plot on the right).
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Figure 58: Comparison of 2nd-order and 3rd-order models for the x coordinate of the right hand
for keyframe 1 of GIVE2h.
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10.2 Metric-Based Evaluation
This section presents two types of evaluation studies we have been using to measure the
quality of our verb inflection animation models. Section 10.1 described how we used the verb
instances collected from native signers to fit 3rd-order polynomial models for each of the seven
verb parameters for each hand for each keyframe. To build a good model that would be used in a
future ASL animation system, we would make use of as much training data as possible when
fitting our models. However, to make the task of our model a little more difficult during our
evaluations, we followed a “leave-one-out” strategy, as follows: For example, when we want to
produce an animation of an instance of “GIVE2h” with subject at arc-position 0.3 and object at
arc-position 0.9, we trained models using all instances of “GIVE2h” except the human
animator’s instance of “GIVE2h” with subject at arc-position 0.3 and object at arc-position 0.9.
In this way, the specific instance that we were producing did not appear in the training data. We
believe that this more difficult form of evaluation (which is a customary approach used in the
field of NLP) is a better way of measuring the quality of our model – in actual use, the model
might be asked to synthesize verb instances that did not appear in its training data.
To evaluate how well the signs produced by our model match signs produced by a human
animator, we decided to focus on a specific instance of each of our five verbs: the instance of the
verb with the subject at arc-position -0.6 and the object at arc-position 0.3. (Of course, for some
of the verbs, the arc-position of the subject is irrelevant.) We used our model to predict the
location parameters (x, y, z) for each hand for each keyframe of the five verbs. Next, we asked
the human animator to return to the lab on three different days. Each day, he used Gesture
Builder to produce an instance of each of the five verbs – assuming that the subject is at arc-
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position -0.6 and the object is at arc-position 0.3. Despite being asked to assume identical
subject and object locations, the animations he produced on different days varied slightly.
Finally, we compared the instance of each of the five verbs predicted by our model to the three
collected samples of each verb from the human animator. Figure 59 shows the close-up view of
the finger differences between the model and the human animator’s versions for the first
keyframe of the verb “ASK1h”.

Figure 59: Close-up view of differences between keyframe 1 of ASK1h produced by our
model or by the human animator.
We calculated the average of the differences between our model and each of the three
human-produced versions. For the (x, y, z) location coordinates, we used Euclidean distance.
Because the instance of the verbs produced by the human animator varied on each of the
three days of data collection, we also calculated the average of the pairwise differences between
the three human-produced versions to estimate the variance in human-produced signs. Figure 60
compares “model vs. human” to the “human vs. human” pairwise differences. To give the reader
a sense of scale for the “location differences” in Figure 60, the width of the virtual human’s
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shoulders is about 0.35 units. The amount that our model differed from each of human samples
was similar to the amount that the human-produced samples differed from each other. There
were no significant differences between the bars shown in Figure 60 (p>0.05, t-test). If the pvalue of the paired test is less than 0.05, we say this feature is significant.

Figure 60: Comparison of pairwise differences between model vs. human signs and pairwise
differences among human signs (animator’s data, 5 verbs).

10.3 Metric-Based Evaluation of Models Trained on Less Data
During the training of the verb modeling, we noticed that the quality of our models
seemed rather robust to using a smaller number of training examples. This result led us to
investigate how robust our verb-models would be to a reduction in the amount of training data
they were provided. We decided to focus on two ASL verbs that have been examined in section
10.2 (ASK1h and GIVE2h), and a newly studied verb SEND. These verbs were chosen because
they were examples of verbs that inflected for both subject and object; such verbs required 42
training examples in our models. Thus, it would be useful to know if models of such verbs could
be built successfully with fewer training examples – to save time and resources.
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For each of the verbs, we began with a pool containing all of the 42 training examples.
We randomly selected a subset of size 41, and we used these to train a model for the verb using
the methodology described in section 10.2. We then synthesized all 42 instances of the verb for
all of the combinations of subject and object, and we compared each of these to a version of the
verb produced by a human animator – calculating an average location-difference score (using
Euclidean distance). To compensate for the potential for outliners in the random manner in
which the subsets of data were chosen, we repeated the process four more times: we randomly
selected a subset of size 41 from the pool of training examples, and we calculated location
difference scores for the verbs synthesized from the model trained on that subset. We retained
the median location-difference scores among these five subsets of size 41.
The entire process above was repeated for subsets of size 41 down to subsets of size 10.
It was necessary to stop the process at size 10 because the 3rd-order polynomial model in section
10.1 contains ten coefficients that must be set. Thus, at least ten data points are needed to fit the
model. Figure 61 contains a plot of the location-difference scores for subsets of the training data
of sizes 41 to 10. All three verbs are shown in the graphs, with different color-coding and
shapes. The results indicate that the models are quite robust to a reduction in the size of their
training data with little reduction in quality until you reach training data sizes lower than 20.
Thus, with half the data used in section 10.2, we can produce animation models for these
inflecting verbs of very similar quality.
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Figure 61: Results of evaluation of models trained on subsets of the pool of 42 training
examples: average difference in location between verbs produced by the model or produced by a
human animator.
Based on our experiences during this study, we would recommend that future users of our
techniques only need to collect approximately 20 instances of a verb that inflects for both subject
and object arc-position in the signing space. We have found that the quality level of such verbs
is essentially the same as those that make use of a larger number of training examples. Of
course, it is important that the specific combinations of subject and object arc-position included
in the pool of training examples represent a good range of the inflection-space.

10.4 Evaluation Study with Native Signers
To evaluate how well target users would understand and enjoy the inflected verb
animations produced by our model, we conducted an evaluation study in which 18 ASL signers
(almost all native signers) evaluated ASL computer animations of three types:
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•

With inflected verbs synthesized using our model;

•

With inflected verbs produced by a human animator (native signer);

•

With uninflected verbs (standard dictionary versions of each verb).

Sign Smith Studio was used to produce the ASL animations for this study; we have used
this software in prior ASL animation research (Huenerfauth & Lu, 2012). In prior studies, we
have developed best-practices to ensure that responses given by participants are as ASL-accurate
as possible (Huenerfauth et al., 2008). A prior publication (Huenerfauth, 2009a) has discussed
how participants should be native ASL signers, how to ask questions to screen for such
participants, and how the study environment should be ASL-focused with little English
influence.
We conducted the evaluation study described in this section in Spring 2010 (using
Gesture Builder animation-samples of verbs produced by a human animator, point-based model,
five verbs modeled), a native signer conducted all instructions and interactions were in ASL.
Ads posted on Deaf community websites in New York City asked potential participants if they
had grown up using ASL at home or had attended an ASL-based school as a young child. Of the
18 participants, 12 participants learned ASL prior to age 5, and 4 participants attended residential
schools using ASL since early childhood. The remaining 2 participants (non-native) have been
using ASL for over 15 years, learned ASL as adolescents, attended a university with classroom
instruction in ASL, and use ASL on a daily basis to communicate with a significant other or
family member. There were 12 men and 6 women of ages 20-56 (median age 30.5).
In phase 1 of the study, participants viewed animations of a virtual human character
telling a short story (in ASL) that included instances of the five verbs we are studying (appearing
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5-6 times in each story). Stories were an average of 55 signs in length and included 3-5 main
characters, each of which was associated with a different location on the arc around the signer.
Thus, many verb instances were produced in which people associated with locations on the arc
served as the subject or object of the inflecting verbs. The 9 stories were produced in 3 versions:
some with verbs synthesized by our model, some with verbs produced by a native signer using
Gesture Builder, and some using uninflected dictionary form of each verb. A fully-factorial
within-subjects design was used such that:
•

No participant saw the same story twice.

•

Order of presentation was randomized.

•

Each participant saw 3 animations of each version.

After watching each story one time, the participants answered a set of four multiplechoice comprehension questions, which focused on information conveyed by the verbs.
Questions focused on whether they understood and remembered the subject and object of each
verb. Details of the methodology we have used for similar ASL animation evaluation studies are
described here (Huenerfauth & Lu, 2012; Huenerfauth et al., 2008).
In phase 2 of the study, participants viewed three animations side-by-side, and they could
re-play each animation as many times as they wished. The animations shown in this phase
consisted of three versions of a single ASL sentence (shown side-by-side), e.g. “John point-toposition-0.3 ASK1h Mary point-to-position-0.9.” The only difference between the three versions
was whether the verb: was produced by our model, was created by a human animator using
Gesture Builder, or was the uninflected version of the verb in the Vcom3D dictionary. A variety
of arc-positions for subject and object were used throughout the study (the three versions shown
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at one time all used the same arc-positions), and the arrangement of the three animations on the
screen was randomized (sometimes our model’s version was leftmost; sometimes the human
animator’s version was, etc.). Participants were asked to focus on the verb and consider its
grammaticality, understandability, and naturalness in each of the 3 versions of the sentence.
They were asked to assign a 1-to-10 Likert-scale score to each of the three versions of the
animation.
Figure 62 shows the results of the side-by-side comparison and comprehension question
studies. Error bars indicate the standard error of the mean for each value; significant pairwise
differences are marked with a star. Statistical tests were planned prior to data collection. To
check for significant differences between “phase 2” Likert-scale scores for each version of the
animations, a Kruskal-Wallis test was performed (pairwise Mann-Whitney U-tests with
Bonferroni-corrected p-values). A non-parametric test was used because the scalar response data
was not normally distributed. An ANOVA was used to look for significant differences between
comprehension question scores in “phase 1”.
In both the Likert-scale data and the comprehension-score data, our model tended to have
similar performance to the inflected verb animation produced by the human animator using
Gesture Builder; this result suggests that our model was producing an ASL sign of similar
quality to the human animator. For comprehension question scores, both our model and the
human animator’s verb scored significantly higher than the uninflected verb animations.
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Figure 62: Results of evaluation study in this section with native ASL signers.
The evaluation conducted above allowed us to evaluate research question RQ5, which
was proposed in Part II: Prologue, to determine whether the assumptions and simplifications
inherent to our modeling and animation approach prevented us from producing good-quality
animations. Based on our results above, we can draw the following conclusion:
RQ5: It is possible to create mathematical models of ASL inflected verbs, under a set of
assumptions and simplifications, which can be used to synthesize animations that are
understandable to native signers.
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Chapter 11 Point-Based Modeling Using Motion Capture Data19
As discussed in Chapter 7, our Verb Corpus consists of two types of movement data:
•

Animation samples of inflected verbs that were produced by a human animator using
Gesture Builder (we refer to this as “animator’s data”).

•

Motion-capture recordings of human signers performing verbs (we refer to this as
“motion capture data”).

The modeling work presented in the previous chapter used the animator’s data; in that
chapter, we extracted hand position information from the keyframes for each verb, and this data
was used to fit third-order polynomial models for hand position parameterized on the subject’s
and object’s position on the arc. The metric-based and user-based evaluation indicated that it is
possible to build a mathematical model that is able to produce ASL inflected verb instances
given the location of subject/object. This allowed us to determine if our modeling and animation
approach was reasonable and was able to produce good-quality animations, as judged by native
signers. However, the problem with using animator’s data was that it could be difficult for some
signers to produce accurate and natural ASL signs using an animation tool; the way the signer
actually moves when signing may look different than how they think they move when producing
an ASL sign using an animation tool. If unrealistic sign examples collected in this manner are
used as training data for our model, then the quality of the resulting animation may suffer.
We were curious how our models would perform when trained on hand position
information from keyframes in the motion-capture data stream (recorded from human signers
19

The information in Chapter 11 first appeared in a prior publication at SLTAT workshop ASSETS 2011
conference of this author during her doctoral studies: (Lu & Huenerfauth, 2011).
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performing verbs). So, in this chapter, we use this motion-capture data we collected (described
in section 7.3) as our “source” for fitting polynomial models. Thus, the mathematical models
and the way in which the models are used to synthesize an animation are identical to our prior
work (in Chapter 10). What is novel is that we are now using motion-capture data as our source
of verb examples.
While using motion capture has the potential to yield more natural movement data, there
are challenges of including motion capture in this verb lexicon-building approach. We now must
identify time codes in the motion-capture data stream that correspond to the beginning and
ending keyframes of each verb recorded, we must clean up noise in the data, and we may find
that the variation in movement of actual humans is wider than the variation we observed in the
ASL verb signs produced by signers using the Gesture Builder tool – thereby making our
modeling work more difficult.
To evaluate our work, we conducted an initial user experiment (described in section 11.1)
of the point-based modeling approach using motion capture data. For the experiment presented
in section 11.1, only hand location information was modeled. Beginning with the research
presented in section 11.2 an onwards, we also modeled and automatically synthesized the
orientation of the signer’s hands using motion capture verb samples (see details in section 11.2).
Afterward, we conducted a second user experiment (described in section 12.6), which evaluated
and compared this point-based model (including orientation modeling) and another modeling
approach (called “vector-based” modeling), which will be introduced in Chapter 12.
This chapter will examine research question RQ6 through the evaluation studies:
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RQ6: Is it possible to build a mathematical model for ASL animations of inflected verbs
by using a data-driven methodology based on the collection of sign language motion-capture
data from humans?

11.1 User-Based Evaluation of Point-Based Models, Motion-Capture Data
In order to determine whether our ASL verb lexicon-building approach worked well with
the motion-capture training data, we conducted an evaluation study of the understandability and
naturalness of animations synthesized using our point-based model in Summer 2011. The
overall methodology of this evaluation study, including the recruiting practices, genre of ASL
stories used as stimuli, format of comprehension questions, and other details follows the general
approach of our prior evaluation research reported in (Huenerfauth & Lu, 2010b). In this study,
12 native ASL signers evaluated ASL animations of three types:
•

With inflected verbs synthesized using our point-based model (based on the motioncapture data).

•

With inflected verbs produced by a human animator (a native signer used the Gesture
Builder program to produce each verb example).

•

With uninflected verbs (prototypical dictionary versions of each verb that do not
reflect the subject/object locations in space).

Electronic advertisements were used to recruit 12 participants for this study; a screening
questionnaire helped determine if potential participants were native signers.

Of the 12

participants, 10 had used ASL since infancy, and 2 participants had learned ASL at ages 6 and 10
through attendance at a residential school with instruction in ASL. These final 2 participants had
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been using ASL for over 20 years, attended schools or university with classroom instruction in
ASL, and used ASL on a daily basis to communicate with a significant other or family member.
There were 8 men and 4 women of ages 21-47 (median age 32).
Sign Smith Studio and Gesture Builder (Vcom3D, 2012) were used to create the ASL
animations for this evaluation study, using hand location and orientation data based on our
models or other sources. In the study presented in this section, we focused only on the modeling
of hand location from the motion-capture data; we intend to use the orientation data from our
recording session in future work. (In later work in section 11.2, also we modeled the hand
orientation using the motion capture data.) In order to synthesize verb animations for this early
evaluation study, we needed some source of hand orientation data for our inflected verb forms.
Thus, for this evaluation study, we used the hand orientation information from the Gesture
Builder verb examples produced by a native signer and used as training data in our prior work
(Huenerfauth & Lu, 2010b). Thus, the verb animations shown to participants in this evaluation
study are produced from hand location data determined by our model trained on motion-capture
and hand orientation values that were set by a human ASL signer.
In future applications of our research, in which someone wants to synthesize animations
of sign language from a model trained on verb examples, it would be best to use as much training
data as possible when fitting the model coefficients. However, in an evaluation study, it would
be better to be more rigorous: to make the model’s task more difficult, we use a “leave-one-out”
strategy, as described in the previous chapter.
The experiment consisted of two phases: in phase 1, participants viewed animations of
short ASL stories and answered comprehension questions after viewing the animation only once.
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In phase 2, participants saw three side-by-side animations of the same ASL sentence – with three
different versions of the verb used in each sentence: inflected, human animator, or uninflected.
In phase 1, we used a set of nine ASL stories and comprehension questions that we had
originally produced as stimuli for (Huenerfauth & Lu, 2010a). The stories and questions were
adapted for use in this study to exclude any ASL inflected verbs that were not the five listed in
Table 10. The animation consisted of a single onscreen virtual human character who tells a story
about 3-4 characters, who are associated with different arc-positions in the signing space
surrounding the virtual signer. The stories were an average of 55 signs in length, and the
comprehension questions were difficult to answer because of the stories’ complexity, because
participants saw the story before seeing the questions, and because they could only view the
story once time. Each story was produced in three versions:
•

With inflected verbs from our point-based model.

•

With inflected verbs produced by the human animator.

•

With uninflected versions of the verbs.

In this within-subjects study design:
•

No participant saw the same story twice.

•

Order of presentation was randomized.

•

Each participant saw 3 animations of each version.

After watching each story once, participants answered 4 multiple-choice comprehension
questions that focused on information conveyed by the inflecting verbs. Further methodological
details of similar studies we have conducted may be found in (Huenerfauth, 2006, Huenerfauth
& Lu, 2010a; 2010b). Figure 63 shows the comprehension question accuracy scores with error
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bars indicating the standard error of the mean. An ANOVA (alpha=0.05) was run to check for
significant differences between comprehension question scores for each version of the
animations; no significant pairwise differences were observed between the versions for any of
the verbs individually – nor from the data from all verbs combined.
In phase 2, participants viewed three animations of the same sentence side-by-side; for
example, we used the ASL sentence “John point-to-position-0.9 ASK Mary point-to-position0.3.” The only difference between the three versions was whether the verb was: synthesized from
our model, created by a human animator using Gesture Builder, or an uninflected version of the
verb. Participants could re-play the animations multiple times, and a variety of arc-positions
were used in the animations (the three versions shown at one time all used the same arcpositions).

Participants answered 1-to-10 Likert-scale questions about the grammaticality,

understandability, and naturalness of the verb in each of the 3 versions of the sentence. Figure
64 shows the results. To check for significant differences between Likert-scale scores for each
version, a Kruskal-Wallis test (alpha=0.05) was performed (for scalar data that is not normally
distributed, a non-parametric test is best); significant pairwise differences are marked with a star
in Figure 64.
For side-by-side comparison scores, both our point-based model and the human
animator’s verb scored significantly higher than the uninflected verb animations. Because the
human animator version of the verbs was considered our upper baseline for this study (since it
reflects the careful creation of an inflected verb form during a time-consuming process),
achieving scores that are similar to that of the human animator is a positive result.
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Figure 63: Results of comprehension questions; no significant pairwise differences.

Figure 64: Results of side-by-side comparison Likert-scale questions; significant pairwise
differences marked with stars.

11.2 Orientation Data Conversion and Modeling
In earlier sections of this dissertation, we were only modeling the location of the signer’s
hands. Beginning with this section of the dissertation and onwards, we begin to model the
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orientation of the signer’s hand. It is useful to begin with some essential background: There are
currently three popular orientation representations: Euler angles, axis-angle, and 3x3 rotation
matrices. The common aspect of these representations is that they assume that a 3D object enters
the universe in an initial orientation, and then it undergoes a rotation from that initial orientation
to its current rotation. So, all of these techniques actually represent a rotation of an object:
•

Euler angles represent a sequence of three elemental rotations about the axes of an
object in three-dimensional space. For instance, a first rotation about z by an angle α,
a second rotation about x by an angle β, and a last rotation again about z, by an angle
γ (Dunn and Parberry, 2010, p. 153).

•

The axis-angle representation is a rotation representation that consists of a unit vector
<x, y, z> indicating an axis of rotation in a three-dimensional space and an angle theta
indicating the magnitude of the rotation about this axis (Dunn and Parberry, 2010, p.
162).

•

A rotation matrix is another way to represent orientations of 3D objects; in this case, a
3x3 matrix can be used to represent a rotation. To rotate a point in three-dimensional
space (represented as column vectors), you can multiply it by the 3x3 rotation matrix
(Dunn and Parberry, 2010, p. 149).

In order to work with orientation data, we needed software for converting between
various representations. In particular, the orientation values in our motion-capture data collected
using IS-900 system were in Euler angle format, and the orientation representation in our
animation system Vcom3D is in axis-angle. The most elegant way to convert from Euler angles
into axis-angle (when you need to account for differences in the axes and sensor-orientations in
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the two systems) is to use the 3x3 rotation matrices as an intermediate. In our case, we converted
our IS-900 data to 3x3 rotation matrix format, and then we applied two rotation matrices to
compensate for differences between the two coordinate systems: one rotation matrix was applied
from the left and one was applied from the right (because there was both a hand-intrinsic
orientation difference and a hand-extrinsic orientation difference that had to be accounted
for). The hand-intrinsic difference was due to the way that the sensor sat on the hand: the "top"
and "front" of the sensor did not match Vcom3D's definition of the "top" and "front" of the
hand. The hand-extrinsic difference was due to the world (camera-position) difference in the
"top" and "front" of the universe between the IS-900 system and the Vcom3D system. After
applying these two rotation matrices, we converted the resulting 3x3 rotation matrix into
Vcom3D axis-angle format.
Since there are methods for converting between various orientation representations, we
were free to select whichever representation for our modeling of hand orientation of ASL verbs.
We wanted to select an approach with desirable mathematical properties. Specifically, we prefer
methods of modeling orientation that avoid gimbal lock (described below) and were well suited
to interpolation (meaning that when you numerically average the numbers that represent the
orientation, the resulting 3D orientation of the object looks like a logical "average" orientation
between the two original values).
•

If we had used Euler angles as our basis for representing orientation, we may have
encountered problems because Euler angle representations suffer from gimbal lock, a
phenomena in which the first Euler rotation causes the axes of the system to align in
such a way that a degree of freedom is lost.
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•

If we had used axis-angle representations for hand orientation for ASL verbs, we may
have encountered problems because axis-angle representations are not a unique
representation of orientation (meaning that there are multiple possible ways to
represent the same resulting final orientation of an object). Thus, there is no
guarantee that simple interpolation of the numbers of the orientation representation
will result in a logical-looking 3D orientation for the final object (because the
resulting orientation produced through interpolation may not be on the "shortest path
on the great arc" between the two original orientations).

•

If we had used 3x3 rotation matrices as our representation of orientation for
modeling, this would have been difficult because this representation uses a large
number of parameters (specifically, nine) to represent orientation, and this
representation does not always produce logical looking 3D orientations when the
numerical parameters of two orientation matrices are "averaged" together. Thus, we
needed another method of representing orientation for our modeling.

For these reasons, we selected a less commonly used method of representing orientations:
Simultaneous Orthogonal Rotation Angles (SORA). SORA represents a rotation as a vector of
three values 𝜑! , 𝜑! , 𝜑! that represent three simultaneous rotations around the coordinate
system axes. (Euler angles represent sequential rotations.) SORA has been used in the areas of
real-time angular velocities estimation (Stancin and Tomazic, 2011; 2012). The simplicity of
SORA makes it possible for our orientation modeled in a single step, and avoids the problems
the axis angles and Euler angle may bring, such as gimbal lock and discontinuous representation
values. And when you average the numerical parameters of the representation, you tend to
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produce 3D orientations that look like "logical, shortest-path on the great arc" averages of the
two original orientation. There are also standard ways to convert between SORA and other
orientation representations. . To convert axis-angle

𝑎! , 𝑎! , 𝑎! , 𝜃 , where <ax, ay, az> is a unit

vector, to SORA 𝜑! , 𝜑! , 𝜑! :
ϕ x,ϕ y,ϕ z = θ ⋅ ax , θ ⋅ ay , θ ⋅ az

(4)

To convert SORA 𝜑! , 𝜑! , 𝜑! to axis angle 𝑎! , 𝑎! , 𝑎! , 𝜃 :
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a = < 𝑎! , 𝑎! , 𝑎!   >!

(6)

θ = 𝜑!! +𝜑!! +𝜑!!

(7)

We performed our modeling as follows: First, we converted our motion-capture data into
SORA format. Then, we trained the orientation models for all eight verbs (TELL, SCOLD,
GIVE, MEET, ASK, EMAIL, SEND, and COPY). Since the rotation component for each axis
can be isolated when using SORA, we consider the axes independently when we fit the 3rd order
polynomials for each component of SORA. Figure 65 demonstrates the procedure. At run-time,
given some s (subject) and o (object) values, we independently predict each of the values of φx,
φy, and φz. After we modeled each of the three SORA values independently, we converted this
back to axis-angle to synthesize a resulting verb animation.
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Figure 65: Training Verb Orientation Data Using SORA.

11.3 Summary of This Chapter
Based on the results of several rounds of experimental evaluations in which native signers
watched animation that included verbs synthesized from our point-based models (section 10.4
and section 11.1), we found that our verbs had similar quality to those animations we selected as
the upper baselines (produced carefully by a human animator or motion movement collected
from signers).

They also performed significantly better than animations which included

uninflected versions of each verb, which would be typical of the prior state of the art in sign
language animation systems. Thus, we are able to evaluate research question RQ6, which was
proposed in Part II: Prologue, to support the following conclusion:
RQ6: It is possible to build a mathematical model for ASL animations of inflected verbs
by using a data-driven methodology based on the collection of sign language motion-capture
data from humans.
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In section 7.4 and section 7.5, we discussed that we collected 8 verbs from native signers.
With the orientation modeling presented above, we will train our point-based models on these
new verbs and re-synthesize animations of the verbs (and the stories used as stimuli for
experiments) in section 12.6, and we evaluate them using a metric-based evaluation and with a
user study with additional stimuli stories that include some of these new verbs being modeled
evaluating point-based models and vector-based models together (described in section 12.5) The
results in section 12.5 and 12.6 also support RQ6 again.
In Chapter 10, we had developed the mathematical modeling and animation synthesis
approach; thus, the novel contribution of this chapter is that we attempt to fit the coefficients of
our models to a new source training data – motion-capture records of human signers performing
ASL inflected verbs. In this way, we were able to analyze the suitability and robustness of our
modeling technique to the potentially more noisy (yet more realistic) movement data that is
obtained through motion-capture.
While prior sign language animation researchers have used motion-capture data to build
lexicons or synthesize animations (discussed in Chapter 8), our approach allows for the synthesis
of an infinite variety of instances of a sign – based on the collection of a finite number of
instances from a human performer. The model can produce instances of a sign that were never
collected. Using this technique, generation software could include flexible lexicons that can be
used to synthesize an infinite variety of inflecting verb instances, and scripting software could
more easily enable users to include inflecting verbs in a sentence (without requiring the user to
create a custom body movement for each inflected verb sign). While the dissertation will
demonstrate our method on eight ASL verbs (already began to demonstrate on five verbs), this
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technique should be applicable to more ASL verbs, more ASL signs parameterized on spatial
locations, and signs in other sign languages used internationally.
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Chapter 12 Vector-Based Modeling Using Motion Capture Data20
This dissertation also presents the design and evaluation of an additional modeling
technique, beyond the point-based model used in the earlier chapters, for making use of motioncapture data to synthesize ASL verb animations. The motivation for the new modeling technique
presented in this chapter is that the essential aspect of the meaning of some verb inflection is the
overall direction that the hands move during the verb, not the specific starting and ending
location of the hands. Given this observation, this chapter explores a new modeling technique
that represents hand direction explicitly. Instead of the “point-based” model discussed in the
previous chapters (where the starting and ending “point” of the hands was represented), we refer
to this alternative model as our “vector-based” model. It is important to note that this chapter
explores an alternative method for modeling the location of the hands during a verb sign. The
details of how hand orientation is modeled are identical in the point-based and vector-based
models. Section 11.2 described the modeling of hand orientation from motion-capture data.
Section 12.1 will present how our vector-based model is constructed and trained using motioncapture data; section 12.2 will examine our vector-based model using metric-based
measurement.
To make the modeling task more challenging, and to better evaluate the capabilities of
our modeling approaches, we wanted to collect examples of ASL verbs that we believed would
be more difficult to accurately model and synthesize. Section 12.3 will discuss some inflecting
verbs with complex movement paths and interactions between the two hands (the collection of
20

The information in section 12.1 and section 12.2 first appeared in a prior publication at SLPAT
workshop NAACL-HLT 2012 conference of this author during her doctoral studies: (Lu & Huenerfauth,
2012b).
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these verbs was first mentioned in section 7.4). Section 12.4 will describe the details of our new
“vector-based” modeling technique. An evaluation of this new technique (with a comparison to
the “point-based” approach) is presented in sections 12.5 and 12.6. Section 12.5 evaluates the
modeling approaches using a metric-based measurement. Finally, section 12.6 describes and
analyzes a new user-study evaluation of our point-based and vector-based models.

12.1 Vector-Based Model on Motion-Capture Data
While the “point” modeling technique explicitly learned the starting and ending
location/orientation of the hands for each instance of a verb based on a human signer’s
movements, when different signers perform a verb (e.g., GIVE2h with subject at arc position 0.6 and object at 0.3), they may not select exactly the same point in 3D space for their hands to
start and stop. What is common across all of the variations in the performance is the overall
direction that the hands move through the signing space. We can find empirical evidence for this
intuition if we compare motion-capture data of three different signers we recorded (section 7.3)
performing the same ASL inflecting verbs. When we calculate Euclidean distance between
different signer’s starting location and their ending locations of the hands for identical verb
examples (we refer to this as the “point” distance metric in Figure 66), we see large inter-signer
variability (Figure 66). If we instead calculate the Euclidean distance between the vectors
(direction and magnitude) of the hand movement from the start to the ending location between
signers (we refer to this as the “vector” distance metric in Figure 66), we see much smaller intersigner variability, as illustrated in Figure 66. This figure uses motion-capture data for the verbs
ASK1h, GIVE2h, MEET, SCOLD, and TELL, as listed in Table 10.
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Figure 66: Inter-signer variability in ASL verb signs, reported using a “point” or “vector”
distance metric.
Using these results as intuition, beginning in Spring 2012, we began work on a new
model of ASL inflecting verbs, based on this “vector” approach to modeling the movement of
the signer’s hands through space. The philosophy behind this approach is that what is essential
to a human’s performance of an inflected ASL verb is the overall direction that the hands travel
through space, not the specific starting and ending locations in the signing space. Thus, each
verb example is modeled as a tuple of values: the difference between the x-, the y-, and the z-axis
values for the starting and ending location of the hand. (The model has three parameters for a
one-handed sign and six parameters for a two-handed sign.) Using this model, we follow a
similar polynomial fitting technique summarized in section 10.1 – except that we are now
modeling a smaller number of parameters – our new “vector” model uses only three values per
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hand (deltax, deltay, deltaz), instead of six per hand in our prior “point” model, which represent
start and end location of the hand as (xstart, ystart, zstart, xend, yend, zend).
This alternate vector-based model can then be used to synthesize animations of ASL verb
signs for given subject and object arc positions around the signer – the difference from our prior
point-based model is that these new models only represent the movement vector for the hands,
not their specific starting and ending locations.
The purpose of building a model of a verb is that we wish to use it as a parameterized
lexical entry in a sign language animation synthesis system; thus, we must explain how the
model can be used to synthesize a novel verb example, given its input parameters (the arc
position of the subject and the object of the verb). While our vector model predicts the motion
vector for the hands, this is not enough specification for an animation; we need starting and
ending locations for the hands (an infinite number of which are possible for a given motion
vector). Thus, we need a way to select a starting location for the hands for a specific verb
instance (and then based on the vector, we would know the ending location).
To select a good motion path for the hands through the signing space, we can observe
that, for a given verb, there are some locations in the signing space that are likely for the signer’s
hands to occupy and some regions of the signing space that the signer’s hands are less likely to
occupy.

Some motion paths through the signing space travel through high-likelihood

(“popular”) regions of the signing space, and some travel through less likely regions. Thus, we
can build a Gaussian mixture model of the likelihood that a hand might occupy a specific
location in the signing space during a particular ASL verb. For a given motion vector, one
possible starting point in the signing space will lead to a path that travels through a maximally
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likely region of the signing space. Thus, we can search through a set of many possible starting
points for the hands for a given vector and identify an optimal path for the hands given a
Gaussian mixture model of hand location likelihood.
Figure 67 shows a two-dimensional illustration of our approach for selecting a starting
location for the hand when synthesizing a verb.

(Our model actually operates in three

dimensions, but that is more difficult to illustrate in a figure.) The concentric groups of ovals in
the image represent the component Gaussians in the mixture model, which was fit on the data
from the locations that one hand occupied during a signer’s performances of a verb. Given the
vector (direction and magnitude) for the hand’s motion path for a verb (predicted by our model),
we can systematically search the signing space for all possible starting locations for the hand,
using a grid-search of some given granularity, to identify the starting location that yields a path
through the signing space with maximum probability (as predicted by the Gaussian model). The
arrows shown in Figure 67 represent a few possible paths for the hand given several possible
starting locations, and one of these arrows travels a path through the model with maximum
probability.
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Figure 67: 2D diagram showing the starting location for the hand selected that yields a path
through the mixture model with maximum probability.
Specifically, for each signer, for each hand, for each verb, we use the recorded motioncapture data stream between the start-times and end-times of all of the verb examples as training
data, and then we fit a 3D Gaussian mixture model for each, to represent the probability that the
hand would occupy each location in the signing space during that verb. We use a model with 6
component Gaussians for modeling the signing space for each of the verbs SCOLD, GIVE2h,
ASK1h, and MEET (listed in Table 10). Due to the fast movement (and thus short clips of
recorded motion-capture data) for the verb TELL, we only have sufficient data to fit a 5component Gaussian model for the locations of the hand during this verb (TELL is a one-handed
verb). When we need to synthesize a verb, then we use our vector-based model to predict a
movement vector for the hands, and then we perform a grid search through the signing space (in
the x, y, z dimensions) to identify an optimal starting location for the hand.
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12.2 Metric-Based Evaluation of Vector-Based Model
The premise of the vector-based model in this chapter was based on the intuition that a
motion-vector representation could capture the essential aspects of a verbs motion path across
signers. We also conducted an inter-signer cross-validation of our new vector-based model. We
built separate models on the data from each of our three signers, and then we compared the
resulting model’s predictions for all 42 verb instances collected from the other two signers. For
comparison purposes, we also train three models (one per signer) using the “point”-based model
described in Chapter 11. Figure 68 presents the results; the values of each bar are the average
“error” for each synthesized verb example for all five ASL verbs in Table 10. The error score
for a verb example is the average of four values:
Euclidean distance between the start location of the right hand as predicted by the model
and the start location of the right hand of the human signer data being used for evaluation,
•

Same for the end location for the right hand,

•

Same for the start location for the left hand,

•

Same for end location for the left hand.

Figure 68 shows that the new vector-based model has lower error scores than our older
point-based model. To interpret the Euclidean distance value, it is useful to know that the scale
of the coordinate space used for the verb model is set such that shoulder width of a signer would
be 1.0. As a baseline for comparison, the average inter-signer variation (based on the values
shown in Figure 66) is also plotted in Figure 68.
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Figure 68: Evaluation of the “Point” and “Vector” models for all five ASL verbs in Table 10.
Next, we compare the point-based model and vector-based model, under the following
two assumptions:
•

It may not be possible to gather a large number of examples of a verb from a single
signer.

•

It may be necessary to mix data from multiple signers when assembling a training
data set for a verb model.

For instance, these conditions would hold if a researcher were using examples of a verb
performance extracted from a multi-signer corpus to assemble a training set. Due to the limited
size of most sign language corpora (and the many possible combinations of subject and object
position in the signing space), a training set gathered in this manner would likely contain a
relatively small number of training examples – possibly gathered from multiple signers.
To test the models under these conditions, we used the data from our three recorded
signers (described in Table 12) as three training data sets. Each data set included 22 examples of
the performance of an ASL inflected verb for a subset of the various possible combinations of
subject and object locations in the signing space – with half of the examples from one signer and
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half from another. After training a model on each data set, then the models were evaluated
against the 42 examples of each verb performance recorded from the third signer (who was not
part of the training data used for that model). This process was repeated for a total of three times
(for all combinations of the data from the three signers). For comparison purposes, we trained
the three models (one based on each of the three two-signer data sets) using the “point”-based
model described in section 10.1. We also evaluated the “Point” and “Vector” models trained on
a small “mixed” data set from two or more signers. Figure 69 shows the results for two of the
verbs in Table 10 (ASK and GIVE); the vector-based model has lower error scores than our older
“point” model.

Figure 69: Evaluation of the “Point” and “Vector” models trained on a small “mixed” data set
from two signers.
Based on this metric-based evaluation (and additional results that will be presented in
sections 12.2, 12.5, and 12.6), we have been able to evaluate research question RQ7, which was
proposed in the Part II: Prologue, and draw the following conclusion, based on the results:
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RQ7: The model based on a motion vector representation can capture the essential
aspects of verb motion paths.

12.3 Complex Verb Paths and Comfort Considerations
In order to create a more challenging test for our modeling approaches, we collected
examples of ASL verbs that would be more difficult to accurately synthesize: specifically, verbs
with complex movement paths or precise interactions of the two hands (details in section 7.4).
Some ASL verbs involve a mostly straight-line movement of one or both of the hands from one
position to another during the production of a sign. For these verbs, the way in which they are
spatially modified is often intuitively easy to visualize – and comfortable to produce for a wide
variety of combinations of positions of the subject and the object in the signing space. Other
ASL verbs are more complex in their motion paths or they involve a movement in which the two
hands come into close proximity or interact in a specific spatial orientation. For some of these
verbs, attempting to produce them in a manner that indicates both their subject and object could
be difficult or uncomfortable. For specific combinations of subject and object in the signing
space, human ASL signers appear to inflect these “complex” verbs: (a) for subject only, (b) for
object only, or (c) merely indicate whether the subject/object is on the left/right side of the body
(instead of a specific location in the signing space). Thus, for reasons that may relate to
comfort/flexibility, signers do not attempt to fully inflect such verbs for particular difficult-toproduce combinations of subject/object placement in 3D space.
For example, as shown in Figure 70 and Figure 71, when producing the ASL verb COPY,
signers place their non-dominant hand (their left hand, if they are right-handed) in the signing
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space such that the back of the palm is oriented toward the object (the thing being copied). Next,
they hold their dominant (right) hand against the palm of the non-dominant (left) hand, and then
they move the dominant hand away from the open palm – in the direction of the subject (the
person/thing doing the copying).
For placements of the subject and object such that the object is toward the signer’s left
and the subject is more toward the right, then the fully inflected instance of this verb is easy to
produce (to indicate both the subject and object locations in the signing space). However, for
some other arrangements of the subject/object in which they are arranged in a counterclockwise
manner around the signer’s body, it can be difficult for a signer to produce a fully inflected
version of this verb. The signer may instead merely produce the citation-form of the verb or
produce the verb in a manner that only partially indicates the subject or the object position
around the signer. As seen in Figure 70 and Figure 71, it is more difficult for the signer to
position his left hand in such a way to produce the verb COPY. Animation systems that need to
include realistic-looking ASL verbs will need to consider these complex factors when producing
the hand movements of inflected verbs.

Figure 70: Inflected version of ASL verb COPY with the subject on right and the object on
left.
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Figure 71: Inflected version of ASL verb COPY with subject on left and object on right.

12.4 Train Vector-Based Relative Models with Three Complex Verbs
In section 7.4 and section 7.5, we discussed that we collected 3 additional verbs COPY,
EMAIL, and SEND from additional signers. (The three new verbs listed in Table 11.) Those
verbs are more complex in their motion paths or they involve a movement in which the two
hands come into close proximity or interact in a specific spatial orientation. For example, when
performing the verb EMAIL as seen in Figure 4, the right hand must go through closely the “C”
handshape of the left hand, which is essential for this verb’s understandability. As seen in Figure
70 and Figure 71, the signer must position his left hand close to the right hand to produce the
verb COPY. Considering specific relative positions of the two hands, animation systems that
need to include grammaticality-correct and realistic-looking ASL verbs will need to consider
these factors when producing the hand movements of inflected verbs.
During our initial attempts at modeling these complex ASL verbs using our vector-based
model, we quickly noticed a problem.

Our original vector-based modeling approach (as

described in section 12.1) did not model a precise relative location between the left and right
hands. The vector-based model only represented the direction of hand movement, with the
starting value (for each hand, independently) selected based on the Gaussian Mixture model of
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hand locations. Thus, we noticed that independently modeling the direction of both the left and
right hands led to animations in which the relative positions of the two hands were not correctly
preserved during the performance of the verb. This led to apparent problems for verbs like
EMAIL in which one hand must move precisely through an opening produced by the other hand.
Therefore, we decided to modify our original vector-based model in the following way:
we modeled the left hand position relative to the right hand’s position at each keyframe of the
verb. At run time, when we needed to synthesize a specific verb instance, we first selected a
right hand starting location based on the Gaussian model. Then, we used our model of left hand
relative-location to select a left hand location for each key-frame, relative to the right hand. Our
new vector-based model, for verbs with two keyframes, would model nine values (deltax, deltay,
deltaz) for the right hand and (relativex, relativey, relativez) for the left hand for each keyframe of
the verb. In our prior “point” model, for a two-keyframe verb, there would be a total of twelve
values modeled, the start and end location of both hands as (xright, yright, zright, xleft, yleft, zleft).
Given this new vector-based model (with the left-hand locations represented as relative to
the right hand locations), we retrained our vector-based models for all of the collected verbs. We
therefore needed to evaluate these new models using both a metric-based evaluation (discussed
in section 12.5) and a user study (discussed in section 12.6).

12.5 Metric-Based Evaluation of Point- and Vector-Based Models
In general, we prefer to evaluate our models through user-based evaluations, because it is
easier to interpret how the results indicate the understandability of animations for actual users.
(Section 12.6 will present a user-based study that compares the point-based model, vector-based
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model, human-animator’s samples, and uninflected version of animation samples.). However,
for the sake of completeness for this dissertation, a distance-metric-based evaluation was
performed for the point-based model and vector-based model, with both trained on the motioncapture data of all eight verbs. As was done in section 11.1, we calculated Euclidean distance
between the start location of the right hand as predicted by the point-based models, and the start
location of the right hand of the human signer motion-capture data being used for evaluation. We
also calculated the distance between the axis-angles of each of the two versions of verb samples
(see equations (9-14)).
Prior to calculating “error distances” for the hand orientation values for our models (as
compared to the recorded motion-capture data), we first converted the hand orientations into
quaternions (yet another method of representing the orientation of 3D objects). Quaternions
have a desirable mathematical property: There is a well-known natural distance metric for
comparing two quaternions. Thus, after we converted the axis-angle representation (ax, ay, az, θ),
where the axis is normalized (𝑎!! + 𝑎!! + 𝑎!! = 1), to quaternion representation (q1, q2, q3, qw), we
use equations to compare and calculate the orientation difference of two axis angles.
𝑞! =    𝑎! ∗ sin 𝜃/2

(9)

𝑞! =    𝑎! ∗ sin 𝜃/2

(10)

𝑞! =    𝑎! ∗ sin 𝜃/2

(11)

𝑞! = cos 𝜃/2

(12)

If we assume that “object 1” has a quaternion orientation of q1 = (q11, q12, q13, q1w) and
object 2 has a quaternion orientation of q2 = (q21, q22, q23, q2w), then the magnitude of the angle of
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rotation required to re-orient object 1 to match the orientation of object 2 is the value theta
calculated by the pair of equations below:
d (q1, q2 ) = | q2 • q1 | = | q11 q21 + q12 a22 + q13 q23 + q1w q2w |

(13)

theta (q2, q1 ) = arccos ( d (q2, q1 ) )

(14)

Figure 73 compares “point-based model vs. motion-capture” to the “vector-based vs.
motion-capture” pairwise differences. To give the reader a sense of scale, the width of the
virtual human’s shoulders is about 0.35 units. The values shown for “orientation differences” are
based on equations (8) and (9). The amount that the point-based models differed from each of
motion-capture samples was similar to the amount that the vector-based models differed from
each of motion-capture samples. To present the results of this evaluation, we divide the verbs
into three groups:
•

TELL and SCOLD: This category of verbs are object-only inflection verbs with
special importance for the starting location to be accurate.

•

EMAIL, COPY, SEND2h: This category of verbs are the “complex hand interaction”
verbs in which the two hands must make a special configuration in which they touch
in a manner that requires high location and orientation accuracy.

•

MEET, GIVE, and ASK: This category of verbs is the “simple hand movement”
verbs with subject-and-object inflection.
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Figure 72: Location Pairwise differences between point-based model and motion-capture data
vs. vector-based model and motion-capture data (8 verbs).

Figure 73: Orientation pairwise differences between vector-based model vs. motion-capture
data (8 verbs, in radians).
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From the result in Figure 72 and Figure 73, we see the category of “EMAIL, COPY,
SEND” has the largest metric-based difference in location values between motion-capture data
and the two models, and the category of TELL and SCOLD has the smallest difference in
location values among these three categories. For all the three categories of verbs, point-based
models have slightly lower difference in location values than the vector-based models. In
section 12.6, when we present the results of a user-based evaluation of these modeling
techniques, we’ll see that the scores for these different groups of verbs generally correspond to
these metric-based evaluation scores.
Since the point-based modeling technique and the vector-based modeling technique use
the same method for modeling hand orientation, we don’t compare pairwise differences between
the two models.

Considering the orientation results in Figure 73, we see the category of

“EMAIL-COPY-SEND” has larger average orientation difference than the other two categories,
the reason could be that the comfort-related issues that affect the performance of these verbs (for
some combinations of subject and object location) may cause these verbs to have complex
patterns in their hand orientations.

12.6 User Study Evaluation of Point- and Vector-Based Models
Similar to the user study methodologies described in section 10.4 and section 11.1, we
conducted another user-based evaluation study in Summer 2013 using animations synthesized by
our point-based model and by our vector-based model, trained on data of the eight verbs,
collected from one new signer, to determine if ASL signers who view animations containing
such verbs find them to be similar or more grammatical, understandable, and natural.
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The overall methodology of this evaluation study, including the recruiting practices,
genre of ASL stories used as stimuli, format of comprehension questions, and other details
follows the general approach of our prior evaluation research reported in (Huenerfauth & Lu,
2010b). Of the 24 participants, 13 had used ASL since infancy, 6 participants had learned ASL
before age 8, and 2 participants began using ASL at a school with primary instruction in ASL
since age 10. The remaining 3 participants identified as deaf, attended schools and university
with instruction in ASL, and had spouses or partners with whom they used ASL on a daily basis.
There were 17 men and 7 women of ages 24-58 (median age 33).
The experiment consisted of two phases: in phase 1, participants viewed animations of
short ASL stories and answered comprehension questions after viewing the animation only once.
In phase 2 of the study, participants saw four side-by-side animations of the same ASL sentence
– with four different versions of the verb used in each sentence: inflected using our point-based
models, inflected using our vector-based models, human animator, or uninflected.
In phase 1 of the study, we used a set of 12 ASL stories and comprehension questions that
we designed and produced as stimuli. The stories and questions were adapted for use in this
study to include the eight ASL inflected verbs listed in Table 10 and Table 11. The animations
consisted of a single onscreen virtual human character who tells a story about 3-4 characters,
who are associated with different arc-positions in the signing space surrounding the virtual
signer.

The 12 stories and their questions were designed so that the questions related to

information conveyed by a specific verb in the story. The comprehension questions were
difficult to answer because of the stories’ complexity, because participants saw the story before
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seeing the questions, and because they could only view the story once time. Each story was
produced in four versions:
•

With inflected verbs from our point-based model.

•

With inflected verbs from our vector-based model.

•

With inflected verbs produced by the human animator.

•

With uninflected versions of the verbs.

As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, the orientation model of the vector-based
model is identical to the orientation model of the point-based model (details in section 11.2), so,
the hand orientations in these two types of animation are identical (the locations of the hands
may differ).
In this within-subjects study design:
•

No participant saw the same story twice.

•

Order of presentation was randomized.

•

Each participant saw 3 animations of each version.

After watching each story once, participants answered 4 multiple-choice comprehension
questions that focused on information conveyed by the inflecting verbs. Further methodological
details of similar studies we have conducted may be found in (Huenerfauth, 2006, Huenerfauth
& Lu, 2010a; 2010b). Figure 74 shows the comprehension question accuracy scores and
subjective Likert-scale scores.

A Kruskal-Wallis test (alpha=0.05) was run to check for

significant differences between comprehension question scores for each version of the
animations. Only one pair of values had a significant difference: the comprehension score for
the vector-based model had significantly higher scores than for the stories with the uninflected
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version of the verbs. This is a positive result because it indicates that the vector-based modeling
approach led to more understandable stories.
Figure 75 shows the subjective Likert-scale scores, which were very similar for all four
cases (Uninflected, VectorModel, PointModel, and Animator), with no significant differences
observed between the values.
Comparing the results of this study presented in Chapter 10, the comprehension question
scores were lower in this new study. There are several possible explanations for this: It could be
that the new stories and new comprehension questions were more difficult in this new study,
leading to overall lower scores. An alternative explanation is that the new verbs we added
(COPY, EMAIL, SEND2h) were more difficult, as measured by comprehension question
scores. Looking at the graph of per-verb comprehension questions scores in Figure 74, it does
appear that the comprehension question scores for these new verbs were lower than the scores
for the verbs that had appeared in Table 10 (ASK, GIVE, MEET, SCOLD, TELL). It may be the
case that these more difficult verbs (with complex interactions between the hands) were more
difficult for participants to understand, as measured by comprehension questions. This issue
could be explored further in future research.
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Figure 74: Results of Part I Comprehension Story study in 2013.
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Figure 75: Results of subjective scores of Part II Side-by-Side Comparison Study in 2013.
In phase 2 of the experiment, participants viewed four animations of the same sentence
side-by-side; for example, we used the ASL sentence “John point-to-position-0.9 ASK Mary
point-to-position-0.3.” The only difference between the three versions was whether the verb was:
synthesized from our point-based model, synthesized from our vector-based model, created by a
human animator using Gesture Builder, or an uninflected version of the verb. Participants could
re-play the animations multiple times, and a variety of arc-positions were used in the animations
(the four versions shown at one time all used the same arc-positions). Participants answered 1-
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to-10 Likert-scale questions about the quality of the verb in each of the 3 versions of the
sentence. Figure 75 shows the results. To check for significant differences between Likert-scale
scores for each version, a Kruskal-Wallis test (alpha=0.05) was performed; significant pairwise
differences are marked with a star in Figure 75.
There were statistically significant differences observed in the side-by-side comparison
Likert-scale data recorded in Part 2 of the study. Because the Animator animations were handcrafted by a human animator who was a native ASL signer, and they showed proper ASL verb
inflection, it was an expected result for the Animator animations to receive higher subjective
scores than the Uninflected animations.
It is a notable result that the Point-based Model received higher subjective evaluation
scores than the Uninflected animations. This result indicates that verbs produced using this
modeling technique are judged as superior by native ASL signers, when compared to uninflected
verb animations. Uninflected verb animations are the current state-of-the-art approach; so, this
indicates that out modeling technique is advancing the state-of-the-art.
It was notable that the PointModel received statistically higher subjective scores than the
VectorModel, and the VectorModel did not receive statistically higher scores than the
uninflected animations. This result indicates that there were some problems with the animations
produced using the VectorModel in this study. Looking at the table of per-verb results, we can
see that some of the verbs for which the VectorModel performed poorly were TELL and
SCOLD. These two verbs are special, among those verbs in this study, in that they inflect for
object position only. Further, when human signers perform these verbs, their motion path is
oriented away from the signer's chin (in the case of TELL) or heart (in the case of
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SCOLD). Since the VectorModel does not explicitly model the starting location of a verb (the
location is selected based on a search through the Gaussian mixture model representing hand
location probability), the VectorModel may lead to verb animations in which the starting location
is somewhat inaccurate. For some ASL verbs, this may not have a significant impact on the
perceived quality of the verb, if the overall direction of the verb movement is correct. However,
for TELL and SCOLD, it may be the case that the beginning location of these verbs is very
important for the correct production of the sign. For this reason, the vector model may not be
appropriate for verbs of this type. Investigating the suitability of the vector model for different
classes of ASL verbs, that have particular constraints on their starting locations, is an open area
of future research.
Overall, for side-by-side comparison scores, both our point-based model and the human
animator’s verb scored significantly higher than the uninflected verb animations. Because the
human animator version of the verbs was considered our upper baseline for this study (since it
reflects the careful creation of an inflected verb form during a time-consuming process),
achieving scores that are similar to that of the human.
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Epilogue to Part II
This part of the thesis described our modeling methods and evaluation of constructing a
lexicon of ASL verb signs whose motion path depends on parameters determined by the context
in which they appear. The work described in Part II can be considered an evaluation of whether
the motion-capture data we collected in Part I is of sufficient quality to support ASL animation
generation research; the work in Part II can also be considered a “case study” of the benefit of
using a data-driven methodology for sign language animation research.
Specifically, we have designed point-based models (in Chapter 10 and Chapter 11) and
vector-based models (in Chapter 12) for ASL inflecting verbs whose motion path depends on the
location in the signing space associated with the verb’s subject and object. We have used motion
capture data of sign language performances from multiple signers, and we evaluated whether our
models do a good job of predicting an ASL inflected verb’s movement. We conducted several
evaluations, and we saw positive results (see section 11.1 and 12.6).

Therefore, Part II

confirmed three research questions we raised in the Part II: Prologue. We list those research
questions from Part II below, as a summary. The main scientific claim from this Part of the
thesis was that we are able to build useful ASL-animation generation software based on analysis
of this corpus, which is also evidence we have sufficient quality of motion-capture data.
RQ5: Is it possible to create mathematical models of ASL inflected verbs, under a set of
assumptions and simplifications, which can be used to synthesize animations that are
understandable to native signers? (Examined in Chapter 10)
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RQ6: Is it possible to build a mathematical model for ASL animations of inflected verbs
by using a data-driven methodology based on the collection of sign language motion-capture
data from humans? (Examined in Chapter 11)
RQ7: Would a model based on a motion vector representation capture the essential
aspects of verb motion paths? (Examined in Chapter 12)
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Chapter 13 Conclusions, Contributions, and Future Work
This final chapter of the thesis will summarize the work previously presented, highlight
how this research may be of use to future researchers and designers of sign language animation
systems, and how future researchers could frame scientific questions that are a natural extension
of this research. Section 13.1 will provide an overview of the major theses of this research, and
it will review each of the major research questions that have been addressed during the project.
Section 13.2 will summarize the main contributions of this research, with a specific focus on
how the data resources, technologies, and methodologies developed during this dissertation
project can be used by future researchers and designers. Finally, section 13.3 will identify areas
of future work that could be pursued, which would be natural extensions to this research.

13.1 Thesis Summary and Answers to Research Questions
Technologies for automatically synthesizing computer animations of ASL inflected verbs
can make information and services accessible to deaf people with lower English literacy. This
thesis work has consisted of data-driven research on the synthesis of animations of spatially
inflected ASL verbs using human data. There are two “Parts” to the thesis and each of these
parts has an important sub-thesis. Part I focused on how to collect corpora. Part II focused on
demonstrating that sign language animation technology can be advanced using data driven
methods (as a case study of how the corpora resources could be used to model ASL verb
animations).
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There had been little research in the field of sign language animation that had been data
driven, due to there being few sign language corpora of sufficient size, composition, and quality.
This has been a limitation for the field because some linguistic issues are very difficult to address
in a non-data-driven manner. Therefore, the goal of this dissertation research was two-fold:
•

Demonstrate that it is possible to collect sign language corpora resources with
motion-data and answer important research questions about how to do this well in
Part I of this thesis.

•

Demonstrate how the use of data-driven methods that make use of some of the data
that was collected can advance the state of the art. This is done through a case study
in Part II of this thesis, by focusing on the issue of verb inflection in ASL. In addition,
methodological and modeling advancements were made during this avenue of
research.

To achieve those two research goals, we collected the first large, linguistically annotated
motion-capture corpus of ASL. Next, to measure the quality of the data we have collected, we
have conducted several rounds of experimental studies to measure the understandability of
animations synthesized from the data (details in section 4.4 and section 5.2). We tested whether
our motion-capture configuration and recording protocols enabled us to collect motion-data of
sufficient quality for data-driven ASL generation research. In our study, the evaluation scores of
the animations driven by the motion-capture data were similar to those of animations produced
using state-of-the-art ASL animation scripting software which would be typical of the prior state
of the art. This was a promising result, indicating that data we collected was of good quality.
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As an extrinsic evaluation of the quality of our corpus data, in Part II, we conducted sign
language animation generation research that made use of our corpus – with success at producing
high-quality animations of ASL inflecting verbs.

This first use of our corpus to tackle a

challenging problem in sign language generation was meant to be a test case for the benefits of
our data-driven research paradigm – and further evidence that the quality of the motion-capture
data we are collecting at CUNY is sufficient for supporting computational linguistic research on
ASL.
This dissertation has explicitly listed a series of seven research questions that provided a
focus for each of the chapters. As a summary, we list below the research questions investigated
in this dissertation research:
RQ1: Is our motion-capture equipment configuration sufficiently sensitive and well
calibrated – such that we can record key movement details of a human ASL performance? We
examined RQ1 in Chapter 4. Our conclusion was that the motion-capture data that we are
collecting is of good quality because it produced sign language animations with similar scores to
state-of-the-art scripted animations.
RQ2: When collecting unscripted ASL performances, is our motion-capture corpus
collection process able to capture data that human signers judge to be natural and understandable?
We examined RQ2 in Chapter 5. Our conclusion was that the data we collected for our
Unscripted Corpus was of good quality based on the positive experimental results presented.
RQ3: Did the prompting strategies used in our corpus-collection process elicit the desired
linguistic phenomena during the unscripted, multi-sentence, single-signer ASL discourse that
was recorded? We examined RQ3 in Chapter 6. As we refined our prompting strategies during
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the three years of data collection, we identified prompting strategies that led to recordings
containing the linguistic phenomena we desired.
RQ4: Did our colored-target “Verb Corpus” data-collection process enable us to collect
many instances of inflecting verbs for different combinations of arrangements of subject and
object locations in the signing space? We examined RQ4 in Chapter 7. The signers being
recorded performing the verb signs quickly acclimated to the colored paper squares around the
room as targets for their verb signs, and the animator using the Gesture Builder program with the
clear overlay plastic with an arc drawing did not report any problems with this setup.
RQ5: Is it possible to create mathematical models of ASL inflected verbs, under a set of
assumptions and simplifications, which can be used to synthesize animations that are
understandable to native signers? We examined RQ5 in Chapter 10. We concluded that the
assumptions and simplifications we made inherent to our modeling and animation approach are
well suited for producing good-quality animations, as verified by the comprehension question
and subjective evaluation scores in user-based experiments.
RQ6: Is it possible to build a mathematical model for ASL animations of inflected verbs
by using a data-driven methodology based on the collection of sign language motion-capture
data from humans? We examined RQ6 in Chapter 11. Our conclusion was that our models are
able to capture the essential aspects of inflected verbs, as verified by both metric-based and userbased evaluations; we were able to synthesize understandable verb samples using motion-capture
data, as verified by comprehension scores in user studies.
RQ7: Would a model based on a motion vector representation capture the essential
aspects of verb motion paths? We examined RQ7 in Chapter 12. The metric-based and user-
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based evaluation study results shows that the model based on a motion vector representation is
able to capture the verbs’ essential movement details and produce good-quality verbs samples
using human data, as verified by metric-based and user-based evaluations.

13.2 Contributions: How Future Researchers can Use This Research
The first major contribution of this thesis, which can benefit future researchers, has been
the development and documentation of new methodologies for collecting, processing, and
annotating a motion-capture corpus of sign language data. Our project is the first to record a
large corpus of sign language passages while using motion-capture equipment. Since a lack of
motion-capture corpora has been a limiting factor in sign language animation research, we expect
future researchers studying ASL or other sign languages internationally may replicate the
methodologies in this dissertation. Specifically, this dissertation has documented:
•

The novel combination of hand, body, head, and eye motion-tracking technologies,
along with the studio set-up and simultaneous video recordings. The quality of the
data collected using these techniques was verified in evaluation studies.

•

Protocols for calibrating this equipment that are designed to improve the accuracy and
efficiency of collecting sign language performances from deaf participants – in
particular new protocols for gloves have been developed and evaluated.

•

Prompting approaches that can be used to collect sign language performances with
specific combinations of linguistic properties – along with experimental results of the
ASL passages that were collected when using various types of prompts.
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•

Ways to incorporate the participation of native ASL signers in the research process
(as recorded signers, as prompt designers, as prompters during recording sessions, as
linguistic annotators, and as participants in animation evaluation studies) in order to
achieve more linguistically accurate results.

In addition to documenting the methodology by which the corpus was collected, we also
anticipate that the motion-capture data, video recordings, and annotations produced during this
dissertation research will become a valuable resource for the research community. The digital
3D data of body movement and handshape we collect from native signers will become a
permanent research resource for study by NLP researchers and ASL linguists, especially for
those who lack the resources to conduct their own corpus-collection projects. Our unscripted
corpus contains multi-sentence single-signer ASL discourse, with information about where
signers place SRPs in the signing space and how verb motion-paths change based on the
arrangement of SRPs. The verb data collected in this thesis work has also been made available
to the research community and will facilitate further study.

Our empirically derived data

collection procedure, ASL linguistic aspect modeling, and evaluation methods will be of interest
to computational linguists/animation researchers/user experience researchers.
The Linguistic and Assistive Technologies Laboratory at Queens College will continue to
release more corpus data in the coming years, including additional recording sessions (3 were
included in our first release). We are also adding and verifying additional layers of annotation,
including: part-of-speech; syntactic bracketing (NP, VP, clause, sentence); and non-manual
signals (role shift, negation, WH-word questions, yes-no questions, topicalization, conditionals,
and rhetorical questions).

As verifying these additional layers of annotation, our lab will
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distribute them in a future corpus release.

To standardize the glosses used in our corpus

annotation, the lab is also updating them to follow the gloss names used in the American Sign
Language Lexicon Video Dataset (Neidle et al., 2012). This will make the corpus more useful
for future researchers because the gloss labels used will follow an accepted standard.
Beyond demonstrating the benefits of data-driven methods for sign language animation
research (which was in support of the main thesis of this dissertation), this research has also
advanced the state of the art of sign language animation synthesis by addressing a specific,
challenging linguistic aspect of ASL: inflecting verbs. Prior ASL animation systems have
generally included only a single uninflected version of each verb. Our models for producing a
parameterized animation lexicon of ASL inflecting verbs can benefit the automatic synthesis of
previously unseen instances of an inflected verb for novel arrangement of subject/object
locations. Given a 3D location of where in the signing space the subject and object of a verb is
placed, we produce an instance of the verb that has been properly inflected – i.e., its motion-path
has been modified to reflect the subject and object locations in 3D space. Using this technique,
generation software could include flexible lexicons that can be used to synthesize an infinite
variety of inflecting verb instances, and scripting software could more easily enable users to
include inflecting verbs in a sentence (without requiring the user to create a custom animations
of a body movement for a particular inflected verb sign).
Based on the Verb Corpus with instances of eight ASL inflected verbs (ASK1h, GIVE2h,
MEET, SCOLD, TELL, EMAIL, COPY, and SEND2h), we have modeled the location of the
signer’s hands for the performance of each verb, given the location in the signing space where
the subject and object were positioned. Based on the results of several rounds of experimental
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evaluations we have conducted in which ASL signers watched animation that included verbs
synthesized from our models, we found that our verbs had similar quality to those produced by a
human animator (see section 10.4 and section 11.1). Thus, our use of a data-driven methodology
based on the collection of sign language movement data from humans (and mathematical
modeling of this data) yielded a high quality sign language animation system for automatically
synthesizing inflected verbs, of measurably better quality than baseline prior approaches.
Part II of this thesis also included some investigations of extensions to our basic
modeling technique. For instance, we examined how the quality of the models would degrade if
less training data is provided. We trained versions of the models on subsets of the training data
and evaluated verb animations synthesized from the resulting models – to determine how many
training examples would be required to produce a good-quality model of ASL verb inflection for
animations. Because some verbs vary systematically in their performance when their subject and
object are arranged clockwise vs. counterclockwise on the arc around the signer, we have also
investigated a “vector” modeling technique. In evaluations of hand location modeling only, we
found that this approach led to improved modeling.
While the modeling techniques and evaluations in this thesis focused on eight ASL verbs,
they were chosen as a demonstration of the approach. This technique should be applicable to
more ASL verbs by collecting samples of verb instances and training new models, our
methodologies could be applied to many more ASL verbs parameterized on spatial locations,
other types of ASL signs that are parameterized on locations in space. Beyond ASL, the
modeling and synthesis methodology we have described could be applied to other sign languages
used internationally (or to regional dialects of a sign language). Many sign languages include
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signs in which the location and orientation of the hands are affected by locations in the signing
space where entities have been established by the signer.

13.3 Future Work
This document has identified various post-thesis avenues of future work. As discussed
previously in this dissertation, we expect that researchers studying various sign languages used
internationally may wish to replicate the corpus-collection and verb-modeling techniques in this
dissertation, for their own local sign language. We also expect that future researchers studying
ASL may wish to replicate the research paradigm of this thesis to advance the state of the art of
verb modeling for ASL. Specifically, we expect that future researchers may wish to collect
samples of a larger set of ASL inflecting verbs, including some with more complex movements
of the hands. Then, they could model these verbs and evaluate if the modeling techniques in this
thesis continue to perform well for an even larger variety of signs. They could experiment with
more sophisticated modeling techniques, and then by iteratively following the paradigm of this
thesis (data collection, model development, model training, and user-based evaluation), they
could advance the state of the art of ASL animation technologies.
Another avenue of future research would be to reexamine several of the simplifying
assumptions in our verb modeling approaches, and then future researchers could relax some of
them in future work. Researchers could experiment with representing subject/object location as
3D points in space (instead of positions on the arc around the signer). Future researchers may
also explore how subject/object locations affect handshape during signs, or they may model how
the timing of verb animation keyframes varies with subject/object position. While we expect
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that these factors do vary with how subject/object positions are arranged for a verb instance,
these issues were no explored in this thesis. Future researchers may also want to explore how to
design models of verb inflection for linguistic issues that were not examined in this dissertation;
for instance, verb inflection for temporal aspect: It is possible to modify the movement path of
verbs to indicate repetitive, continuous, or other types of temporal information.
Another avenue of verb modeling research would be for future researchers to record a
human signer on multiple occasions or to record data from multiple human performers, then they
could experiment with the robustness of verb modeling techniques to being trained on mixtures
of data from these sources. While some initial results were presented in this thesis that the
“vector-based” model may be more robust to mixing training data from multiple signers, further
research is needed to evaluate if this modeling technique (or others that could be developed)
would support such training.
Another line of ASL generation research that could be pursued (using the corpus
collected in this dissertation) is the application of statistical machine learning techniques to learn
when/where human signers establish spatial reference points (SRPs) in the signing space during
multi-sentence ASL passages. Since our unscripted ASL passages have been annotated for the
establishment and use of SRPs around the signer, such an analysis is possible. Models of SRPs
could be embedded into software for generating animations, and experimental evaluation studies
could be conducted with native ASL signer participants to measure whether the newly developed
models are an improvement to the state of the art.
The broader research goal of this dissertation has been to produce high-quality broadcoverage ASL generation software, which would benefit many deaf individuals with low English
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literacy. However, this ambition is too large for a single Ph.D. dissertation. For this goal to be
accomplished, ASL must become a language commonly studied by NLP researchers. To make
ASL “accessible” to a wider research community, our laboratory has been developing ASL
motion capture corpora, modeling techniques that can be embedded in future software, and
experimental techniques (best practices, survey materials, experimental protocols) to serve as a
resource for other researchers. By addressing some of the unique aspects of sign languages
outlined in Chapter 2, we can enable other researchers to transfer their new NLP techniques to
ASL. Encouraging more computational linguistic research on sign language will not only benefit
deaf users: addressing the challenges of sign language generation will push the limits of current
state-of-the-art linguistic and 3D modeling approaches and thus benefit other work in the fields
of assistive technology and natural language processing.
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